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SUMMARY/GOALS

This Plan outlines Tinicum Township’s continued vision for land and multiple resource
preservation.  Preservation is particularly important in Tinicum because of  its exceptional streams
and groundwater resources, its valuable farmland, its diverse plant and animal communities, its
many endangered and special concern species, and its high historic and scenic value.  This Plan was
prepared through a joint effort of  the Tinicum Open Space Commission, Tinicum Township
Supervisors, Princeton Hydro and interested citizens, and draws on the research for the prior
Open Space Plan adopted in 2000.

In 1997 the electorate in Bucks County approved an open space preservation bond to preserve
farmland, provide for park and recreation areas and protect unique natural and environmental
features. The county plan made available $511,851 to preserve open space in Tinicum Township
via acquisition of  land or of  land rights The Township completed an Open Space Plan consistent
with the county guidelines in 2000.  The purpose of  that Plan was to guide the Township in the
effective use of  these and other open space funds, and to develop a strategy to meet the Township’s
goals in open space preservation.  At that time, most of  Tinicum’s open space consisted of  parks
and state game lands; a few private parcels were protected by conservation easements. The goal of
the 2002 bond referendum was to preserve 500 acres. As of  2009, more than 4,000 acres had been
preserved by conservation easement, far exceeding this goal.

In 2007, Bucks County approved a second municipal open space referendum. As before, the county
required each township to re-examine and update where necessary its existing open space plan. This
2009 Plan represents Tinicum Township’s updated goals and objectives and suggests action steps by
which to achieve them. It includes a protected lands inventory, resource inventory, greenway linkage
map, prioritization analysis, and proposed action plan, as required by the County guidelines. The
Open Space Commission used a variety of  sources including the Township Comprehensive Plan,
original community surveys, recent state and federal plans and actions, new research information,
and the personal experience in open space conservation of  the members of  the Commission from
the past nine years to complete the present Plan.

Many of  the recommendations of  the first Open Space Plan may be said to have been carried out,
with the caveat that there may always be room for improvement in the township’s ongoing efforts
to protect its unique and considerable resources.
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Since the last County Open Space Referendum, various studies and state and federal conservation
designations have emphasized the importance of  protecting precisely the resources which are so
plentiful in Tinicum.  These include the federal Highlands Conservation Act of  2004; the additional
designation by PADCNR of  the Pennsylvania Highlands as one of  only five mega-greenways of
Statewide Importance; the designation by the DRBC of  the Delaware River, our eastern border, as
Special Protection Waters; the Middle Delaware River Conservation Plan of  2004, the designation
of  two of  Tinicum’s streams as part of  the National Wild and Scenic Delaware River; the
placement of  the Tinicum and the Tohickon Creeks on the Conservation Rivers Registry of  PA
through the completion of  extensive conservation plans; the Giving Pond Natural Resource
Inventory Project Report of  2006, and the Tinicum Township Regional Biodiversity Study of  2007
documenting the resources of  the Roaring Rocks/Swamp Creek watershed.  Moreover, it is
beginning to be widely recognized that Tinicum Township and the other Upper Bucks townships
play a vital role as carbon sinks for the county as a whole, and in mitigation of  warming trends by
preserving woodlands and meadows.  Therefore the resources of  Tinicum are of  not only local, but
of  regional importance and significance.  In order to protect the resources inventoried and
designated by these various studies, Tinicum Township has mapped comprehensive resource
overlay districts covering water, woodlands, steep slopes, agricultural soils, and critical groundwater
recharge areas, and has adopted ordinances governing land development and subdivision in these
sensitive areas.

PRIMARY GOAL

The primary goal remains unchanged:

To preserve the health, safety, welfare and quality of  life of  Tinicum residents, and to
preserve the irreplaceable freshwater, agricultural and natural resources of  the township for
its residents and for the greater Pennsylvania Highlands community.

While biodiversity conservation is a topic of  global importance, the regional and local levels are
where species and ecosystems are either preserved or driven to extinction. As more and more land
is developed in Tinicum, there are serious implications for local natural areas and the plants and
animals they support.  Forests, wetlands and streams, some of  the most valuable and productive
habitats for native species, are under increasing pressure from development-related impacts. In
parti- cular, the fragmentation and loss of  habitat in existing woodland, wetland and stream
networks in the township, and elimination of  future reforestation and habitat restoration potential,
are key concerns. 

INDIVIDUAL RESOURCE GOALS

1. To protect ground and surface water resources of  all types, our most essential and most
vulnerable natural resources, and to prevent any net export of  water resources from 
individual watersheds.
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2. To protect and preserve our irreplaceable farmland, even small parcels, in light of  the 
current and future importance of  local production and consumption of  human and 
animal foods.

3. To protect and preserve our forests and woodlands, especially in view of  their 
importance in the mitigation of  local and regional climatic changes.

4. To maintain biological diversity by preserving our varied ecosystems, their accompany-
ing flora and fauna, Threatened, Rare, and Endangered (TRE) species and Species of  
Special Concern (SOC), along with the habitats necessary to support them. 

5. To preserve scenic resources which contribute to the rural character and visual quality 
of  life in the Township and provide opportunities for the enjoyment of  nature by 
visitors beyond our borders. 

6. To establish greenway linkages to connect hub areas of  protected resource-rich and 
open space both within and beyond the borders of  the township.

7. To assure open space for a wide variety of  outdoor recreational and educational 
pursuits. 

8. To recognize and protect the cultural heritage and historic resources and the character 
of  Tinicum Township so that surviving resources and their context are preserved for 
future generations. 

9. To promote the type and location of  development within Tinicum Township, that will 
allow orderly growth, and sound and sustainable community development and resource
conservation.

Each of  the above goals is discussed in detail in the current Plan and is followed by a set of
objectives and suggested action steps for reaching the goal.  As the Open Space Protection initiative
has been so successful, a new analysis has been necessary in this updated version of  the Plan.  The
purpose now is to identify and prioritize the land and resources still in need of  protection.

Existing protected lands, as shown on Map 4, were excluded from this open space conservation
analysis.  Protected lands include parks, game lands, land under the Bucks County Agricultural Land
Preservation Program and lands under conservation easement or deed restriction. A second map
shows lands eligible for open space analysis and prioritization.  GIS mapping techniques are used
extensively to depict the details of  this plan graphically.  A total of  19 maps summarize the
information. 
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As required by the county guidelines, a detailed inventory of  the community’s desirable resources
has been described and mapped.  These include: natural resources (topography, soils, surface waters,
groundwater, vegetation and wildlife), scenic resources, and historic resources.  Eight major Habitat
Conservation Networks were formerly identified and their importance to the community is
discussed.  Almost all of  Tinicum Township falls into one or more important resource categories.
The plan recognizes that open space preservation must fit into a broader community planning
context.  All open space resources must be considered, their values compared to potential develop-
ment impact, and those most urgently in need of  protection identified.  This assessment should be
made from several perspectives: resource concentration; vulnerability to development; relationship
to existing protection, to development pressure and to potential open space linkages; and recent
understanding of  the importance of  the resources of  the larger area of  which Tinicum is a part. 

Consistent with the community open space goals, this plan identifies and maps six Priority
Conservation Focus Areas: 1) water resources (water bodies and their riparian corridors, ground-
water and its critical recharge areas, and headwaters); 2) farmland resources (important agricultural
soils and working farms); 3) wildlife habitat/biological diversity (forest interiors, riparian corridors,
conservation networks); 4) scenic resources; 5) greenway linkages and recreational resources; and 6)
cultural and historc heritage.  A Conservation Priority Overlay Map (Map 19) shows these focus
areas and identifies the parcels with overlapping resources. Within areas of  similar resource
concentration, other variables will be used to determine priority properties: the presence of
identified scenic resources or vistas and the presence of  unique or rare ecosystems. Under the
current weighting system for determining acquisition priorities, the presence of  an identified
historic building, location in a registered historic district, relative location, parcel size, degree of
potential development pressure, and opportunity/availability and funding considerations are all
given consideration as well.

Because of  the extent of  significant natural, scenic, and historic resources within Tinicum, almost
any new development is a potential resource threat.  Well-water withdrawals exceeding the rate of
aquifer recharge jeopardize otherwise reliable groundwater levels and stream flows, and threaten
ground water quality. Groundwater and stream water quality can be adversely impacted by high
nitrate levels from on-lot sewage treatment and disposal systems, particularly during periods of  low
rainfall or drought.

Properties that meet multiple goals will be ranked as higher in priority than those meeting fewer
conservation goals. Because of  the many criteria, however, and the variability with which the
resources on any parcel meet those criteria, rigid priorities are hard to assign. Property evaluation
worksheets, which consider all possible resources and the relative quality of  those resources, have
been developed to help to rank individual parcels in importance, as mentioned above.  
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Recognizing that acquisition alone cannot accomplish all of  the community’s goals, other
approaches to land preservation judged feasible in Tinicum are reviewed.  These include: planning
(via township regulations and ordinances), public participation in private land stewardship, and
enhanced cooperation among the Township, local conservation organizations, county and state
open space agencies and individual landowners.  

The final chapter, Action Plan and Summary of  Recommendations, presents approaches to
achieving the open space goals.  Recommended regulatory approaches include: 1) reinforcing and
upgrading sustainable watershed management regulation, 2) requiring plans for long term
maintenance and management of  open space connected with developments, 3) requiring
demonstration of  conservation of  all open space resources for all developments that require a full
environmental impact assessment, 4) assigning responsibility for  overseeing  compliance  with
resource protection initiatives, 5) implementing initiatives for conservation of  historic structures
and landscapes, 6)  requiring extensive site analysis while development site planning is still in the
conceptual stage, and 7) continuing to review and upgrade ordinances as new information is
available and as permitted by statute. 

Non-regulatory approaches suggested are: 1) a continued active role by an Open Space
Commission, 2) addition of  the revised Open Space Plan to the Township Comprehensive Plan, 3)
promotion of  enhanced conservation practices in state and county owned properties, 4) coordina-
tion and cooperation with Bucks County, local conservancies, neighboring communities and
regional and state organizations, and 5) encouragement of  Best Management Practices in land
stewardship by active communication with and education of  landowners.  Also included in the
recommendations are strategies for retaining the healthiest, most viable habitat networks
throughout the township.  These strategies include: establishing preserves and implementing
reforestation initiatives, continuing to update and improve our woodlands management ordinances,
and encouraging natural landscaping and conservation management of  woodlands and meadows by
homeowners. In addition, it is still the Township’s hope to have an active recreational area in the
western section of  the community.

The chapters that follow detail the township’s plans for Open Space and Multi-Resource Conserva-
tion. The final chapter outlines steps to be taken toward this end and a relative time table for these
actions.
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Chapter 1:

INTRODUCTION

This Open Space Plan represents Tinicum Township’s vision for open space preservation and is
organized in a way consistent with Bucks County Municipal Open Space Program Guidelines and
Township preferences.  The Township has examined the current state of  private and public land
development, areas that are under threat from development, past actions that have resulted in open
space preservation, opportunities for preservation in the future, and action that can be taken to
implement the open space vision. Map 1 depicts Current Land Use and Zoning in the township.

CHAPTER 2:  COMMUNITY BACKGROUND – Current township status and how
development and change may threaten open space resources.

CHAPTER 3:  GOALS AND OBJECTIVES – Broad statements reflecting community values
for the purpose of  focusing open space conservation efforts.

CHAPTER 4:  EXISTING PROTECTED LANDS –Identification of  lands which are
ineligible for open space protection consideration by this Plan.

CHAPTER 5:  INVENTORY OF VULNERABLE RESOURCES – Inventory by description
and mapping of  natural, scenic, and historic resources occurring within the township, a discussion
of  their relative value to the community, and a focused discussion of  biodiversity conservation.

CHAPTER 6:  GREENWAY LINKAGES AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES –
Identification of  public parklands and of  linkages available for public and/or wildlife travel
between or within major township open space resource areas, and beyond the borders of  Tinicum
into neighboring communities.  

CHAPTER 7:  ANALYSIS OF RESOURCES – Evaluation of  inventoried open space resources
with respect to the Township’s goals and objectives, comparison of  their occurrence with respect to
one another, evaluation based on existing protection and threat of  development, and initial prioriti-
zation groupings.

CHAPTER 8:  RECOMMENDED PRIORITIES FOR PROTECTION – Criteria for
identifying those areas of  the township requiring greatest protection. 

CHAPTER 9:  NON-ACQUISITION TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES – Regulatory and
non-regulatory approaches to land conservation without relying on the availability of  significant
funds for purchasing land.

CHAPTER 10:  ACTION PLAN AND SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS – Short
and long-term action plan for use by the Township and private interests to achieve natural and
cultural resource protection as defined by the Goals and Objectives of  this Plan.
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Tinicum Township is located within the Delaware River Heritage Corridor, designated by the
Federal government because of  its environmental, historic, and cultural importance.  It lies in a
generally rural band officially designated by the Highlands Conservation Act of  2004 as a nationally
significant region that represents a modern frontier between the rural Appalachian Mountains and
the urbanized east coast megalopolis (Map 2/The Pennsylvania Highlands). The careful
management, protection and use of  its resources are considered vital for the long term sustainabil-
ity of  both natural systems of  the region and the cities that outlie it. Maintaining it confers identity
on the individual metropolitan areas and provides a framework for efficient metropolitan
transportation networks and development patterns. Without such a band of  land in rural and
conservation uses, the metropolitan areas will merge and form an immense uninterrupted urban
area of  poorly planned development. Tinicum Township and its associated Highland communities
are the last barrier against drinking water pollution for the entire metropolitan population to the
south and east. 

Historically, Tinicum Township has been relatively isolated from the population and employment
concentrations that have generated growth in the metropolitan areas over the past several decades.
For years, development had been moving slowly from the southern part of  the county toward the
north and east. In the last few years, however, the township’s accessibility from Lower and Central
Bucks County and Philadelphia has been increased by highway upgrades and advancing suburban-
ization.  Interstate 78 has likewise increased accessibility and brought development pressure from
the massive growth generators of  New York and northern New Jersey. 

The increased intensity of  development pressure previously felt only in Plumstead, Bedminster, and
Solebury Townships and to the west in Montgomery County, is beginning to be a concern to the
more rural communities in Upper Bucks County. Factors such as steep slopes, poorly percolating
soils, lack of  public water and sewer, and isolation from most primary traffic corridors have helped
to slow large development proposals in the past. However, such proposals in nearby townships and
in the Sellersville-Perkasie-Quakertown area are an indication of  greater development pressure
towards Tinicum. 

Until the late 1960s, Tinicum Township had no formal plans or ordinances for managing
development, as there had been no need for them in the sparsely populated township. After World
War II, the township's population began to grow, and by the mid-1960s the need for planning and
growth management became apparent. In August 1968, Tinicum Township adopted its first
Comprehensive Plan.  The Plan recommended the adoption of  a zoning ordinance and a
subdivision ordinance.  It was amended in 1982 and rewritten in 1993.  It is currently under
revision.  This Open Space Plan is intended to support and integrate with the new Plan.

Between 1969 and 1971, Bucks County ordinances controlled zoning and development in Tinicum
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Township. In December, 1971, the Township adopted its own zoning ordinance based on the
recommendations of  the Comprehensive Plan. The current bound edition of  the Zoning
Ordinance includes all amendments enacted through 2009.  Amendments from March 2000, up to
the present were the result of  the Township’s intent to make all ordinances mutually compatible
and internally consistent, and to strengthen natural resource protection.

The Township adopted an updated Wastewater Facilities Plan in October 2003, as required by
Pennsylvania's Act 537 of  1981. The plan was prepared as part of  the Palisades Area Wastewater
Facilities Plan and provides for a continuation of  the use of  on-lot disposal and treatment systems,
as well as more proactive maintenance protocols for them.

The U.S. Department of  Housing and Urban Development completed a flood plain study for
Tinicum Township in 1979, which qualified the township for the National Flood Insurance
Program. Flood plain mapping was revised in 2003, and this is reflected in the current maps.
Additional revisions are expected as a result of  ongoing studies.

The Township retains a consulting engineer and other professionals to review development
proposals. They are also reviewed by the Environmental Advisory Committee (EAC) and Planning
Commission (PC) appointed as advisors to the Supervisors, as well as the Bucks County Planning
Commission.

The Township appointed a Historical Commission in 1988, and in 1989 enacted a Scenic Roads
ordinance and endorsed Scenic River designation for Tinicum Creek. The Pennsylvania
Department of  Environmental Protection has designated Tinicum Creek as Exceptional Value
(EV) and given the stream, along with Tohickon Creek, official Scenic River designation by the state
legislature. Designation of  EV for the Tohickon is currently under consideration by the PADEP.
Tinicum and Tohickon Creeks are included tributaries in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers
designation for the Lower Delaware River which is overseen by the National Park Service (NPS).
Both streams are listed on the Rivers Conservation Registry of  PA, and have comprehensive
watershed management plans to guide conservation and planning in their respective watersheds.
The entire Lower Delaware, Tinicum’s eastern border, has been given Special Protection Water
status by the Delaware River Basin Commission. The third sizeable stream in the township, Roaring
Rocks/Swamp Creek, was shown in a 2007 study to be the home of  several TRE species and many
Species of  Concern to the Commonwealth of  Pennsylvania. Rapp, Tinicum, Tohickon, and Roaring
Rocks/Swamp Creeks are all named as Critical Treasures of  the National Appalachian Highlands
(Map 3/Pennsylvania Highlands, Tinicum Township & Environs).

In 1989, the Township established an agricultural security area program, which now includes over
3,222 acres.. The BOS appointed an Environmental Advisory Council in 1990, and a Parks and
Recreation Board in 1995.

By  2000, the population had reached 4,206 in 1,674 households. This is slightly less than projected
in the original Comprehensive Plan.

Tinicum Township is committed to managing growth, protecting the environment, particularly
irreplaceable water and agricultural resources, providing for park and recreation space, and
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preserving plant and animal habitat and biodiversity. Approval by the electorate of  Bucks County in
1997 of  an open space preservation bond resulted in the availability of  $511,851 to preserve open
space in Tinicum Township. The subsequent bond issue of  2007 provided an additional $630,468.
To build on this financial base, the township’s voters approved a five million dollar referendum for
the easement or purchase of  open space.  This entire sum is either spent or committed. The
original Open Space Plan was developed to guide the Township in the effective use of  those and
any other open space funds, and to develop a strategy to meet the Township’s goals in open space
preservation. This Plan is meant to update, refine and continue this strategy. Such preservation is
particularly important in Tinicum because of  its exceptional streams, its diverse plant and animal
communities, its many endangered species, its outstanding historic and scenic value and its key
location in the Pennsylvania Highlands and along the Wild and Scenic Lower Delaware.
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PRIMARY GOAL 

TO PRESERVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE ENJOYED BY CURRENT AND FUTURE
TINICUM RESIDENTS, including irreplaceable natural resources, biological diversity, clean,
safe drinking water, important agricultural soils, historic rural atmosphere, and a stable tax base, by
maximizing permanent open space. These interconnected resources, once lost to development, can
never be recovered. 

OBJECTIVES:

1. To identify, inventory and rank township resources at risk from development.

2. To review present ordinances and improve and update them them to ensure that they protect 
these resources to the greatest extent possible.

3. To investigate all techniques and possible sources of  funding for resource protection.

4. To promote and facilitate voluntary conservation easements by landowners.

5. To determine periodically the tax implications of  purchasing open space with Township funds 
versus costs of  supporting schools and other services required by increased development of  
open space.

6. To develop, and educate citizenry about, successful open space initiatives.

7. To coordinate plans with neighboring townships to protect shared resources and achieve 
common goals.

8. To select and purchase property for public parkland and recreation.

9. To encourage provision for public access on properties preserved by conservation easement.

10. To utilize all possible sources of  information in the design of  maximally effective strategies for 
the accomplishment of  the above objectives.
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INDIVIDUAL RESOURCE GOALS

WATER RESOURCES

GOAL: TO PROTECT GROUND AND SURFACE WATER RESOURCES, OUR MOST
ESSENTIAL AND MOST VULNERABLE NATURAL RESOURCE 

Background:  The streams, wetlands and flood plains of  the township contribute to the ground
water resources which supply all the residents’ drinking water. They also support a rich diversity of
native vegetation and wildlife,  which is highly valued by the community, the county and the state.
These resources are given considerable protection under present ordinances. The Township also
adheres to a policy of  rigorous evaluations of  water withdrawals within the township, even for
minor development, and regularly seeks to recharge groundwater through infiltration, wherever
possible. A 1996 study titled “Market Feasibility Study Tinicum Township Bucks County Alternate
Wastewater Treatment Solutions for Hamlets and Villages, and Groundwater Monitoring Options”
presented a water budget for the township based on sustainable groundwater yield.  A three munici-
pality committee is active in the study and monitoring of  groundwater resources in Tinicum and its
neighbors with shared watersheds.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To protect all water resources, including wetlands, flood plains, streams and their headwaters, 
vernal pools, riparian woodlands, and aquifer recharge areas, through regulatory and non-
regulatory measures.

2. To preserve open space containing, and adjacent to, water resources by obtaining easements on 
key properties and by encouraging voluntary easements on all water resource properties, 
including riparian buffers.

3. To protect the township’s groundwater resources by using infiltration best management 
practices for storm water with the goal of  no net water loss.

4. To ensure that all land development and subdivision proposals are reviewed thoroughly, and 
mitigation measures required, to avoid negative impacts on ground water resources, stream 
flows and riparian zones.

5. To pursue Commonwealth designation of  Special Protection Water Exceptional Value status 
for the Tohickon and Smithtown Creeks, and other qualified waters. 

6. To provide appropriate support to local, regional, state and federal water quality/quantity 
efforts. 

7. To maintain the strongest possible water protection ordinances including no net export of  
water from developed properties and preservation of  stream baseflow.
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AGRICULTURAL  RESOURCES

GOAL: TO PROTECT AND PRESERVE OUR IRREPLACEABLE AGRICULTURAL
SOILS 

Background: Since the early 1970s, Bucks County has seen a steady loss of  farmland. This loss
results in decreased agricultural output, in lower protection of  water and soil resources, and
impairment of  the scenic rural character of  the township. In addition, the tax base is destabilized
by the high cost of  municipal services for land uses other than farmland. This goal is ever more
important due to the growing interest in locally grown and consumed foods, the renewed demand
for farming opportunities, and the strong emphasis placed on agricultural resources in the
Highlands Conservation Act.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To identify farmland most susceptible to development and protect it with easements, purchase 
of  development rights, and/or tax incentives to discourage development

2. To encourage preservation of  all farmland, both active and inactive, to assure and promote the 
future of  a wide range of  farm-based businesses and activities. 

3. To develop an agricultural resources protection strategy which reflects the resource values of  
the land, and the influences of  neighboring lands and landowner interest in keeping land in 
farm production.

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY AND WOODLAND RESOURCES

GOAL:  TO MAINTAIN BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY BY PRESERVING FOR THE
FUTURE OUR VARIED ECOSYSTEMS AND THEIR ACCOMPANYING FLORA
AND FAUNA

Background: Tinicum’s diverse habitats of  open fields, hedgerows, wetlands, vernal pools,
woodlands and stream valleys support rich plant and animal populations, including threatened, rare
and endangered species.  Adequate habitat area is critical to the survival of  many of  these species.
Protection and restoration of  these critical natural areas will help keep the community a healthy and
desirable place to live, even as it continues to grow.  Most natural areas are privately owned, but
provide considerable public benefits, including, but not limited to, water filtration and conservation,
climate amelioration, and scenic preservation.  Those benefits are important enough that natural
areas should be managed so as not to destroy nor damage them through careless land use or
development.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To identify sensitive natural areas currently protected by ordinance.
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2. To identify and protect by regulatory and non-regulatory measures interconnected networks of  
maturing woodlands, wetlands, streams and grasslands to maintain and enhance biodiversity.

3. To encourage the restoration of  areas that will enhance the biodiversity of  native plant and 
wildlife species, and the critical ecosystem functions provided by them to the community. 

4. To preserve, and re-establish where necessary, buffer areas surrounding or connecting these 
resources by regulatory and non-regulatory measures.

5. To review, periodically, forestry, steep slope, soil disturbance and other ordinances, and 
strengthen them as necessary.  

6. To require the establishment of  appropriate undisturbed buffers for subdivision and land 
development application approvals when sensitive natural areas are threatened.

7. To coordinate with State and County agencies having significant land holdings of  critical 
wildlife habitat importance in the Township on the long-term, sound management of  these 
resources.

8. To coordinate with neighboring municipalities in preserving contiguous land for environmental 
and recreational purposes.

SCENIC RESOURCES

GOAL: TO PRESERVE SCENIC RESOURCES, WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO THE
RURAL CHARACTER AND VISUAL QUALITY OF LIFE OF THE TOWNSHIP 

Background: The value of  open space to the community at large is often visual. From the scenic
beauty of  the back roads and stream valleys to the tranquil waters of  the Delaware River, Tinicum
has some of  the most spectacular countryside in southeastern Pennsylvania. Maintaining the
unobstructed vistas and scenic views is an important part of  preserving Tinicum’s rural character.
Additionally, scenic resources provide an economic engine for the area and the community by
encouraging ecotourism which supports local businesses. A Township Scenic Roads Ordinance
currently protects some of  these scenic landscapes.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To identify scenic roads, landscapes, and important vistas, especially those visible from public 
roads, canal paths or other public lands.

2. To encourage protection of  these identified scenic viewsheds with voluntary easements, or by 
the purchase of  development rights, and with flexible design of  proposed subdivisions.

3. To continue to encourage the designation of  portions of  township roads as scenic under the 
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Scenic Roads Ordinance. 

4. To support the management guidelines of  the National Wild and Scenic Delaware River 
through participation in its Management Committee and Delaware River Greenway Partnership

GREENWAY LINKAGES

GOAL: TO ESTABLISH GREENWAY LINKAGES TO CONNECT RESOURCE HUBS
OF PROTECTED OPEN SPACE 

Background:  Isolated parcels of  unconnected open spaces neither permit the natural dispersion of
plants and animals nor allow access, visual or otherwise, by people. Tinicum Park and the Delaware
Canal State Park provide significant greenway linkages between the Delaware River, the Delaware
Canal, and its associated towpath, which runs the entire length of  the township. Public roads, many
designated scenic, afford ready access to many of  the township’s other open space resources. It is
necessary, however, to preserve natural corridors between open space resources as well. All of
Tinicum is designated as a resource hub on the Highlands Conservation Map and connections to
other hubs are outlined thereon to allow access and movement by animals and people and dispersal
by native plants.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To map existing corridors, such as the towpath of  Delaware Canal State Park,  Bucks County’s 
Tinicum Park, and Tohickon Valley County Park.

2. To create additional greenway linkages through preservation of  open space, purchase of  
easements, and rights-of-way.

3. To coordinate greenway plans with neighboring townships, the PA Highlands Coalition, 
Delaware Riverkeeper, and Delaware River Greenway Partnership (DRGP) to protect shared 
resources and achieve shared goals.

4. To consider further linkages when land development plans are reviewed.

RECREATIONAL RESOURCES

GOAL: TO ASSURE OPEN SPACE FOR A WIDE VARIETY OF OUTDOOR RECRE-
ATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL PURSUITS

Background: The community needs beautiful, interesting, affordable, educational and enjoyable
parks and open spaces, from quiet forests to busy athletic fields; favorite fishing spots to hiking
paths; playgrounds to campgrounds; and other outdoor recreational opportunities. The Township
Parks and Recreation Board will help to plan the fulfillment of  the these objectives.
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OBJECTIVES:

1. To identify existing facilities, and their availability to all areas of  the township population

2. To review additional needs to  provide a variety of   recreational opportunities.

3. To assist in updating the Park and Recreation Plan element of  the Township’s Comprehensive 
Plan, which locates existing and recommended park sites for acquisition.

4. To adopt zoning and subdivision regulations to provide for creation of  park and recreation land
when new subdivisions are approved.

5. To seek funding to obtain key properties through grants and fees to supplement our open space
program. 

6. To coordinate recreational open space plans with neighboring townships to protect shared 
resources and achieve common goals

CULTURAL HERITAGE

GOAL: TO RECOGNIZE AND PROTECT THE CULTURAL AND HISTORIC
RESOURCES AND CHARACTER OF TINICUM TOWNSHIP SO THAT SURVIVING
RESOURCES AND THEIR CONTEXT ARE PRESERVED FOR FUTURE GENERA-
TIONS

Background: The landscape of  Tinicum still reflects historic and prehistoric agricultural patterns.
The first settlers were the Native Americans known as the Lenape (or Delawares). Lenape stone
walls crisscross the township, and many of  their sacred stone structures are extant.  Artifacts can
still be found in the fields and bottomlands surrounding their permanent settlements. Eighteenth
century villages and hamlets are still surrounded by stone farmsteads, fields and hedgerows.
Historic inns, grist mills, covered bridges, churches, schools, and cemeteries, and the Delaware
Canal are among the outstanding historic and architectural features of  the township. For long
stretches of  winding roads, the only visible architecture is pre-twentieth century. The effective
preservation of  historical sites depends not only on preservation of  the site itself, but also on the
maintenance of  the compatible character of  the surrounding properties that provides the context
for it.  This context includes the characteristic natural resources.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To continue to review existing Township Ordinances to assure maximum protection of  historic
structures.

2. To coordinate with the Tinicum Historic Commission for more effective protection of  
surviving historic resources.
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3. To identify and preserve significant historic properties visible from public roads, which 
contribute to the scenic and cultural heritage of  the township.

4. To protect these identified historic viewsheds with voluntary easements or purchase of  
development rights, and with flexible design of  proposed subdivisions.

5. To enhance regulatory provisions within the Township’s zoning, subdivision, and land 
development ordinances which allow opportunities for protection,  renovation and adaptive  
reuse of  identified historic resources, particularly where such resources overlap with other open
space resources.

GROWTH MANAGEMENT

GOAL: TO GUIDE THE FORM AND LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT WITHIN
TINICUM TOWNSHIP, WHICH WILL ALLOW FOR ORDERLY GROWTH AND
SOUND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT WHILE PRESERVING SIGNIFICANT
EXTANT NATURAL RESOURCES

Background: The natural features of  the township limit the width and capacity of  many of  its
roads. Township ground water resources are of  high quality, but have little additional capacity.
Additional residences unavoidably stress these limited resources. For every tax dollar received,
township governments must spend many times more to provide services for residential properties
as for vacant or agricultural land. However, under current Pennsylvania law, the township must
accommodate new residential, commercial, and industrial development. It must therefore develop
strategies for managing growth while protecting vital resources.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To protect in perpetuity as much open space as possible, utilizing easements, purchase of  
development rights and other measures.

2. To investigate all possible sources of  funding for development rights acquisition.

3. To document tax benefits of  purchasing development rights vs. costs of  building schools and 
expanding services for increasing population.

4. To educate the citizenry on financial benefits of  voluntary easements for both individuals and 
the community as a whole.

5. To manage the township’s anticipated growth through the continued exploration and 
development of  innovative planning and regulatory tools such as Agricultural Zoning, 
Performance Zoning, Traditional Neighborhood Development and others.
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Recognizing the unique natural and cultural features of  Tinicum Township, several public and
private organizations have successfully acquired special lands for permanent protection and, in
some cases, also for public recreational purposes. Township officials have identified other lands
through their zoning process as being ineligible for conservation efforts, due to their small sizes or
state of  development. These are actions upon which to build a conservation focus.   

Map 4/Existing Protected Lands, shows those lands that may be eliminated from consideration
as open space resources for conservation.  Protected lands are those in public ownership or
restricted from further development by easement or deed restriction. A protected farm may
increase the open space resource value of  an unprotected contiguous farm, or a wooded parcel
increase the value of  a neighboring woods. Some lands, though zoned for higher density, industrial,
or commercial uses, may contain valuable resources and are not to be excluded from voluntary
conservation processes, nor from evaluation for natural resources. 

Lands that are protected through public ownership are shown on this map. The 165-acre Delaware
River Canal State Park, a scenic and historic resource of  regional significance, runs in a narrow 100’
band along the entire length of  the township’s eastern border.  The 625-acre State Game Lands
#56, an important wildlife area, is located in the north central portion of  the Township.  A third
State-owned parcel known as “High Rocks” occupies roughly 7.5 acres along Tohickon Creek.  This
is a small, but nevertheless strategic, site for public access to a highly scenic stream valley and
recreation area. A fourth 150 acre parcel, now known as the Giving Pond Recreation Area, lies in
the Delaware River floodplain on the site of  a former quarry.

Bucks County’s Tinicum Park, approximately 122 acres of  public recreation space, lies between the
Delaware Canal and the Delaware River.  The County’s Tohickon Valley Park, composed of  612
acres of  Tinicum land along the eastern side of  Tohickon Creek and some acreage in Plumstead
Township, provides both active and passive recreation opportunities.  A 96 acre tract lying along
Tinicum Creek just below the ford on Municipal Road was purchased by the County early in 2000
for possible future park purposes. Bucks County also purchased the 198.5 acre Van Sant grass
runway airport.  This unusual recreational asset provides landing space and support for small
private aircraft, and is the locus of  an active business providing glider and small aircraft rides to the
public.

Under the Bucks County Agricultural Land Preservation Program,  619 acres of  farmland on nine
farms in the township have been placed under agricultural easement.  These are purchased
easements, and retire the farms’ development rights.

In addition to public land protection efforts, Tinicum Conservancy, a fully accredited local land
trust, holds nearly 100 conservation easements within the township and on its borders, that cover
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more than 4,200  acres of  permanently protected land. A regional land trust, Heritage Conservancy,
protects another 264 acres. These are shown on Map 4. 

The Township itself  owns two parcels, one for its municipal building and storage facilities, and
another 4.5-acre parcel for public recreational uses.  Several other privately held tracts are either
permanently protected as common open space within a residential subdivision, or deed restricted to
allow a limited number of  lots, each with an approved building site.  The deed restrictions prohibit
further subdivision and development.  These are also shown on Map 4.

Several large tracts of  scenic and resource-sensitive lands within the township are currently in use
as private campgrounds and seasonal retreats.  These tracts could be marketed for more intensive
land uses, subject to Township zoning regulations, and so are included in the resource analysis.

In addition, a 56 acre former quarry site exists just west of  River Road near Uhlerstown adjacent to
the former quarry now known as the Giving Pond Recreational Area This site may be eligible for
other forms of  land use, including public parkland. 

In summary, at the time when this Plan was prepared, more than 6,800 acres of  the township’s
19,723 acres were permanently protected from development. Appendix A provides an inventory
of  protected lands.  Map 5/Eligible Lands depicts those remaining lands, approximately 13,000
acres, within the township that are the focus of  this Plan’s open space conservation analyses.
Because the township does not want to preclude any interested landowner from placing a
conservation easement to protect natural resources on his or her property, all properties not
otherwise permanently restricted from development are included as eligible for conservation
analysis.
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Tinicum Township has a unique rural character and an exceptional array of  natural, scenic, and
cultural resources.  Along the township’s eastern edge, the highly scenic Delaware River valley
changes from a narrow, vegetated lowland along its southern reach to a broad, open floodplain in
the north.  Heading west, bordering cliffs known as the Palisades sharply elevate this gentle
landscape, leading to rolling fields and woodlands high above.  Several pristine creeks weave
through these uplands, in some areas forming steep, wooded ravines as they flow down to the
Delaware.  Exceptional and varied wildlife habitats are found throughout.  While these and other
valuable natural resources have slowly evolved over time, scenic and historic resources of  relatively
recent times also contribute to the township’s unique rural character. The exceptionally valuable
resources of  the township are further highlighted by the  inclusion in its entirety into the four-state
federally designated Appalachian Highlands Conservation Area, identified for its importance to
East Coast drinking water supplies, recreation and wildlife. Across the four-state Highlands Region,
there are fewer than 100 Critical Treasures (areas most important to protect nationally).  Eleven of
these specifically named Critical Treasures are in Bucks County.  Four of  these eleven are in
Tinicum:  Roaring Rocks/Swamp, Rapp, Tinicum and Tohickon Creeks. The entire township is part
of  a named Highlands Resource Hub – the Welakamike Woods (Maps 2 and 3).

NATURAL RESOURCES

Tinicum’s underlying geology and groundwater, soils, surface water features, headwater areas and
first-order streams, moderate and steep slopes, woodlands and hedgerows, diverse vegetation
communities, and riparian buffer areas make up its natural resources.  Because the Township’s 1993
Comprehensive Plan included a fairly thorough inventory of  natural resources, this current
inventory will serve to 1) update the 1993 inventory for the purposes of  this Plan; 2) establish the
natural resource value for the resource prioritization process presented later in Chapter 8 of  this
Plan; and 3) add a biodiversity conservation focus to the Plan.

Geologic and Groundwater Resources (Map 6/Geologic Resources)

The Township’s geologic resources are shown on the Geologic Resources Map. The four main
geologic formations are: igneous rock called diabase, located in the northern part of  the township;
glacial riverwash, sand and gravel, referred to as Quaternary unconsolidated sediments found within
the Delaware River floodplain; and the much more solid rock types of  the Brunswick group and
the Lockatong formation. These latter two are found in alternating bands in the central and
southern portions of  the township.
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For the purposes of  this plan, the natural resource value of  these geologic formations is based on
their ability to convey or store groundwater.  Township residents and businesses depend solely on
groundwater sources for potable water.  Groundwater is also essential to maintain critical base
flows of  creeks and streams and keep wetlands wet.  Without sufficient and pure enough water,
these valuable resources can not exist. The diabase rock and the tightly formed Lockatong
formation are the least able of  the four geological types to convey and store groundwater. The
Brunswick formation varies considerably in performance.

A considerable body of  research reports and documentation of  the underlying geology and
groundwater resources exists for the township.  This documentation includes:

The Tinicum Township Comprehensive Plan adopted in 1993

Two 1994 reports by the U.S. Geological Survey entitled Hydrologic Data for Northern Bucks
County, Pennsylvania (Open File Report 94-381) and Hydrogeology and Ground-Water Quality of
Northern Bucks County, Pennsylvania (Water Resources Investigation Report 94-109)

A 1996 report by the U.S. Army Corps of  Engineers, Philadelphia District, entitled Market
Feasibility Study, Tinicum Township, Bucks County, Pennsylvania, Alternative Wastewater
Treatment Solutions for Hamlets and Villages and Groundwater Monitoring Options

A 1997 report by Ground-Water Management and Conservation, Inc., entitled Municipal Ground-
Water Resources Management in Tinicum Township, Bucks County, Pennsylvania, using the Water
Budget Approach: Final Report

The 2008-2009 Bridgeton Nockamixon Tinicum Joint Groundwater Committee Reports

Those reports, prepared since 1993, have attempted to determine the carrying capacity of  the
township’s groundwater resources with respect to quantity and quality standards.  The 1997
Ground-Water Management and Conservation, Inc. report included very complex modeling of
groundwater recharge and flows to aid township officials in determining the impacts of  land use
alternatives on these critical resources.

The Township is continuing its studies of  groundwater-related resource issues. Comprehensive
Watershed Conservation Plans have been completed for the Tinicum and Tohickon Creeks, and
both streams have been placed on the state Conservation Rivers Registry. The township also has a
strong set of  regulatory ordinances addressing groundwater withdrawal impacts on existing wells.
These planning and regulatory efforts should result in better solutions to surface and subsurface
water resource protection needs.

Soil Resources (Map 7/Soil Resources, Map 8/Hydrologic Soil Groups, and Map
9/Farmland Resources)

This Open Space Plan updates the Township’s 1993 soils inventory, based on a 1996 Soil Survey for
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Bucks County, Pennsylvania.  The Open Space Plan’s Soil Resources Map depicts the township’s
soils with significant natural resource values.    

The Township assigns natural resource value to those mapped soils that 1) support agricultural
practices, 2) are highly sensitive to disturbance, or 3) are well drained. These same soils often also
act as infiltration areas for groundwater. In terms of  agricultural value, those soils identified by the
Natural Resource Conservation Service as Prime Farmland soils are the most productive for
growing crops.  Some non-prime soils are also productive for most crops if  well managed.  These
soils have been identified by the Natural Resource Conservation Service as Farmland of  Statewide
Significance.  Map 7 shows the location of  these significant agricultural soils based on the current
survey.

The hydrologic capacity of  soils, or their drainage characteristics, is also an important resource.  If
soils drain well, stormwater is absorbed into the ground, eventually reaching and replenishing the
deep underlying rock strata to a greater or lesser extent, depending on the underlying geology.
These underground water flows, or aquifers, provide the sole source of  drinking water for
Tinicum’s citizens and the base flow for its streams. Thus, soils that allow good water recharge to
aquifers are critical resources for the township. 

Map 8 suggests that the majority of  Tinicum’s lands are characterized as very poorly drained, with
poor groundwater recharge potential and concurrently, poor suitability for conventional on-lot
disposal systems.  Limited groundwater recharge does occur on some soils however, especially in
wooded areas.  Clearing and development on these soils threatens water resources for present and
future residents.

Surface Water Resources (Map 10/Water Resources and Map 11/Wetlands and Headwaters)

The township’s surface water resources consist of  the Delaware River, six main creeks and many
tributaries thereto, floodplains, wetlands, seeps, springs, vernal pools, and an assortment of
man-made farm ponds and small lakes.  The locations of  these resources within the township are
shown on the Water Resources Maps.

All of  the township’s creeks and tributaries are part of  the regional Delaware River Basin.  The
township’s contributing watersheds are: the Lower Tohickon Creek, Tinicum, Smithtown, Swamp,
Lodi, and Roaring Rocks Creeks.  Within the Tinicum Creek watershed, three other contributing
sub-sheds include Little Tinicum, Beaver and Rapp Creeks.

Although all of  the township’s creeks have significant natural resource value, several have
particularly high open space resource value.  These are Tinicum, Little Tinicum, Beaver, Rapp,
Tohickon, Roaring Rocks/Swamp, and Smithtown Creeks.   Tinicum, Little Tinicum, Rapp, and
Beaver Creeks have been officially designated Exceptional Value (EV) under the Commonwealth’s
Special Protection Waters program. EV status is the highest rating possible for waters of  the
Commonwealth and is achieved by satisfying water quality and other environmental value criteria
established by the Commonwealth. The EV designation for these four streams means that their
water quality may not, in any way, be degraded by land or water uses. 
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Tohickon and Smithtown Creeks are presently designated High Quality (HQ) under the
Commonwealth’s Special Protection designation.  HQ status, the second highest rating assigned by
the Commonwealth, does not afford similar degradation protection to that given to EV streams by
the Commonwealth’s Department of  Environmental Protection.  Concerted efforts by local groups
and Township officials are underway to elevate the current designation for Tohickon Creek to EV.
Both Tinicum and Tohickon Creeks have attained status on the Rivers Conservation Registry, which
makes them eligible for grants from the state for projects outlined in their conservation plans.

Tinicum and Tohickon Creeks are also included in the federal designation of  approximately 66
non-contiguous miles of  the Lower Delaware Wild and Scenic River. This designation along the
lower Delaware River and Tinicum and Tohickon Creeks requires, at a minimum, review of  federal
actions or projects proposed within so many feet of  the river or creek bank. The Lower Delaware
River Management Plan, published in August 1977 and updated in 2007, provides the Township
with further guidance on scenic river status and management. Financial grants may be available
through the National Park Service for plans, projects, and other activities proposed within this area.

The Tinicum Township Regional Biodiversity Study of  2007, covering the 8 square mile Roaring
Rocks/Swamp Creek watershed, documented the presence of  numerous TRE and SOC species
(see Glossary).  These resources, and the high quality of  the water, led to its designation as a fourth
federally named Critical Treasure of  the township, the state, and the nation, joining Tinicum,
Tohickon and Rapp Creeks.

Wetlands occur along the shorelines of  creeks, rivers, and ponds, whether natural or man-made, and
as vernal pools, generally in woodlands. Wetlands have high natural resource value, sustaining many
plant and animal communities throughout their life cycles, and helping to absorb and filter surface
water runoff. Many of  the plants and animals thus sustained are state listed as SOC or TRE species.
Vernal pools, or ephemeral wetlands, are particularly important to these threatened and endangered
species. Within the State Game Lands and the upper part of  the township, wetlands occur due to a
perched water table, an impermeable clay layer which prevents storm water’s normal downward
flow. Most of  the wetlands shown on Map 11 are those identified through the National Wetlands
Inventory (NWI).  Other important wetlands that were missed through the broad brush approach
of  the NWI project were shown on the wetlands map commissioned in 2003 by the township, and
appear on Map 11. 

Headwater areas and associated first-order streams are highly valuable natural resources due to the
critical roles they play in maintaining the township’s high surface and groundwater quality and
quantity, and the wildlife value they add.  Those EV- or HQ-designated streams are of  even greater
significance to the overall open space resource protection strategy. Forested headwater areas are
especially rich in organic matter, releasing nutrients through decomposition of  forest material into
first-order streams.  These nutrients become part of  the food chain necessary for maintaining
native trout and other cold-water fish populations. Tinicum’s creeks, which have been designated by
the Commonwealth as suitable for Cold Water Fisheries (CWF), are Beaver, Rapp, and Smithtown
Creeks and the main stem of  the Tohickon Creek. Four watersheds have additionally been
designated as Critical Treasures of  the Pennsylvania Highlands. Map 10 also records these
resources.
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Steep Slopes and Floodplains (Map 12/Slope and Floodplain Resources) 

Tinicum’s topography of  steep slopes and floodplains is based in large part on the erosive
characteristics of  the surface geology surrounding the Delaware River and its tributaries within the
township.  The rise or fall in elevation across a landscape is defined by the percentage of  slope,
measured as rise (in elevation) over run (a given distance).  Those lands that are steeply sloped have
a high natural resource value because they are very sensitive to surface disturbances or vegetation
removal.  Steeply sloped land that is disturbed or denuded is subject to soil erosion and rutting,
indirectly leading to harmful sedimentation of  streams and other surface waters.

Of  exceptional resource value within the township are the steeply sloped Palisades along the
Delaware River, the rocky gorge of  Tohickon Creek, and the steep ravines formed by the Tinicum
and other Delaware tributaries. Several high points of  elevation also found within the township
afford dramatic scenic views of  the surrounding countryside, the Delaware River valley, and the
Tinicum and Tohickon creek valleys.  One of  the best examples is the Van Sant Airport property
centrally located within the township and owned by the county as part of  its park system.

Slopes of  15 to 30 percent or more are considered the most sensitive for open space prioritization
purposes.  The five slope interval categories shown on Map 12 (8 to 15 percent, 15 to 20 percent,
20 to 25 percent, 25 to 30 percent, and over 30 percent) correspond to the Township’s adopted
performance zoning standards, and provide a more refined look at these slopes for resource
protection.

Although all creeks and the Delaware River flood periodically, those township floodplains
recognized by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) are the Delaware River,
Tohickon Creek, Tinicum Creek, and a portion of  Smithtown Creek.  Tohickon Creek flows are
now controlled via the Lake Nockamixon spillway, reducing the threat of  flooding for properties
fronting on this creek.

Biodiversity (Map 13/Woodlands and Hedgerows, Map 14/Vegetation Communities, and
Map 15/Wildlife Habitat/Biodiversity)  

Tinicum Township includes extensive networks of  woodlands, streams, wetlands and grasslands
that contribute greatly to the quality of  life shared by all of  its residents – people, wildlife, and
plants.  These natural areas make up over two-thirds of  the township’s land area, and are spread out
among the major stream valleys and smaller tributaries, the Delaware River corridor, and the State
Game Lands.  The Woodlands and Hedgerows Map depicts the proportion of  woodland coverage
to the township’s open lands, and its hedgerows where evident from aerial photography. The rich
diversity of  native plant and wildlife species which these natural areas still support, including a
number of  PA and US Species of  Special Concern, is remarkable.

This biological diversity (biodiversity) consists of  thousands of  species of  birds, mammals, reptiles,
amphibians, invertebrates and insects, fish, plants and fungi and their ecosystems.  Rich intercon-
nected systems of  plants, animals and natural areas are the life support systems of  this region,
providing vital functions such as clean air and water, groundwater recharge, maintenance of  stream
flows, regulation of  climatic extremes, and flood prevention.
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Other benefits they provide to the community and its residents include recreational value for parks,
trails, birding, hunting and fishing; educational opportunities for children and adults; scenic
character in all seasons; and moderate supplies of  timber and firewood.

While biodiversity conservation is a topic of  global importance, the regional and local levels are
where species and ecosystems are either preserved or driven to extinction. As more and more land
is developed in Tinicum, there are serious implications for local natural areas and the plants and
animals they support.  Forests, wetlands and streams, some of  the most valuable and productive
habitats for native species, are under increasing pressure from development-related impacts.  In
particular, the fragmentation and loss of  habitat in existing woodland, wetland and stream networks
in the township, and elimination of  future reforestation and habitat restoration potential, are key
concerns. 

Tinicum Township has experienced more regeneration (natural regrowth) of  young woodlands in
the last 70 years than it has since the early 18th century, yet these woodlands now face the threat of
fragmentation and degradation due to new construction.  Ironically, the life-supporting ecological
services provided by all of  these natural areas are being compromised at the very time they are
needed most. As more habitat is lost to development, fewer species of  plants and animals can
survive; local forest, wetland and stream ecosystems become less stable; and the environmental
services they provide are lost.

To determine the networks of  natural areas that do the best job of  providing ecosystem services
and benefits to the community, the following steps have been used as part of  a prioritization
process for biodiversity conservation:

1) Identify existing natural areas.
2) Identify plant and animal species inhabiting these areas.
3) Identify priority natural areas for protection and restoration as Habitat Conservation 

Networks, including Core Habitat Areas, Buffer Areas and Corridors, and Critical Treasures.
4) Provide reasonable guidelines for the careful use and management of  Habitat Conservation 

Networks and other natural areas.

A combination of  GIS data, aerial photography and field surveys was used to develop an
understanding of  the physical and environmental characteristics of  natural areas in Tinicum
Township.  In addition, a detailed overview of  natural areas entitled “Delineation and Management
Recommendations for the Vegetation Communities of  Tinicum Township, Bucks County,
Pennsylvania” was prepared by the Morris Arboretum and is referenced in this analysis. These
Vegetation Communities are shown on Map 14.

Indicator species complexes for each major habitat type have been identified to ensure that plants
or animals with specific habitat requirements are included in the prioritization process.  This
information has been assessed for the community benefits of  each natural area.  The result is a
scientifically based strategy for establishing Critical Biodiversity Conservation Areas and
management guidelines. 

Eight major Habitat Conservation Networks (HCNs) were identified, most of  which included Core
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Habitat Areas (highest priority for conservation) and Buffer Areas and Corridors (secondary
priority to ensure buffering and linkage between Core Habitat Areas).  Since the long term health
and viability of  native ecosystems in Tinicum must be addressed on a large scale rather than parcel
by parcel (at landscape scale), these HCNs are defined and mapped in broad areas.  However,
within each HCN, property-specific identification of  Core Habitat Areas, Buffer Areas and
Corridors allows for a focused biodiversity conservation effort. These HCNs, or biodiversity
networks, are shown on Map 15. The areas of  the township that were rated as Priority 1 or 2 on
the Bucks County Natural Areas Inventory are also shown on this map, as are the important
resource hub areas of  the Highlands.

Under Chapter 10 (Action Plan) of  this document, a Biodiversity Conservation Action Plan
outlines preservation methods available to the Township, ranging from natural areas management
and restoration guidelines for landowners and developers, to natural areas acquisition strategies.
Tinicum is fortunate to have natural areas that are still defined by their ecological integrity rather
than by their degradation.  The varied native ecosystems and habitats are described in Appendix B,
Summary of  Native Ecosystems.  Key species are indicated as target species for habitat conserva-
tion. 

With the goal of  biodiversity conservation in mind, Tinicum Township’s natural areas can be
evaluated based on their ability to provide the right size and combination of  habitats to support
viable populations of  the full diversity of  native plant, fungi, mammal, bird, reptile, amphibian, fish
and invertebrate species identified in the ecosystem summary. Natural areas should be assessed and
prioritized using the principles of  landscape ecology, as put forth in Landscape Ecology Principles
in Landscape Architecture and Land Use Planning (see References) , which focus on the size, shape,
location, type, and connectivity of  natural areas necessary to support various species of  plants and
animals. These may be roughly characterized as patches, edges, corridors and mosaics. Since
development of  individual properties can have impacts on wildlife and plants that are felt at the
landscape scale, the property-specific scale should also be the basis for achieving the goal of
biodiversity conservation and restoration.

The biodiversity value of  natural areas in Tinicum Township has been assessed based on the
following criteria: size; shape; connectivity (proximity to other natural areas/proximity to protected
lands); riparian buffer value; species hotspots (birds, plants, etc.); outstanding wildlife habitat value;
future restoration potential; and representation of  vegetative communities. Spatial analysis and
qualitative analysis are used to assess and rank natural areas for their value to native vegetation and
wildlife. Several assumptions are made in the Woodland Assessment, based on the principles of
landscape ecology and conservation biology - two sciences that study natural habitats and the
diversity of  plant and animal species they support.

Spatial Analysis Assumptions

1) Size: bigger (50+ acres) is better than smaller 
2) Shape: round/square is better than elongated
3) Connectivity: closely connected to other natural areas or protected lands is better than 

isolated 
4) Riparian buffer: streams with natural buffers are healthier than streams without buffers
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Qualitative Analysis Assumptions

1) Age: mature, mixed age is better than young, uniform age 
2) Quality: species-rich, undisturbed habitat diversity is better than species-poor, disturbed, 

uniform habitat
3) Protection of  TRE plant and animal species is better than allowing them to become locally 

extinct
4) Restoration potential: more easily restored to natural meadows and forests is better than 

exhausted and/or isolated parcels
5) Vegetative community: maintaining viable, representative examples of  each different 

vegetative community (including uncommon types) is better than maintaining only one or
two vegetative communities 

The Natural Areas Assessment methodology is outlined below:  

1) Create Natural Area Polygons (woodland, hedgerow, riparian forest buffer, wetland and 
grassland) 

2) Assess Natural Area Polygons based on spatial criteria:
• Woodland size/area (acres)
• Woodland shape (area-to-edge ratio)
• Woodland connectivity/isolation
• Riparian forest buffer length and width

3)   Assess Natural Area Polygons based on qualitative criteria:
• Age 
• Quality (plant surveys – species richness, level of  disturbance, habitat diversity, 

discussion of  indicator species and target species, and presence of  TRE species)
• Representative examples of  21 types of  vegetative communities (best examples 

of  each)

The initial natural areas assessment revealed several patterns relating to the size and shape of  
woodland patches in Tinicum Township.

• Approximately  50 percent of  the township supports forest vegetation, according to the 
most recent aerials.  These forests serve the important function of  carbon sequestration for 
the township and the rest of  the county, as well as providing specialized habitat for species 
rare outside of  the most northern townships.

• Nearly 50 different woodland patches support forest-interior habitat, with minimum areas 
of  50 acres, at least several acres over 300 feet from any woodland edge, and shapes ranging
from oval/rectangular to square/round.  Of  these, at least six woodlands exceed 100 acres 
in size, with the largest totaling over 600 acres.  Forest-interior habitat is critical for 
providing cool, moist growing conditions for many species of  herbaceous woodland plants 
and for suitable undisturbed nesting habitat for neotropical migratory birds, including 
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warblers, tanagers and hawks. Many of  these interior forest bird species, as well as certain 
herptiles, are Species of  Special Concern to Pennsylvania.

• The majority of  woodlands are interconnected networks rather than isolated islands of  
habitat, and such linkages are vital in providing natural corridors for wildlife such as mink 
or salamanders, and for allowing the dispersal of  seeds for woodland plants. 

• Small but increasing numbers of  woodland patches in Tinicum Township are irregular in 
shape, fragmented by roads, houses, or farm fields. Forest fragmentation is a process by 
which large, relatively healthy forest interior, or deep woods, habitats are cleared in a way 
that divides them or breaks them into smaller sections with more forest edge.  At forest 
edges sunlight and wind tend to dry the soil, invasive vines outcompete native plants, and 
edge predators reduce bird populations.  The result is that fragmented woodlands support 
fewer species of  wildlife and plants. 

• Of  approximately 58 total stream miles in the Tohickon, Tinicum (including Rapp, Little 
Tinicum and Beaver Creeks), Smithtown, Lodi and Swamp Creek watersheds, the majority  
(29.42 miles or 51 percent) of  streams are buffered by at least 75 feet of  woodlands on 
both sides (a total of  150 feet or greater).  This is the minimum standard riparian buffer 
recommended by the Stroud Water Research Center and the United States Forest Service 
for protection of  stream ecosystems and to provide critical wildlife corridors and habitat for
streamside vegetation.  Unfortunately, an additional 9.59 stream miles, or 17 percent of  the 
streams, particularly in the most critical headwaters tributaries of  these watersheds, have 
only partial buffers, while 19.35 stream miles, or 33 percent, have no buffer at all.  These 
areas should be seen as Riparian Forest Buffer Opportunities, indicating the importance of  
working with landowners and developers to increase the amount of  full buffer area along 
Tinicum’s streams. Many ecologists and land planners feel that a 300’ buffer should be 
the recommended standard. On Map 10, riparian buffers are shown as 300’ from the center
of  the stream to reflect the importance of  streamside habitat. Tinicum’s Stormwater 
Management Ordinances require replanting of  buffers as detailed in “Pennsylvania 
Stormwater Best Management Practices, 2006”, with a minimum width of  95’ depending on
slope and stream category.

Water Quantity and Quality Issues

Groundwater  - Woodlands and Water Resources

Woodlands are the most natural and effective vegetation types for promoting the recharge of
groundwater.  As described above, the trees in the woodland canopy do an excellent job of
intercepting rainfall and directing water into the soil, where the humus and organic soils of  the
forest floor serve to slow down surface runoff  and act as a natural filter for pollutants.  Water
infiltrating the soil is then used for plant growth and recharge of  aquifers.  Aquifers supply the well
water on which all Tinicum Township residents depend, and provide baseflow for streams and
wetlands throughout the township.  Maximizing the recharge of  good quality water into these
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aquifers is of  vital importance to the health and welfare of  the community, particularly during
prolonged periods of  drought.   

Certain soils are rated by the United States Department of  Agriculture Natural Resources
Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS) Soil Survey as having a high capacity to recharge
groundwater.  Areas where these soils intersect with woodlands in Tinicum Township support good
conditions for replenishing aquifers.   Most of  the township’s existing woodlands, however, are
situated over soils with fair to poor recharge potential, and there are virtually no Group A (high
capacity) soils.  Some of  the soils with better recharge capacity are currently under agricultural use,
but could be reforested to maximize benefits to local aquifers.

When aquifer recharge, erosion control, and pollutant filtration, some of  the services provided by
natural woodlands, are compromised by woodland clearing and development, the quality and
quantity of  water available for use can be expected to diminish.  If  the balance of  land use in
Tinicum Township shifts away from woodlands and agricultural fields, and toward suburban
residential and commercial development, the removal of  woodlands (particularly in higher recharge
areas) will  mean that an increasing amount of  water becomes surface runoff  or is directed to
stormwater basins discharging into wetlands and streams.  It will also mean that water running off
the land surface or recharging the aquifers contains more contaminants from roads, driveways,
parking lots, and lawns than water from natural woodland.  The result of  fragmentation and
reduction of  woodlands is less clean, clear water to supply aquifers (wells), streams and wetlands.
For these reasons, woodlands situated on soils with high groundwater recharge potential should be
protected from clearing and development.

Surface Water – Riparian Woodlands and Water Resources

The multiple benefits of  riparian woodlands are critically important to the township environment.
Woodlands growing along streams in Tinicum Township, known as riparian forest buffers, or
streamside woodlands, are among the most valuable areas for maintaining healthy streams, natural
corridors for people and wildlife, and scenic landscapes.  Since most of  the township was forested
prior to the arrival of  European settlers three centuries ago, aquatic life within the streams was
adapted to forested conditions. 

To understand how forests benefit streams in the township, it is useful to compare the appearance
of  streams in woodlands to streams in open areas.  Streams such as Tohickon, Tinicum, and
Smithtown Creeks are surrounded by woodlands and tend to run clear, even after heavy rains, with
broad, shallow riffles and deep pools, and trees rooted deep and stabilizing the stream bank soils.
In contrast, streams in more open conditions, particularly headwaters tributaries surrounded by
lawns or fields, tend to have more silt and sediment, algae, and eroding stream banks, and a water
surface heated by direct sunlight.  Most native species of  aquatic insects, invertebrates and fish
thrive in the forested stream environment, but disappear from the open stream environment.  

Riparian woodland trees and vegetation are natural filters for pollutants (especially nutrients,
chemicals and sediments) found in surface runoff, and are capable of  detaining and removing these
contaminants before they reach surface water streams and wetlands.   The shade of  the woodland
canopy helps to cool the water for species such as native brook trout that cannot survive in warmer
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water.  The fallen leaves and twigs from streamside trees decompose in the stream to provide vital
sources of  food and habitat for aquatic insects that form the basis of  the food chain.  The roots of
streamside trees and shrubs stabilize stream bank soils and reduce the amount of  sediment
deposited in the stream channel.  Riparian woodlands also help to minimize volumes and velocities
of  floodwaters, thus protecting downstream residents.  Finally, riparian woodlands are utilized by
numerous species of  wildlife as critical natural corridors for traversing the township. 

The Water Resources Map (Map 10) displays the results of  a riparian corridor inventory and
analysis. Together with the Woodlands and Hedgerows Map (Map 13), it shows that a number of
large woodlands in the township also include extensive frontage on streams, with numerous stream
segments protected by full wooded stream buffers of  over one mile in length.  These existing
riparian woodlands of  at least 75 feet from each stream bank are of  vital importance to stream
quality and as wildlife corridors, and should not be disturbed by development or timber harvesting.  

In contrast, a number of  smaller headwaters tributaries are bordered only minimally by narrow
bands of  woodland vegetation, or by no woodlands at all due to agricultural or residential use.
These small, numerous headwaters streams are the lungs of  the watershed, with the potential for
taking in pollutants from many adjacent land uses.  As such, they have been mapped as prime
candidates for riparian buffer reforestation.  Landowners should be encouraged and developers
should be required to plant native trees in these areas, extending at least 75 feet from each stream
bank, a minimum standard for stream health recommended by the Stroud Water Research Center.
Greater riparian buffer widths are to be encouraged. 

SCENIC RESOURCES (Map 16) 

The township’s scenic resources, for the purposes of  this Plan, are combined onto a single map.
These resources can be divided into scenic roads, scenic landscapes, and scenic vistas, all of  which
are found throughout the township.

Scenic Roads

The township, under its Scenic Roads Ordinance, has officially designated seven Scenic Roads.  In
order to be so designated, a road must 1) be owned by the township, and 2) have the formal
endorsement for scenic designation by a majority of  property owners adjoining the public right of
way. Designated Scenic Roads must be maintained in the condition in which they were designated,
e.g., unpaved roads must remain unpaved, and single lane roads may not be widened.  The
Township’s adopted Scenic Roads include Ervin, Mt. Airy, Ridge Valley, Sheephole, Tabor,
Tankhannen, and Upper Tettemer Roads, as shown on the Scenic Resources Map. Tinicum actively
encourages the designation of  additional Scenic Roads.

Several other roadways in the township contain significant wooded ravine or open views, and are
considered exceptionally scenic. In the mid – 1990s, township volunteers undertook a road-by-road
inventory, noting features such as farmland, open meadows, tree corridors, historic structures,
streams, and ponds. The methodology used was based on that used by Vermont for its Scenic
Resource Inventory.  The following roads, with an abundance of  features, are especially scenic:
Bunker Hill, Clay Ridge (between Beaver Run and Bunker Hill), Geigel Hill (between Headquarters
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and Bunker Hill), Iron Bridge, Municipal (between Tory and Dark Hollow, and between Hollow
Horn and Headquarters), Permanent School, Red Cliff, Roaring Rocks, Smithtown, Tammany,
Uhlerstown Hill, and Upper Tinicum Church Roads. A few are described in detail below.

In addition, because they contain a large number of  intact historic resources, several roads are
noted as Historic Scenic Corridors on Map 17.

Red Hill Road is a paved route that follows the wooded ravines and headwaters of  Tinicum Creek,
an EV stream that is mapped as one of  the Critical Treasures of  the Appalachian Highlands.  This
scenic road begins at Headquarters Road and meanders through high, wooded valley corridors, past
the creek’s elbow of  capture and several historic houses, and ends at Dark Hollow Road in the
south.  Land use is limited to a few rural residences and a private summer camp. 

Hollow Horn Road is paved, and has a slightly greater volume of  traffic than the other two scenic
roads discussed here.  Its particularly scenic portion begins at Municipal Road, and extends east to
end at Cafferty Road and a scenic and historic covered bridge.  Dramatically steep, wooded slopes
that engulf  the road with scenic woodland views characterize the drive.  A visually striking tributary
of  Tinicum Creek follows the road. Views into smaller wooded ravines on either side accentuate
the dramatic landscape.   This stretch is currently undisturbed by development. 

The scenic portion of  Smithtown Road begins at River Road in the east, and ends at Cafferty Road
in the west.  This narrow, winding, unpaved road parallels a dramatic vertical drop into Smithtown
Creek with views of  its numerous waterfalls and riffles.  A small waterfall bubbles out from the
rocks half  way along on the north side, disappears beneath the roadway, and cascades down to join
the creek well below the other side of  the road.  Land uses along this stretch include occasional
seasonal and rural residences.  

Bunker Hill is a red clay road that roughly parallels the Exceptional Value Rapp Creek, a named
Critical Treasure of  the Pennsylvania (Appalachian) Highlands.  The road fords the stream twice,
passing several properties preserved with township and county Open Space  and Natural Areas
money.

River Road, a State-designated scenic by-way, runs north-south along the township’s eastern edge,
and provides dramatic views of  the Delaware River and its shorelines, the scenic lands of  New
Jersey across the Delaware, the scenic Palisades to the west, and the scenic and historic built
environments of  the Delaware Canal.  There are many opportunities to stop along this route to
view the surrounding landscapes.  This road is planned to be part of  a bi-state national Scenic
Byway providing access to New Jersey’s Scenic Byway via several historic Delaware River bridges.
The New Jersey portion of  this bi-state effort was nationally designated in October 2009. River
Road also offers access to the County owned Tinicum Park and the state owned Giving Pond
Recreational Area.

Scenic Landscapes

Scenery in the township varies dramatically, from sweeping views up and down Tohickon Creek, to
broader panoramic views of  the Delaware Valley.  However, for the Township’s open space
planning purposes, a simple scenic vs. non-scenic comparison was made to establish this resource
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value.  Those landscape features considered to be of  high scenic value contained one or more of
the following features: open or cultivated field, forest or woodlot, stream valley or floodplain, the
grounds and structures of  an historic property, a well-maintained farmstead, farm ponds, and creek
backwater areas.  These features, which are characteristic of  Tinicum’s natural and cultural heritage,
had to be visible from public roads to be considered.

Scenic Vistas

In contrast to Scenic Landscapes, Scenic Vistas are recorded at single viewpoints along roadways
where dramatic distant/panoramic views occur. It is difficult to determine the very best of  the
many breathtaking views that capture the essence of  this rural landscape. Clusters of  Scenic Vistas
occur at the southwestern corner of  the township at Park Road, where views of  the distant
Haycock Mountain are significant. Long distance glimpses of  pastoral farmland may be seen on
Tory, Iron Bridge, and Dark Hollow Roads. A long view from Cafferty Road near Rope Walk across
successive hills devoted to farm fields and meadows captures the township landscape as it may have
looked in the 19th century. Other vistas are clustered along the southern border of  the township,
with dramatic views down into and across the Tohickon Creek valley.  In Ralph Stover State Park,
hikers can enjoy distant views up and down dramatically incised creek valleys.  In the western area
of  the township, significant Scenic Vistas are found along Clay Ridge Road and Geigel Hill Road
looking north across the distant hills. At Red Hill Road, the dramatic turn taken by the Tinicum
Creek, known as the “elbow of  capture”, is visible.  Significant views also occur looking north from
Uhlerstown Road (near River Road), and looking north from Stagecoach Road.  On River Road
above Tinicum Park, the visitor can see the palisades that frame this portion of  the Delaware River
valley and provide habitat for uncommon and rare plant species. In northeastern Tinicum, particu-
larly beautiful views of  forests and farms can be seen on Upper Tettemer, Geigel Hill, Roaring
Rocks, and Upper Tinicum Church Roads. The most panoramic, 360-degree Scenic Vista occurs in
the geographic heart of  the township, at the Van Sant Airport, a County historic park site.  Situated
on a relatively high plateau, the vistas of  the Delaware Valley to the north and the Tohickon Valley
to the south are breath-taking.

Wild and Scenic River 

The Scenic Resources Map also depicts the eastern river border of  Tinicum Township which is part
of  the National Lower Delaware Wild and Scenic River, and the location of  the Delaware River
Water Trail. The section of  the Delaware from the water gap to Trenton was added to the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers roster in 2000, and was given Special Protection Waters designation by the
PADEP in 2008. Tinicum and Tohickon Creeks are named tributaries included in the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System.

Pennsylvania Highlands Corridor

Tinicum Township is part of  the nationally designated Pennsylvania Highlands (Map 2).  The
Appalachian Mountain Club has published a deck of  scenic “short hikes” cards in the eastern
section of  the Highlands, all of  which are within driving distance of  the township.  The township is
located in one of  the important resource hubs of  the Highlands – the Welakamike Woods (Map 3).
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CULTURAL AND HISTORIC HERITAGE (Map 17) 

Tinicum Township has a rich heritage of  cultural and historic resources, dating as far back as 3000
B.C, and possibly earlier, when Native Americans were the sole human inhabitants. Their sacred
structures, including walls and rock cairns, are scattered across the Tinicum landscape. European
people began settling in this area in the late 1600s, and the Township was officially founded in 1738.
Hundreds of  buildings from these early years still stand and are in use today, many concentrated in
the historic districts. The Delaware Division Canal was opened in 1832 and added to the economic
prosperity of  river-oriented villages and hamlets, at least until the late 19th century when railroads
upstaged the canal’s role as a regional transportation corridor.  Point Pleasant, Smithtown, Erwinna,
Uhlerstown and Jugtown still provide evidence of  the Canal’s early prosperity through the
remaining historic buildings and associated architecture.  Several noteworthy actions related to
historic resource protection, as described below, have occurred since the Township’s Comprehen-
sive Plan was published in 1993 and later updated .

National Register Historic Districts 

Under the Commonwealth’s Historic District Act 167, three Historic Districts have been officially
recognized by the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission (PHMC) and placed on the
U.S. Department of  Interior’s National Register of  Historic Places: Ridge Valley, Uhlerstown, and
Point Pleasant. Two additional villages, Erwinna and Wormansville, are eligible for inclusion into
the National Registry.

Other National Register Historic Resources

Several other historic resources within the township, including covered bridges, churches and
residences, have been placed on the National Register of  Historic Places. These officially
recognized sites and districts, plus the pending nomination areas, are shown on the Cultural
Heritage Map, along with all other identified historic resources within the township. 

The abundance of  historic resources throughout the township, and their enhancement of  the
scenic qualities of  their surroundings, are reflected in the areas designated as Historic Scenic
Corridors on Map 17.

Funds from the Bucks County Municipal Open Space Program may not be used for the acquisition
of  historic resource buildings or structures. These funds are reserved for lands with natural or
scenic resource values. However, the presence of  an historic resource can increase the scenic value
of  a given parcel or area.  Therefore, historical resources that are part of  an eligible parcel under
the county program can be protected. In some cases, historic preservation efforts on the local level
may be aided by the Historic Properties Program, administered by the County’s Parks and
Recreation Department, which might provide seed money for eligible planning and restoration
projects. In addition, local conservation efforts can focus on historic resources.

Historic Amenities

Though difficult, if  not impossible, to quantify, the relative quiet and absence of  light pollution
must be considered as resources for township and county residents, as well as for visitors and
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tourists.  Tinicum’s “Dark Sky” Ordinance insures that nearly the full panoply of  stars visible in the
1800’s is still visible at night in the township. Its noise ordinance seeks to minimize the effects of
anthropogenic sound on the historic atmosphere of  the community.
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Open space linkages are corridors, or greenways, that physically connect the township’s natural and
cultural resources. Map 18/Greenway Linkages and Recreational Resources, shows three
forms of  open space linkages: public roads, public trails, and stream valleys. The map includes
public parklands and the woodlands and hedgerows that provide wildlife corridors to strengthen
migration and secure species numbers.

Public Roads

Tinicum Township is laced with public roads, both paved and gravel.  Many of  these roads, which
carry little through traffic and wind through highly scenic township landscapes, can be considered
links to open space resources. Several stretches of  township roads are proposed in Chapter 7 as
Scenic Corridors for public enjoyment of  some of  the most appealing natural and cultural areas of
Tinicum.

Existing Public Trails

Two significant public trails cross Tinicum Township: the Delaware Canal State Park’s towpath and
Tohickon Park’s Rim Trail.  The towpath is public, easily accessible from many points, and extends
well beyond the borders of  the township in both directions.  Its level 9 mile length through the
township supports equestrian, bicycle, handicap, and pedestrian use.  All the facilities of  Tinicum
Park can be accessed directly from the towpath.  The Rim Trail follows the southern rim of  the
township within the boundaries of  Tohickon Valley and High Rocks Parks. The trail, also called
High Rocks or the Red Dot Trail, is currently maintained by a volunteer group headed by the
Churchville Nature Center. In addition to these, a public trail circles the Giving Pond Recreation
Area and connects to the towpath trail.

Within the State Game Lands, three roads – Wildcat, Roaring Rocks and Swamp Creek –connect to
create an informal pedestrian trail network. Tabor and Lily Valley roads also offer informal trails for
hiking.

Stream Valleys and the Delaware River

Tinicum Township contains nine significant stream valleys located within the following six major
watersheds: Lodi, Roaring Rocks, Smithtown, Swamp, Tinicum and Tohickon.  These stream valleys
and their approximate lengths are:
Beaver Run Creek 1.33 miles
Little Tinicum Creek 1.76 miles
Lodi Creek 1.13 miles
Rapp Creek 0.94 miles
Roaring Rocks Creek 1.89 miles 
Smithtown Creek 1.52 miles
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Swamp Creek 2.27 miles
Tinicum Creek 6.05 miles
Tohickon Creek 10.60 miles
These streams provide excellent access corridors for many forms of  local and regional wildlife, the
importance of  which is stressed in the fields of  landscape ecology and land use planning. 

The Delaware River is considered a navigable waterway and therefore accessible by boat to the
general public.  Public boat ramps exist east of  River Road at Tinicum Park and at the Giving Pond
Recreation Area further upstream. The  9.5  miles of  river that border the township afford visual
river access to the unique plant communities of  the braided channel islands, some of  which are
held by county and state agencies, though public access is not permitted.

Major Utility Easements (not for public access)

Two major utility lines and accompanying private access easements run underground through the
township in a general east-west direction.  The  Buckeye Corporation easement consists of  a right-
of-way containing a 24" petroleum pipeline stretching for almost three miles through the north
central portion of  Tinicum into Nockamixon Township.  The second utility is owned by American
Telephone and Telegraph and runs over 6 miles into Bedminister Township.  Although public
access is prohibited within these utility corridors, they do permit passage of  animals from one area
to another. Utilities should be encouraged to use Best Management Maintenance Practices to
protect the properties through which these easements run.   

Open Space Linkage Opportunities

The potential for additional open space linkages via public trails without the acquisition of
additional public lands is limited. Given the township’s extensive and well-maintained public road
network with limited through traffic, and the existing public trails, however, there is considerable
access to the township’s unique open space resources.  Still, there are opportunities for the
Township to improve public access to open space resources.  For example, trails leading into and
through significant open space set-aside areas in new residential developments can give these new
residents access to local natural and cultural features.  Trails could be dedicated and constructed at
the time of  subdivision approval.

Bedminster Township’s Open Space Plan, adopted in 1999 and updated in 2009, calls for a
greenway corridor along the township’s eastern border formed by Tohickon Creek, running from
Lake Nockamixon to the County Park at Stover Meyer Mill.  To enhance Bedminster’s greenway
corridor, Tinicum Township will encourage landowners along the eastern bank of  the Tohickon to
retain or establish a wide protective riparian buffer. 

Three link parks in Tinicum Township have been proposed by the Bucks County Park and
Recreation Plan. One proposed link, ranked Priority 2 by the county, runs along the Tohickon
Creek from Lake Nockamixon to the Delaware River.  Another generally follows Red Hill Road
from Stover Park Road to Tinicum Creek.  A third proposed link runs along the Tinicum Creek
from Red Hill Road to the Delaware River.  These latter two are of  third priority in the County’s
plan from Red Hill Road to the Delaware River.  
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Almost all of  Tinicum Township falls into one or more important resource categories. As it is
nearly impossible to conserve and protect every important community resource, open space
objectives must fit into a broader community-planning context.  Implementation strategies must
focus not only on acquisition of  conservation interests in real property, but also on improvements
in the conservation impact of  land use regulation. The Township must look at all open space
resources, compare resource values to potential development impacts and threats, and identify
those resources most urgently in need of  formal conservation protection.  The assessment should
be made from several perspectives:

• Resource Sensitivity to Development

• Resource Relationship to Existing Protection

• Resource Relationship to Development Pressure

• Resource Relationship to Potential Open Space Linkage Corridors

• Resource Concentration

RESOURCE SENSITIVITY TO DEVELOPMENT 

Certain inventoried resources can accommodate either very low density development or  well
planned development,  while others cannot  without compromising critical resource values. For
analytical purposes, inventoried resources have been grouped into two categories:  Critical and
Sensitive.  

Critical Open Space Resources have been identified as those resources that should not be disturbed by
development activity, as almost any development would destroy their resource value.  In Tinicum
Township, these resources include all wetlands and floodplains, for example; floodplain soils, such
as those found along the river; hydric soils, mapped on the soils map; slopes greater than 30
percent, generally found along all of  Tinicum’s streams; all stream buffers; prime farmland soils;
important recharge areas; some historic contexts; a few extremely scenic resources, such as the
High Rocks Area; and rare habitats, for example, black willow scrub and river beach bar
communities. 

Sensitive Open Space Resources are those natural, scenic, and historic resources that can accommodate
development, if  it is carefully incorporated by ecological planning and design.  Relatively low
densities and thoughtful design can minimize or mitigate the impacts of  development upon these
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sensitive resources.  Tinicum’s sensitive resources include steep slopes (15% to 30+%), which are
often also stream buffers; woodlands and hedgerows; and farmland soils of  statewide significance,
which cover nearly 30 % of  the township and are concentrated in the lower half  of  the township.
When groundwater resources are fully mapped, those too will be considered sensitive resources.
Sensitive cultural resources include individual historic properties and structures, and scenic
resources. 

RESOURCE RELATIONSHIP TO EXISTING PROTECTION 

Certain lands and parcels in the township are already protected to some degree, and conservation
efforts need to reflect this. Lands protected via public ownership or easement are shown on the
Existing Committed and Protected Lands Map (Map 4)  Other lands and resources may be partially
protected by regulatory restrictions.

Regulatory Restrictions on Critical Resources

Critical open space resource areas are protected in varying degrees from development impacts
through restrictive regulations administered at the federal, state, or township level.  For example,
the environmental performance standards in the Township Zoning Ordinance apply to all proposed
subdivision and land development applications and limit intrusion into surface water features and
floodplains, steep slopes, forests, wetlands, and critical recharge areas. The Township’s Steep Slopes
Conservation District Overlay further regulates steep slopes.

Zoning Ordinances consistent with Federal Emergency Management Agency flood insurance
programs regulate land use in mapped floodplains (conditional use only for structures) and
floodways (no new development).

The Township’s Wetlands and Wetland Margins Overlay District protects wetlands and wetland
margins (measured 75 feet from the wetland boundary). Any wetlands shown on the Surface Water
Features map are also regulated jointly by the U.S. Army Corps of  Engineers and the PADEP.
Additional wetlands not inventoried through the National Wetland Inventory process include hydric
or seasonal high water table soils, springs and seeps and vernal pools, and are mapped on Map 11.
The Township requires formal wetland delineation, including hydric soils, when a landowner or
developer plans to develop lands containing such resources.  

In March 2000, the Township formally defined riparian buffers, which are protected by the Riparian
Buffer Overlay District provisions and the Zoning Ordinance’s natural resource restrictions.  A
buffer of  150 feet is required around lakes (over two acres) and 75 feet around ponds (less than 2
acres).  Along the nine named creeks (Map 11), building setbacks from the banks are required.
These vary depending on the zoning district and the type of  development planned.

Tinicum, Little Tinicum, Rapp and Beaver Creeks, as Special Protection Waters with EV
designation, are protected by a State permitting system which prohibits the degradation of  water
quality or habitat value of  those streams through discharge of  sewage effluent, stormwater or other
pollutants. Tohickon and Smithtown Creeks, with HQ designation, are protected to a lesser extent.
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The standards of  protection are not as high and discharges are permitted under certain 

circumstances. To improve its ability to protect these EV and HQ resources, the Township
established, in March 2000, two additional zoning ordinance overlay districts subject to conditional
use approval:  Tinicum Creek Watershed and Tohickon Creek Watershed Overlay Districts. Roaring
Rocks/Swamp Creek watershed is mapped as a Critical Treasure of  the PA Highlands and the
Delaware River obtained Special Protection Waters status in 2008. Each has its own overlay.

Headwater areas and first-order streams, which are part of  EV and HQy watersheds, have
regulatory protection equivalent to that of  EV and HQ streams in Township ordinances.  The
Critical Recharge Areas Overlay District mandates conditional use approval for all proposed
development in EV and HQ headwater areas mapped for this Open Space Plan.  These areas,
which directly contribute to water quality and quantity, are particularly vulnerable to disruption.
Overlay District provisions further limit impervious surfaces and require enhanced (BMP)
stormwater management measures.

The Township’s Prime Farmland and Agricultural Soils Overlay District regulations protect prime
farmland soils and their critical resources.  These must be mapped as part of  land development
applications, and only 25% of  the mapped resource area may be subject to development.  In
addition, the Flexible Development Option recommends, but does not require, that development
design protect prime farmland soils (Capability Classes I and II) from disturbance.

Even when critical open space resources are regulated, and fully or partially protected, they must be
considered vulnerable to disturbance.  Oversight requires 1) consistent enforcement of  applicable
regulations, 2) possible adoption of  more restrictive regulations where regulation is ineffective, 3)
monitoring of  land use activity, and 4) update of  resource mapping, using data obtained as a result
of  subdivision and land development applications.

Regulatory Restrictions on Sensitive Resources

Steep slopes (8% to 30+%), woodlands and hedgerows, forests, and scenic landscapes are regulated by the
March 2000 zoning ordinance amendments.  The Steep Slope Conservation District limits use of
land so characterized; all uses other than agriculture and open space require conditional use
approval. Slopes of  30% or more are totally precluded from disturbance, and structures are
precluded from the floodplains.   Disturbance of  lesser slopes is limited by performance standards
with intrusion limits on a sliding scale depending on severity of  slope.  Further limitations, particu-
larly for forested areas in the Priority Inventory Areas of  the Bucks County Natural Areas
Inventory, are outlined in the Woodland and Hedgerow Overlay District regulations.

Groundwater resources, the sole source of  domestic water supply, are protected by the Township’s
Water Development Ordinance, which regulates the amount of  water withdrawn from new
developments based on availability thresholds, and requires hydrogeologic analyses of  impacts on
stream quantity and quality and existing wells. Applicants must show that their proposed
development will not have significant impacts on groundwater resources, or propose mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts.

Under the Township’s Scenic Roads Ordinance, residents may apply for scenic road status to
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maintain the present character of  their Township owned road. The Scenic Resource Overlay
District further limits uses within a mapped scenic landscape through conditional use approval.

Soils of  Statewide Importance are addressed in the Prime Farmland and Agricultural Soils Overlay
District.  Historic Resources on the National Register of  Historic Places have no special regulatory
protection except for federally initiated projects.

Existing Protection Under Conservation Ownership 

Open space resource protection through conservation ownership has been outlined in Chapter 4.
Nine farms are permanently protected by participation in the county Agricultural Land
Preservation program. Management of  the large parcels of  State Game Lands in the township,
which have important resource value, is not under Township jurisdiction.  Approximately  6,816
acres, or  34% of  the total land area, are under some form of  conservation ownership (Appendix
A).

Placement of  lands under Pennsylvania Acts 319 and the Township designated Agricultural Security
Areas provides very limited protection to the resource.  Farms listed in the Township’s ASA are
eligible for development rights purchase through the County’s farmland program, one avenue of
private conservation.  Only a few farms in Tinicum have qualified for the County program. The
ASA designation does not commit a landowner to permanent conservation protection; upon
payment of  a penalty tax, a landowner may revoke the open space or agricultural use commitments
required under the 319 program.

RESOURCE RELATIONSHIP TO DEVELOPMENT PRESSURE 

Open space, including active farmland, is seen by some as idle land awaiting a higher and better use,
typically some form of  development.  In some cases, given the desire for increased housing and the
availability of  supporting infrastructure, this use may be appropriate. However, lands with
considerable natural, cultural, or historic resource values can be inappropriately lost to
development, or indiscriminately altered, with devastating environmental and quality of  life impacts
on the community and the region as a whole. This may result from weak or non-existent planning
and resource protection policies and regulations, court ordered development, or even unanticipated
consequences of  development on adjoining land. 

Tinicum Township has well developed Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances, the provisions of
which comply with current state regulations to provide for multiple uses.  The environmental
performance standards included in these documents attempt to reduce natural resource impacts by
development of  permitted uses. The overlay district amendments of  March 2000 and subsequent
revisions further protect these important resources. The success of  the flexible development option
with open space set-asides to protect critical and sensitive resources, however, is limited to those
landowner/developers who choose to use it. 

Many factors have influenced lot sizes for residential subdivisions within the township, resulting in
lots larger than the prevailing 2-acre minimum imposed by zoning. These factors include lack of
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public water or sewer, dependence on unpredictable groundwater supplies, existence of  poorly
drained soils for on-site sewage disposal, the Township’s use of  realistic performance zoning
standards, resource-specific overlay district provisions, commuting distance to major employment
centers, and a general preponderance of  the preferences of  large lot home buyers.  

Tinicum’s groundwater and wetland resource values include the EV and HQ designations, the Cold
Water Fisheries designations, the Bucks County Natural Area Inventory’s Priority I designations,
and the National Wild and Scenic River designations for two of  the township’s creeks and Delaware
River frontage in 2000, the Federal Pennsylvania Highlands Area designation of  2004, and the four
numbered Critical Treasures of  the Highlands watersheds.  These important designations add
regional environmental and economic value to these land and water resources, all of  which would
be seriously jeopardized if  Tinicum Township were continually degraded through rapid or
cumulative development impacts.    

As development occurs, the regulatory process should be reviewed and refined to ensure that
critical open space resources are fully protected, while sensitive resources are incorporated carefully
into development patterns. Even where development is in synch with broad community
development objectives, it still should be reviewed very carefully relative to open space resource
protection objectives. 

In the Township’s Residential Agriculture District (RA), which covers much of  the township, larger
parcels offer the greatest flexibility for development and the highest probability for significant
economic return. Their development potential is determined by existing natural constraints
(wetlands, floodplains, steep slopes, hydric soils) and access feasibility to public roads. Large parcels
containing Core Habitats, aquifer recharge areas, or concentrations of  other resources, are of
particular concern. 

RESOURCE RELATIONSHIP TO POTENTIAL LINKAGE CORRIDORS 

Another way in which to classify the township’s open space resources is to assess their proximity to
the existing linkages described earlier in this report, and therefore their connectivity as part of  a
larger open space system.

Potential linkages currently are limited to two options: public road access and off-road public trails.
The township’s roads provide very good public access and link many of  the township’s key open
space resources.  Former roads through State Game Lands #56 form links to possible Bridgeton
and Nockamixon trails. The Delaware Canal towpath, as an off-road public trail, provides an
excellent link along the township’s eastern border.  It is linked to the Giving Pond and could be
further enhanced by a formal trail connection of  the towpath to the County’s Tohickon Valley Park.
Bucks County’s proposed greenway corridor connecting Tohickon Valley Park and Lake
Nockamixon, and involving both Tinicum and Bedminster Townships, has the greatest public
access potential.  The success of  this greenway corridor is dependent to some extent on land
and/or trail easement acquisition.
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RESOURCE CONCENTRATION 

The extent to which open space resources are clustered or concentrated may be used to select
parcels of  highest priority for conservation. Throughout Tinicum, open space resources overlap to
varying degrees.  Some resource categories, both  critical and  sensitive,  extend geographically
across broad areas of  the township. To determine conservation priorities, concentrations of
resources have been evaluated in terms of  their importance to the township and region, and their
sensitivity to development.  Six Priority Conservation Focus Areas have been mapped.

Priority Conservation Focus Area 1  - WATER RESOURCES (Maps 10 and 11) 

These are areas of  the township that contain highly valuable combinations of  specific natural
resources vital to maintaining the township’s significant water quality and quantity.  Contributing
natural resources are: headwater areas of  first order streams (often critical recharge areas), water
bodies and wetlands, riparian buffers, the wild and scenic corridors of  the Tinicum and the
Tohickon Creeks, and the resource-rich Roaring Rocks/Swamp Creek watershed. Poor land
management or development can seriously degrade these resources, and jeopardize the township’s
high quality surface and groundwater resources. These areas are shown on the Water Resources
Maps.

Priority Conservation Focus Area 2  - FARMLAND RESOURCES (Map 9) 

Bucks County is losing farmland at an unprecedented rate.  Family farming as a way of  life is in
danger of  disappearing from the County. In the Township, however, several small farms are
successfully producing organic or nearly organic food crops, organically pastured meats, alpaca and
sheep fibers, free–range eggs, animal feeds and fodder, and other farm products. Because farmland,
once developed, is lost forever, Tinicum Township needs to preserve its farmland for the future,
and encourage the expansion of  local agricultural production, and Community Supported
Agriculture.

Prime farmland constitutes only 10% of  the township.  It is found in the Delaware floodplain,
along the Tohickon Creek, and in two distinct bands running through the upper third of  the
township.  Farmlands of  Statewide Importance cover nearly a third of  Tinicum, often lying next to
and around Prime farming soils.  Large contiguous tracts of  Farmland of  Statewide Importance
cover the southern part of  the township.

While conservation of  all possible farmland is important, those parcels that are being actively
farmed are of  the highest priority to preserve now.  Active farmland, farms in the Agricultural
Security Area, and farms in the Agricultural Land Preservation Program are shown as an overlay on
the Farmland Resources Map, (Map 9).  Actively farmed parcels on important farmland soils
should be of  first priority for agricultural preservation.
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Priority Conservation Focus Area 3 – WILDLIFE HABITAT/BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
(Maps 13, 14, and 15)  

Tinicum Township is rich in plant and animal species, and boasts a wide variety of  plant
communities as shown on Map 14, and described in Jean Fike’s 1999 Pennsylvania Natural
Diversity Inventory.  Each of  these 21 different plant communities has its own fauna.  Some of
them are rare and specialized, providing habitats for animal and plant species of  special concern
that require protection under state and federal law. Others are not rare within the township, but may
represent communities that are being lost to development within the county and along the Eastern
metropolitan corridor. As part of  a designated resource-rich hub area of  the Pennsylvania
Highlands, the responsibility for preserving these resources falls heavily on Tinicum Township and
her neighbors to the north within this hub.

To achieve this goal, eight Habitat Conservation Networks, as shown on Wildlife Habitat/
Biological Diversity Map (Map 15), have been designated as priorities for protection and/or
management as natural habitats due to their rich biodiversity. These consist of  Core Habitat Areas
and Buffer Areas. Core Habitat Areas are mapped as top priorities for protection and/or
management as natural habitats.  Buffer Areas and Corridors are necessary to protect these areas
from adjacent land use impacts, and to provide linkages between the habitat areas. 

1. Tohickon Creek Corridor

The Tohickon Creek Corridor provides some of  the largest unfragmented networks of  forested
slopes and flood plains in the township, and is one of  the healthiest and most diverse networks of
habitat for native vegetation and wildlife. The entire watershed is ranked as a Priority 1 Area in the
Bucks County Natural Areas Inventory. This corridor, supporting varied communities and habitat
types, is partially protected by Ralph Stover State Park and Bucks County’s Tohickon Valley Park.
Park properties should have land management plans that address the need to protect and restore
biodiversity along this critical natural corridor, particularly its forested ravines and unique vegetative
communities.  Coordination with Bedminster and Plumstead Townships as part of  an overall
Tohickon Creek Greenway Protection Plan should be a priority for Tinicum Township.  The land
along both sides of  Randt’s Mill Road between Ervin Road and the Tohickon Creek is particularly
noteworthy as woodland, old field and floodplain habitat for a wide range of  bird species, including
woodcock, ring-necked pheasant, northern harrier, winter wren, and short-eared owl. 

Core Habitat Area – the network of  existing woodlands, alluvial wetlands and meadows and fields
along the Tohickon Creek within approximately 2,000 feet of  the stream channel, including all or
portions of  many privately held parcels and both parks, constitutes the Core Habitat Area.

Buffer Area and Corridor – a number of  privately held parcels adjacent to and upstream from the
parks include farmland, hedgerows, tree farms, alluvial and headwaters wetlands, and extensive
frontage on the Tohickon Creek, and are identified as priorities for buffering and establishing a
protected corridor for the Core Habitat Area.  These include all or portions of  properties within
approximately 2,000 feet of  the stream channel, particularly along Cafferty and Tory Roads and in
the vicinity of  Iron Bridge, Dark Hollow, and Randt’s Mill Roads.  These areas will benefit from
restoration strategies such as meadow management, reforestation, and wetland restoration.
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2. Tinicum Creek Corridor

The Tinicum Creek Corridor is another of  Tinicum’s healthiest and most diverse habitat networks.
This corridor supports a variety of  vegetative communities and a high diversity of  forest types,
including some of  the largest and least disturbed upland forest and forested ravine habitats, yet very
few properties in this area are protected from development. The entire Tinicum Creek watershed is
ranked as a Priority 1 Area in the Bucks County Natural Areas Inventory.  Sheephole Road and the
larger wooded ravines along the stream provide prime bird habitat. Other especially valuable
habitats include the mature woods on Red Hill Road, the grasslands on Lily Valley Road, and the
wooded area around the Municipal Road crossing over Tinicum Creek.

The savannah-like Virginia Pine-Mixed Hardwood Shale Woodland and Calcareous Opening/Cliff
communities along Tohickon and Tinicum/Beaver Creeks are among the most unusual
communities in the township, and support specialized groupings of  plants.  They should be
protected and buffered from negative impacts, including deer browse and human intrusion.

Core Habitat Area – the network of  existing woodlands and alluvial wetlands along the Tinicum,
Rapp and lower Beaver Creeks constitutes the Core Habitat Area, encompassing an area within
approximately 2,000 feet of  the stream channel and including over 100 privately held parcels.   

Buffer Area and Corridor – a number of  privately held parcels adjacent to the Core Habitat Area
include farmland, hedgerows, alluvial and headwaters wetlands, and extensive frontage on the
Tinicum Creek, and are identified as priorities for buffering and establishing a protected corridor
for the Core Habitat Area.  These include properties within 2,000 feet of  the stream channel,
particularly along Hollow Horn, Headquarters, Stagecoach and Lily Valley Roads.   These areas will
benefit from restoration strategies such as meadow management, reforestation, and wetland
restoration. 

3. Roaring  Rocks/Upper Beaver Run Creek Headwaters Area 

The Roaring Rocks/Upper Beaver Creek Headwaters Area, including State Game Land #56 and
adjacent areas along the northwestern boundary of  Tinicum Township, represents one of  the
largest concentrations of  maturing, forest-interior habitat and forested headwaters areas in the
Township and, therefore, is one of  the most valuable habitat networks for native vegetation and
wildlife.  These headwaters areas support a variety of  vegetative communities and habitat types,
including some of  the largest and least disturbed upland forest and forested wetland and swamp
habitats, with over 1,700 acres of  protected land owned and managed by the Pennsylvania Game
Commission (including land within Nockamixon Township). Most of  this area is ranked as a
Priority 1 Area in the Bucks County Natural Areas Inventory. The Roaring Rocks/Swamp Creek
watershed supports numerous TRE and SOC species, both plant and animal. The Beaver Creek
headwaters are suitable habitat for barred owl, a rare species in Bucks County.   The state game
lands support ruffed grouse populations.

Core Habitat Area – the network of  existing forest-interior habitat, headwaters wetlands, and
swamps along Beaver, Swamp and Roaring Rocks Creeks constitutes the Core Habitat Area,
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encompassing parts of  State Game Land #56.  While State Game Land #56 cannot be developed,
the management plan for this area should address habitat requirements for non-game species and
water quality needs by providing “future old growth” buffers for the core area of  headwaters
wetlands, streams, swamps and forest-interior habitats and avoiding logging and other more
intensive management.  Large patches of  Bottomland Oak-Hardwood Forest and Tulip Tree-
Beech-Maple Forest (both limited in Tinicum Township) included beyond the north and south
boundaries of  the State Game Lands are also part of  this core.

Buffer Area and Corridor – a number of  privately held parcels adjacent to the Core Habitat Area
include farmland, hedgerows and headwaters wetlands, and are prioritized to buffer and establish a
protected corridor for the Core Habitat Area.  These include properties within approximately 2,000
feet of  the stream channel, particularly along Perry Auger, Roaring Rocks, Geigel Hill, Rock Ridge
and Cafferty Roads.  These areas will benefit from restoration strategies such as meadow
management, reforestation, and wetland restoration.

4. Floodplain Quarries and Wetlands 

The Floodplain Quarries and Wetlands along River Road at the north end of  the township support
a combination of  resource extractive use and, in abandoned quarry areas, wetland habitat for a
variety of  wading birds, reptiles, amphibians and other aquatic species.  As one of  the broadest
floodplain areas in Tinicum, the quarry area potential for future restoration as a wildlife refuge was
recognized in 2002, and one property was purchased as part of  the state park system.  This quarry,
now known as the Giving Pond Recreation Area, supports valuable nesting areas for bank swallows,
and marshy habitat for shorebirds. Plans are to maintain the park for environmental education,
passive outdoor recreation such as hiking and birding, and low impact fishing and boating.

Core Habitat Area – The network of  abandoned quarries, quarry ponds, floodplain wetlands, scrub
thickets and meadows south of  Jugtown Hill Road and west of  River Road constitutes the Core
Habitat Area. It offers through the state park system large-scale conservation, education, and
restoration opportunities as a wildlife refuge for the Delaware River floodplain.

Buffer Area and Corridor – The parcels north of  Jugtown Hill Road include quarries, quarry ponds,
floodplain wetlands, scrub thickets and meadows that could be restored in a second phase of  the
wildlife refuge strategy for the Giving Pond Recreation Area.

5.  Delaware River Palisades 

The Delaware River Palisades includes the wooded ridge paralleling the western floodplain of  the
river for the entire length of  the eastern boundary of  Tinicum Township. This forested corridor
varies in width from 500 to 3,000 feet, and extends with only two breaks for nearly eight miles
along the river.  The woodlands in this area include a variety of  vegetative communities, and
provide a critical wildlife corridor for species moving along upland areas parallel to the river and for
migratory bird species as part of  the Atlantic Flyway, the major east coast migration route.
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Core Habitat Area – two core habitat areas are identified; each includes existing forest-interior
habitat, and forested ravines.  These extend from Point Pleasant north to the Tinicum Creek Core
Habitat Area, and from Roaring Rocks Road north to Upper Black Eddy.  The section along Old
Canal Lane supports a large stand of  Sugar Maple-Basswood Forest, which has very limited distri-
bution in the Township. As noted in the Morris Arboretum report, the Sugar Maple- Basswood
Community should be managed to promote a rich vernal flora in the shrub and herb layers that
have been heavily impacted by deer browse.  The deer herd should be reduced and/or excluded
from accessing these areas.  This may require enhanced hunting strategies or fencing.

Buffer Area and Corridor – a number of  privately held parcels adjacent to and between the two
sections of  the Core Habitat Area include farmland, hedgerows and residential properties.  Those
parcels within approximately 2,000 feet of  the canal along Old Canal Lane are priority properties
for buffer and protected corridor links for the Core Habitat Area sections.  These areas will benefit
from restoration strategies such as meadow management and reforestation.

6.  Delaware River Braided Channel Islands and Floodplain 

The Delaware River braided channel islands and floodplain along River Road at the eastern
boundary of  Tinicum Township support two of  the most uncommon and important plant and
wildlife habitats in the township: River Birch-Sycamore Floodplain Scrub and River Beach/Bar
Communities.  

Though limited in size by the narrowness of  the river valley and the presence of  River Road, these
areas provide: critical wintering grounds for a variety of  ducks; a major migratory corridor for birds
as part of  the Atlantic Flyway; and habitat for federally-listed bald eagles and osprey, wading birds,
reptiles, amphibians and other aquatic species.  Connections between these areas and the Tinicum
and Tohickon Creek Priority Habitat Conservation Areas help to create a critical network of  inter-
connected habitat. 

Because of  the rarity of  the plant and animal communities in the braided islands and flood plain,
the ownership and preservation of  these areas is of  special concern to the township.  Tinicum
partnered with Tinicum Conservancy and PADCNR to document the community biodiversity in
the Giving Pond Recreation Area, and added a Wild and Scenic Delaware River overlay to its
SALDO requirements to aid in the protection of  these communities. The township is very
interested in their long term protection, either by conservation easement or acquisition.

Core Habitat Area –the entire network of  floodplain forest and islands east of  River Road, and
several large parcels on the west side of  River Road in the broad floodplain, including the Giving
Pond Area described above, constitute the Core Habitat Area. These areas, particularly the areas
west of  River Road and north of  the park property, should be considered prime candidates for
large-scale conservation and restoration as part of  a wildlife refuge for the Delaware River
floodplain.

Buffer Area and Corridor – the buffer area shown at the northern end of  the Tinicum portion of
the Delaware River corridor includes the land surrounding the active quarry operation.  This tract
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should be viewed as a long-term candidate for future restoration as part of  the proposed wildlife
refuge.

7.  Center Road Woods

The large woodland of  approximately 138 acres just south of  the State Game Lands, and bordered
by Tettemer, Geigel Hill, Headquarters and Center Roads, supports a large area of  unprotected
upland forest-interior habitat owned by only a few key landowners.  Although the dominant forest
types in this area (Red Oak-Mixed Hardwood and Red Cedar-Mixed Hardwood Successional
Forest) are common throughout the township, the Center Road Woods serves as a key upland link
between the Roaring Rocks/Beaver Creek Headwaters Area and the Tinicum Creek Corridor.  In
addition, this woodland is adjacent to two of  the largest upland meadow complexes in Tinicum,
providing a large cluster of  diverse habitat types.  

Core Habitat Area – the ecological importance of  the Center Road Woods is based on its function
as a key link in a broader Habitat Conservation Network rather than its individual value as a
woodland habitat.  

Buffer Area and Corridor – a portion of  the Center Road Woods is mapped as a buffer area and
corridor linking the three adjacent Core Habitat Areas.  This woodland should be viewed as a long-
term candidate for future conservation and restoration as part of  a broader Habitat Conservation
Network.  

8. Meadow Complexes # 1 and #2 and Pine Grove

The hayfields and meadows clustered between Cafferty and Ridge Valley Roads (Meadow Complex
#1) and around the intersection of  Tettemer and Permanent School Roads (Meadow Complex #2)
make up two large grassland habitat areas. Each meadow complex includes several properties with
some type of  tall grass or herbaceous cover other than lawn, though not all may be managed as true
native wildflower meadows. 

Grassland and meadow habitat is important for a number of  breeding bird species, including:
bobolinks (a rare breeder in Bucks County), meadowlarks, savannah sparrows, grasshopper
sparrows, and red-winged blackbirds.  Also important for protection and management are other
grassland habitats, including Van Sant airport, Lily Valley Road near Hollow Horn Road, and
properties along Municipal, Tory, Sheephole, Ropewalk and Upper Tinicum Church Roads.  These
grassland habitats contain several SOC species.

The Pine Grove adjoining these meadows along Cafferty Road and other pine plantations are
important habitat areas for wildlife species adapted to conifers, including several species of  owls,
red squirrels and red breasted nuthatches.  These 50-70 year-old plantations, which may include
non-native spruces and firs, are often found on land that would naturally support Red Oak-Mixed
Hardwood Forest, not the dry slopes that support native white and Virginia pine.  

The presence of  understory trees such as red maple, dogwood, ash, hickory and oak indicates that a
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long-term transition to the natural community may be occurring.  Patches of  maturing conifer
plantations scattered throughout the township help to diversify the landscape and provide owls with
daytime shelter from marauding crows.  As these plantation forests age and die off, efforts should
be made through such means as inclosures and increased hunting to allow the native red oak/mixed
hardwood forest to regenerate, or as an alternative, to replant conifers to maintain the pine
plantation habitat for those species dependent on it.

Core Habitat Area – the ecological importance of  Meadow Complex #1 and #2 is that they
provide the most substantial clusters of  grassland/meadow habitat in the township.  These areas
should be protected as the best representative examples of  this habitat type.  The Pine Grove
adjoining Meadow Complex #1 should also be protected as the best representative example of  this
unique, though human-influenced, habitat type.

Buffer Area and Corridor – the entire Meadow Complex #1 and #2 and the Pine Grove are all
mapped as Core Habitat Areas.  Since these areas either adjoin other Core Habitat Areas or large lot
residential or agricultural properties, only the Center Road Woods segment has been mapped as the
nearest Buffer Area.

Priority Conservation Focus Area 4 - SCENIC RESOURCES (Map 16) 

The township’s Scenic Roads, Scenic Landscapes and Scenic Vistas are described in Chapter 5,
Inventory of  Open Space Resources. This map also includes the water resources and the
woodlands and hedgerows that contribute to the rich rural scenic quality of  the township. 

Priority Conservation Focus Area 5 - GREENWAY LINKAGES AND  RECREATIONAL
RESOURCES (Map 18) 

The importance of  greenway linkages for biodiversity has been discussed above. Linkage trails are
also important for recreational purposes.  Within the state gamelands, a network of  trails and
unimproved roads provides opportunities for hiking, bird watching, nature study and similar
pursuits.  Another informal trail follows the east side of  Lily Valley Road.  Formal hiking trails in
High Rocks and Tohickon Valley Parks are well utilized, and the Delaware Canal Park Towpath Trail
provides opportunities for both hiking and biking.  Trails across and through the Giving Pond area
form links to the towpath and, from there, to the county owned Tinicum Park. The towpath itself
provides links to New Jersey parks, trails and natural areas.  These trails and all state, county and
municipal parks are shown on Map 18.

In addition to these land-based trails, the Delaware River Water Trail follows the Wild and Scenic
Delaware River along its entire length. The trail has been mapped by DRGP and NPS with put-in
and take-out points and amenities. It is accessible in Tinicum from the Giving Pond river access.
Where public access would not endanger the fragile habitats, the braided islands might be added to
the trail map as links between PA and NJ.
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Parcels should be considered priorities for acquisition which 1) abut or provide links to current
park areas, and/or, 2) provide opportunities for extension of  existing trails.  Of  highest priority for
active recreational usage is a site in the western part of  the township that 1) provides appropriately
flat areas for active recreation, such as ball fields and tennis courts, 2) has reasonable road access,
and 3) is sizeable enough for multiple uses, such as walking trails, bike trails, or horse trails, in
addition to playing fields.  

Priority Conservation Focus Area 6 - CULTURAL AND HISTORIC HERITAGE (Map 17)  

Tinicum Township has a rich heritage of  cultural resources dating from millennia before European
settlement, and from the earliest days of  colonization. Indigenous Lenape structures are not
mapped, and most are situated on private property.   Hundreds of  historic buildings, some from the
early 18th century, dot the landscape and are concentrated in the historic villages and districts.
Seven properties are listed on the National Historic Register, and many others may be eligible.
Three National Historic Districts have been approved (Uhlerstown, Point Pleasant, and Ridge
Valley). Two additional districts (Erwinna and Wormansville) are eligible for inclusion.  Three
covered bridges and several historically important churches and cemeteries add to the cultural
resources.  The Scenic Corridors on this map, and described below, provide visual access to many
of  the cultural and historic structures interspersed throughout the township.

Three Scenic-Historic Corridors lace their way through the township’s interior: an East-West
Corridor situated in the southern region of  the township; a North-South Corridor that transects
the township; and a Central Loop Corridor in the heart of  the township.  A fourth Scenic Corridor
is River Road (State Route 32), a designated State Scenic Byway.  In addition to the historic
resources visible along these four routes, they are characterized by one or both of  the following
attributes identified on the Scenic Resources Map (Map 16): scenic roads specifically identified by
the Township or the Commonwealth; or a nearly continuous series of  scenic landscapes and vistas.
They are easily accessed from the perimeter of  the township, and interconnect with one another to
create a variety of  routes.

East-West Corridor - This Corridor traverses the southern region of  the township from East to West.
It begins at the east side of  the township on Cafferty Road in the Point Pleasant Historic District,
then branches west along Tory, Stover Park, Red Hill, Sheephole and Bunker Hill Roads, before
exiting the township at Tabor Road.  Highlights along this route include significant viewpoints in
Ralph Stover State Park and along Tory, Red Hill and Sheephole Roads, the Ridge Valley Rural
Historic District, and over 30 historic buildings. 

North-South Corridor - This Corridor begins at the northern tip of  the township on Red Cliff  Road,
and continues in a southerly direction past over 40 historic buildings to end at Randt’s Mill.  From
Red Cliff  with its scenic farm landscapes, it connects with Upper Tinicum Church, Geigel Hill,
Tettemer, Permanent School, and Headquarters Roads to Cafferty Road.  Below Van Sant Airport it
passes through the Frankenfield Covered Bridge, then continues south on Hollow Horn Road to
Ervin Road, and finally along Gruver and Randt’s Mill Roads to the Tohickon Creek.  Highlights
include the Upper Tettemer Scenic Road, panoramic views from the highest elevation in the
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township at Van Sant Airport, the scenic Hollow Horn and Ervin Roads, and impressive views of
buildings and floodplain at the site of  historic Randt’s Mill on Tohickon Creek.

Central Loop Corridor - A third corridor occurs in the south-central region of  the Township.  This
loop is composed on the south and east sides by segments of  the East-West and North-South
corridors.  It is completed on the north and west sides by scenic resources found along Ridge Valley
and upper Cafferty Roads.  Highlights shared with other corridors include the scenic vistas from
Van Sant Airport and the scenic Hollow Horn Road.  Unique to the loop corridor is the scenic
Ridge Valley Road with scenic vistas looking south across the township and scenic landscapes and
views along Cafferty Road.

State Scenic Byway - A portion of  River Road designated by the Commonwealth as a Scenic Corridor
parallels the eastern border of  Tinicum. Visual highlights of  this corridor include lush farm fields
and seasonal farm stands, the striking geologic formation known as the Palisades, Bucks County’s
Tinicum Park, majestic 18th and 19th century homes and outbuildings, the Delaware River and its
braided channel islands, the adjoining New Jersey uplands, the historically significant Delaware
Canal State Park and the Giving Pond Recreational Area.

In addition to scenic landscapes and vistas, the National Wild and Scenic River Corridor
boundaries for the Lower Delaware and certain of  its tributaries  are shown on the map as an
overlay.  Wild and Scenic designation provides a small measure of  protection for the resources of
the Tinicum and Tohickon Creek corridors as part of  the National Wild and Scenic Rivers system. 

RECOMMENDED PRIORITIES FOR PROTECTION

Tinicum has relied on regulatory approaches to conservation in its Comprehensive Plan, SALDO,
Zoning, and other ordinances.  Chapter 10, Action Plan provides non-regulatory and additional
regulatory suggestions for protecting open space resources.  However, since such resources are
spread across the entire township, it is important to narrow the focus of  conservation action and
acquisition of  conservation interests in real property.  Based on the Priority Conservation Focus
Areas in this section, Chapter 8 will outline a way to establish the most important areas and
properties for conservation action.
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The undeniably negative repercussions of  sprawl are increasingly well understood and well
documented.  Tinicum and her neighbors to the west and north are in a position to prevent further
proliferation of  this phenomenon that erodes the quality of  life, permanently destroys the
productivity of  cropland, reduces the quantity and pollutes the purity of  the streams and aquifers
for drinking water, and obliterates history from the landscape. The township’s inclusion in the
federally designated Appalachian Highlands is in recognition of  this vital service to the greater
Delaware Valley and its inhabitants. 

This chapter provides guidelines for establishing priorities for conservation action based on the
composite assessment of  open space resources in the preceeding chapter.  Primary resources to
protect include water resources (water bodies and their riparian corridors, groundwater and its
recharge areas, and headwaters), habitat diversity (forest interiors, riparian corridors, conservation
networks), important agricultural soils and working farms, scenic resources, and cultural heritage.

Map 19/Prioritization Overlay reflects numerous areas where these resources overlap in varying
degrees. The red areas, which contain the largest number of  resources, will be the most important
to protect to achieve the Township’s resource protection goals.  The map is meant to serve as a
guide for conservation priorities under the Bucks County program, and is based on the best
available information at the time of  its production. It must be understood, however, that the
mapping may be somewhat imprecise, as it is based on inventory and analysis at a relatively gross
scale, and that differences between colors may be statistically insignificant. Areas without color
represent properties already protected by one or more methods. The relative weights of  the overlay
areas are as follows:

1. Water Resources – 30%
EV Headwaters or Critical Treasures Watersheds – 12 points  

2. Biodiversity including Core and Buffer, and Woodlands Maps – 25%
Core and Buffer Habitat – 10 points
Woodlands and Hedgerows – 5 points

3. Farmland Resources – 25%
Active farms on soils of  Prime or Statewide Importance – 10 points
Active Farms not on Prime or Statewide Important soils – 8 points
Prime or Statewide Important soils not actively farmed, Agricultural Security Areas, Land in
Agricultural Preservation Program – 5 points

4. Scenic Resources – 20%
Open and Wooded Scenic Landscapes – 8 points
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Scenic vistas are shown by black arrows, but are not counted in priority ratings.

Cultural heritage

Historic buildings and structures are denoted by red and blue symbols (Map 17). These 
cultural resources span the township and contribute to almost every parcel of  land that 
includes other conservation values. They will, therefore, not figure in the overlay mapping 
for prioritization purposes, but will be given extra points on an individual basis when rating 
properties with historical significance. 

Other variables

Several other variables must be considered in the determination of  priority properties:

• Presence of  higher quality water resources than those recognized on the maps

• Presence of  previously unidentified scenic resources or vistas

• Location 
a)  relative to other protected lands, including agricultural security areas 
b)  as part of  a corridor linking important habitat areas 
c)  as access, including visual access, to properties with important  resources 

• Parcel size and/or degree of  potential development density and pressure 

• Presence of  unique or uncommon ecosystems

• Landowner interest/availability

• Funding considerations
a)  percentage of  easement offered as donation
b)  bargain sale terms
c)  availability of  additional funds

• Other open space initiatives, such as voluntary easement donations, that may be enabled or
encouraged if  a particular property is preserved.

• Historic buildings and structures, historic district, historic context

Properties that meet multiple goals will generally be ranked as higher in priority than those meeting
fewer conservation goals. Because of  the many criteria, however, and the variability with which the
resources on any parcel meet those criteria, rigid priorities cannot be assigned. Specific point
systems that consider all possible resources, and the relative quality of  those resources, assist in
ranking individual parcels in importance.  No specific point system was devised as part of  the
original Plan; however, an evaluation system specific to Tinicum Township was developed by the
Open Space Commission in 2,000, and has over the years been modified in the effort to be both
thorough and equitable. It appears as Appendix C.  The Commission intends that this evaluation
be dynamic, and reflect any changes in emphasis on resources, or new opportunities for meeting
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the conservation goals of  the township. To that end, a new evaluation worksheet is under review as
this plan goes to press.  The OSC will continue to work closely with the supervisors to refine these
evaluation criteria based on new data and redefined goals.

Mapping Values and Limitations

This map is based on resource inventory and analysis on a large scale, and should be secondary to
specific data where they are available. The actual quality of  some of  Tinicum’s watersheds, for
example, is known, based on local studies, to differ from the official State stream ratings. Specific
data confirms that some unrated or lower rated Tinicum streams may have equal or better water
quality than some higher rated streams elsewhere in the state.  These known local conditions will
supercede the generalized ratings reflected on the resource maps. As additional data become
available, the township will consider incorporating them into updated maps. 

It is necessary to understand the value and the limitations of  this priority map. It has no regulatory
standing. It does not favor one resource over another. It does not indicate parcel ownership.
Neighboring properties under the same ownership are not indicated, though the township may
choose to treat such parcels as one, or as equal in value, for purposes of  resource value determina-
tion for this program. The map does not commit the township to any proscribed sequence of
actions or acquisitions. It does not automatically infer any intention to buy, or to obstruct
development of, any property. It does, however, alert owners and developers to areas of  special
resource sensitivity that will require special handling.       

Specific site examination by members of  the Open Space Commission and other township officials
as necessary, may raise or lower these mapped priorities based on findings in situ. Within high
priority areas, all methods of  protection should be considered: voluntary easement donation,
bargain sales, State and County preservation programs, and direct Township action.  

Map 19 updates the original 2,000 priority map since conditions have changed and additional
resource information has been acquired. Moreover, a number of  the priority properties therein
mapped have been preserved by easements since its production (Map 4/Existing Protected
Properties).  It will additionally require updating as conditions change and additional information
is acquired, such as resource data from required Environmental Impact Statements, or scientific and
environmental studies.
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This chapter presents techniques the Township may use for the protection of  open space resources,
other than acquisition. Chapter 10, Action Plan, evolved from this chapter.

PLANNING FOR OPEN SPACE CONSERVATION

Township regulations restrict development of  environmentally constrained lands:  floodplains, very
steep slopes, wetlands and wetland margins, streams, riparian buffer areas, and hydric soils.  Overlay
districts adopted in March 2000 create additional provisions to protect scenic, headwater, and other
natural and cultural resources as part of  land use applications.  Township ordinances should be
used as dynamic planning tools as landowner/developers are working out subdivision designs.
Flexibility in subdivision design will allow more consideration to be given to open space resources.
New development should be tailored towards protection of  these resources.  Early dialogue
between the Township and prospective developers prior to formal planning will be important to
this policy.

Flexibility should also govern the landowner/applicant's approach to land use decisions and
property disposition. Prudent financial and estate planning permit a range of  land planning options
other than direct sale.  The vital role of  the individual landowner in promoting conservation is
discussed in sections below.

Know the Township’s Resources

To protect sensitive open space resources within a potential development site, the Township and
prospective developer must both understand what and where they are.  Township board members
and officials must be familiar with critical open space issues and resources so they are considered
first in any development review.  Open space resources inventoried for this Plan will be kept on
record, if  not on display, in the Township Building, and available at the Township’s website. The
Geographic Information System (GIS) resource data files will be used to evaluate land use plans
and environmental impact assessment reports.

The Township’s formal environmental impact assessment process requires land development
applicants to identify important resources and impacts of  development on them. Applicants must
refer to the Open Space Plan, as well as other township studies and plans, when preparing this
impact report and address all impacts to any open space resource on a proposed development site.
Where local or regional studies indicate the presence of  TRE species, these shall be treated as if
state and/or federally listed.  Impacts to state Species of  Concern must also be addressed.

An updated checklist for subdivision and land development applicants, which includes site features
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of  importance and resource protection objectives, makes applicants aware of  the Township’s
planning and resource protection objectives at, or prior to, sketch plan level.  The Planning
Commission, assisted by the Township’s professionals, should modify or update its current checklist
to make certain open space resource objectives are adequately included and based on current data. 

Assign Development Densities Based on Resource Capacities

Tinicum Township wants to ensure that land uses do not exceed the land’s natural capacity to
sustain itself, particularly with respect to withdrawal and replenishment of  ground and surface
water resources. Retention of  woodland resources is vital to this process. The Township’s Water
Development Ordinance is specifically intended to protect the supply and quality of  the Township’s
ground and surface water resources by requiring subdivision and land development applicants to
prepare aquifer demand reports and statements of  quality and quantity impact on nearby streams
and neighboring wells. Further, the ordinance addresses the future availability of  water by limiting
net export of  water from any development site.

Demands on water supply, and the concurrent conversion of  natural vegetation into mosaics of
impervious surfaces and chemically maintained landscapes by land development, will impact
township water resources both qualitatively and quantitatively.  These impacts include reduced
stream baseflow, a lowering of  the water table resulting in depletion of  wells and springs, increased
stormwater runoff  and its associated pollution, increased downstream flooding, increased runoff
velocities that cause erosion and streambank scouring, and other disruptions of  the hydrologic
balance. Therefore the Township has moved beyond a site-specific regulatory program and utilizes
broader watershed assessments and a sustainable watershed management approach, which includes
an emphasis on maintaining natural vegetative cover wherever possible.

Permit and Encourage Flexible Approaches to Design

Once an applicant has identified site resources, the use of  flexibility in site design and variation in
lot configuration will help to integrate them into the site plan. For example, natural site boundaries
– tree lines, hedgerows, streams, woodlots, meadow edges, or old roadways might be used as lines
of  division within developments.  This technique can ease the visual transition between the former
landscape and the future, while breaking up the scale of  new development along natural and even
historical lines.

Encourage Compatible Infill Development

An infill development option permits further development of  existing village clusters with designs
that incorporate historical building patterns.  Special allowances ensure appropriate and compatible
area, mass and form parameters.  The Township may wish to expand the use of  this option where
compact development will result in significant open space resource protection benefits.
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Adjust Regulations in Scenic Landscape Areas

The Township Zoning Ordinance has a Scenic Resource Overlay District within which scenic
resource provisions and conditional use approval govern development.  In this district, the
Township can require screening where needed to soften the visual effect of  new development, can
limit building height to maintain compatibility with scenic elements, and can minimize grading
within the public view. In its scenic vistas and landscapes and along its scenic roads, the Township
should require low densities and deep setbacks to maintain the quality of  these resources.  It may
choose to suggest and encourage structural design that is characteristic of  Tinicum in form,
proportion, color and materials, and that blends well with the natural or historic nature of  the
community.  The township should continue to support and encourage requests for scenic road
designation, especially when consistent with the Scenic Lands map recommendations.

PRIVATE LAND STEWARDSHIP ACTIONS/PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

Other preservation tools are available to the Township and its residents which have, as their
principal incentives, federal income, gift, and estate tax reductions.  These techniques are
irreversible and rely heavily on the willingness and desire of  a landowner to preserve open space
resources, but they can generate immediate financial benefits for the landowner/taxpayer.  Private
voluntary conservation efforts may be assisted with limited public expenditures from available local,
county and state funds. Such mechanisms can help preserve lands otherwise destined for
development.

Voluntary private conservation efforts focus on the financial benefits resulting from a taxpayer’s gift
of  property or property rights to conservation organizations and/or municipal governments.  The
types of  land donations which may result in a tax reduction due to a charitable contribution include:
1) outright gifts of  land; 2) gifts of  land with retained life estate; 3) bargain sales of  land; 4)
conservation easement donations; 5) gifts by codicil; and 6) easements or fee gifts in escrow.
Several private conservation organizations actively promote these preservation tools in Tinicum
Township, including the Tinicum Conservancy and the regional Heritage Conservancy.   Other
organizations also offer conservation assistance in the County, including the Wildlands
Conservancy, the Natural Lands Trust, the Trust for Public Land, the Pennsylvania Chapter of  the
Nature Conservancy, and the Brandywine Conservancy.

Private gifts of  fee-simple title in land, as well as fee gifts with retained life estates, usually require
further gifts of  endowment for maintenance. When appropriate tests of  public benefit are met, all
such gifts, including gifts of  endowment, may be eligible for consideration as charitable donations
for tax purposes.  Bargain sales (where property rights are sold at below market value to a qualified
charitable organization or municipal government and the seller claims a charitable gift for the
uncompensated value) may require additional funds for the upfront costs related to such easements.
When such parcels meet specific Township objectives (i.e., for parkland purposes), the Township
may want to assume the cost of  acquisition and long-term maintenance.  Gifts by codicil and fee
gifts in escrow are discussed below under “Private Land Stewardship Need Not Only Infer
Immediate Action”.  
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The Conservation Easement as a Key Tool for Resource Protection

The conservation easement is a means by which a property owner can permanently protect valuable
open space resources on privately held lands.   It is a legal agreement between the property owner
and an eligible recipient (a conservation organization or government entity), under which the
landowner (donor) establishes restrictions, usually in perpetuity, over the use of  the property.  The
recipient (donee) agrees to monitor the eased areas to assure that the easement terms are upheld.  

Because the public benefits from the permanent preservation of  important natural, scenic, and
historic areas, the donor may receive federal income tax deductions on the basis that the donated
easement is a charitable contribution.  Estate and gift tax deductions also can result from an
easement donation, as a result of  reduction in valuation for those tax purposes.  Since the
landowner continues to own and manage the land, he also continues to pay appropriate taxes
(though his assessed value, and thus his taxes, may go down).

The easement as a tool is well suited to an area-wide approach toward resource protection; one
donor’s large commitment to conservation can be used to encourage owners of  other properties to
make similar commitments.  This technique can result in far greater stability of  land values and
protection of  the landscape than an approach that relies solely on regulations.  When adjacent tracts
are subject to similar restrictions, the entire neighborhood benefits. Prospective buyers recognize
these benefits, which market prices ultimately reflect as has been demonstrated in instances of
large-scale multi-tract easement implementation.

Tinicum Township, working closely with the Tinicum Conservancy, has been very successful in the
encouragement of  voluntary conservation easements and bargain sales. Over 4,200 acres in the
township are under conservation easement, either held jointly or by the Conservancy alone. It is a
requirement of  the township’s Open Space program that all conservation easements acquired with
public funding be held by a conservancy in addition to the township, to assure oversight and
protection in perpetuity.  On December 1, 2009, Tinicum Township officially entered into a
Memorandum of  Understanding concerning the conservation easement activities of  the Township
and the Tinicum Conservancy.

Conservation Easements May Impact Public Regulation

Private donation of  conservation easements can complement and reinforce the Township’s land
planning objectives and regulatory approaches.  Once an easement has been recorded, any
subsequent proposal for development of  such a tract must abide by the terms of  the easement as
well as the Township’s regulations, giving greater protection to open space resources.  If  there is to
be some development, the site analyses and documentation resulting from the easement process
can facilitate the Township’s sketch plan and natural features map review. 

In cases where landowners donate fee title or easements for conservation purposes, they should not
become subject to ever more rigid land use controls on the unrestricted balance of  the tract, if  any.
Historically, zoning and subdivision regulations have been designed to prevent the worst abuses of
land.   Public regulatory requirements may vary both in content and in the way they are enforced,
while limits prescribed by easement in perpetuity go well beyond municipal zoning. 
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Trade-offs may be made when a landowner wishes to develop the entire property, but the Township
wants to obtain or otherwise protect part of  it. The township may agree to permit a more flexible
design in order to maximize protection of  these resources. If, however, the Township wishes to
encourage such charitable contributions by a landowner, it must be very careful not to initiate any
action that could jeopardize the tax deductibility of  the gift, or be considered a quid pro quo
arrangement.

The Compromise Approach: Conservation Combined With Limited Development

Another private land stewardship approach that has been used to some extent by regional
conservation organizations is to work with landowners on limited development plans.  Since many
large landowners are unprepared to give up all future building rights on their land, easements on
large parcels may provide for some future limited development which will be clustered on less
scenic or less environmentally sensitive portions of  the land. In some cases, this approach has
proven useful in achieving a comprehensive conservation plan.

Even when land is to be fully developed, significant open space resources may remain post-
development  if  planning and housing layout have been done with resource protection in mind. In
these cases, a conservation easement may be used to guarantee resource protection, encourage
appropriate design considerations and provide open space management. This can be a successful
way to protect open space resources, but the more complex the easement and the larger the number
of  homeowners involved, the greater the potential for violation and the greater the cost of
oversight. In addition, such easements are subject to additional scrutiny from the IRS for true
conservation values, and it may not be possible to find a land trust willing to take on the onus of
such oversight.

Private Land Stewardship Need Not Infer Immediate Action

When individual landowners, though sharing community resource protection objectives, do not
wish to constrain their own use of  the land, they may add codicils to their wills which state their
wishes to make a fee simple or conservation easement gift after death, but before distribution and
taxation of  the estate. This will protect their heirs from heavy estate taxes while assuring protection
of  the land. Codicils, however, are not necessarily permanent, and may be revoked any time before
death.

Conservation easements or fee gifts may also be placed in escrow, designed to take effect when and
if  certain prescribed conditions take place. This approach is particularly useful where individual
potential donors are uncertain of  the objectives of  neighboring landowners, and/or are leery of  the
impact of  restrictions placed on their properties in the absence of  demonstrated area-wide
commitment to conservation objectives.  For example, a group of  landowners might collectively
agree to implementation of  conservation easements once a certain number of  them and/or certain
lands are committed.  Easements placed in escrow can help convince other landowners to join as
they see the level of  commitment to resource preservation. Encouragement of  such escrow
arrangements could be an activity of  the Open Space Commission.
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Potential Township Role in Assisting Private Conservation Efforts

Vast stretches of  Tinicum Township retain their pre-20th century appearance of  rolling farmland,
wooded slopes and tumbling streams.  This low-density, high natural resource atmosphere in its
entirety presents an almost park-like appearance. On a much smaller scale, it is similar to the
“green-line park” status of  New York’s Adirondack Park, which includes all lands, both public and
private, villages and rural, within a green line perimeter on maps. Tinicum’s “green line” is the
boundary of  the federally designated PA Highlands Conservation Area, which includes the entire
township, and is based on the high concentration of  natural, scenic and, especially, water resources.

This perception is an important community resource, inferring a broad range of  open space
resource values.  It is clearly in the Township's interest that conservation easements be implemented
to guarantee long-term protection of  community, or public, open space values across lands which
may, and perhaps should, remain in private use.  While the Township may become directly involved
in negotiating and even acquiring conservation easements, this responsibility is best handled in
partnership with a qualified land trust with the knowledge and capacity to monitor such easements
and help to defend them.  Certainly the Township could suggest establishment of  conservation
easements during the subdivision and land development review process.  

COOPERATION WITH TINICUM LANDOWNERS 

Tinicum Township should actively continue to encourage private implementation of  conservation
easements and other land stewardship efforts. Outreach by the OSC would encourage formal and
informal cooperation among the Township, local conservation organizations (particularly the
Tinicum Conservancy), county and state open space programs, and individual landowners. The
intent of  such outreach would be to inform Tinicum landowners of  all opportunities and
conservation strategies for land stewardship, financial incentives for these actions, and possible
costs.  This could be done through formal and informal meetings, production and publication of
informational literature, and the introduction of  individual landowners to appropriate conservation
experts.  

The Township’s Open Space Commission, utilizing its GIS resources, should continue to track land
ownership, assess relative priority for conservation on a tract or tax parcel basis, and remain aware
of  threats to open space resource protection. It could publicize opportunities for resource
protection, particularly opportunities to effect multiple resource protection (i.e., water,
visual/scenic, historic, and agricultural resources, and natural diversity) in accordance with the ideas
of  Chapter 8. 

Private land stewardship efforts may be of  interest to landowners in a wide range of  individual
financial situations.  In some cases, willing and interested landowners may agree with community
resource protection objectives and recognize longer term personal or family financial benefits, yet
be unable or unwilling to commit to costs associated with the planning, preparation, documenta-
tion, official recording, and monitoring of  conservation easements, which may be substantial. The
Township should consider a funding program to assist landowners with these burdens, at least
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where high-priority tracts are involved. Criteria for eligibility would at a minimum include the level
of  resource conservation, planning and endowment cost burden, and individual financial status.

Outside Funding for Landowner Assistance

The Township should  continue formal coordination with local conservation organizations and
application to public funding sources in support of  landowners.  This may persuade otherwise
hesitant landowners toward conservation; the potential open space benefits may mean that
considerable permanent open space is obtained with minor outlays of  public funds, certainly less
than would be involved in outright acquisition of  open space or through purchased easements.
Bucks County's open space funding program may not be used for reimbursement of  site-specific
planning costs associated with conservation efforts, though it may be used toward the acquisition
of  conservation easements.  These funds are available for a bargain purchase of  a conservation
easement, designed to offset the landowner’s planning costs while still permitting him the beneficial
tax impact of  the charitable contribution. 

Other funding sources the Township should explore include complementary use of  state/county
funds earmarked for purchase of  development rights on agricultural lands, and funds available to
non-profit conservation organizations and private foundations for purchase of  lands or
conservation easements (through Pennsylvania DCNR and other sources).  In some cases, the
Township role may simply be to put the right parties in contact with one another.  Funding
opportunities are extremely dynamic; the Township must actively continue to seek out new sources
for conservation funding.
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Tinicum Township’s elected and appointed leadership, interested citizens, and local land trusts have
been actively pursuing open space resource protection for many years. This Plan reflects current
open space resource goals and objectives, and refined conservation strategies. It also includes an
updated table of  recommended actions for the Open Space Commission and township
government. The table, found at the end of  this chapter, also presents a relative time frame for
implementation of  these recommendations. 

The following specific approaches direct Township policy and action, and encourage, promote, and
depend upon the action of  private citizens.  As the Plan is implemented, adjustments may be
necessary due to changes in local and regional influences on land and open space resource use, new
ideas and technologies, and increasing success of  resource protection.   

REGULATORY APPROACHES FOR ACHIEVING RESOURCE PROTECTION AND
OPEN SPACE CONSERVATION 

Tools and procedures set forth in the Commonwealth’s Municipalities Planning Code (Comprehen-
sive Planning, Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances) are both useful and limiting in achieving the
Township’s resource conservation goals and objectives.  The amendments to Tinicum’s Zoning and
Subdivision Ordinances in March of  2000, which incorporate many of  the resource maps
developed for this Plan, were based on a Township objective of  increased natural and cultural
resource protection. The effectiveness of  these regulatory changes may not be evident for some
time.

Because regional development pressures are increasing, the Township must continue to strengthen
and adjust its regulatory mechanisms to protect its critical water resources and wildlife habitats,
retain its historic and scenic heritage, maintain other significant open space resources, and provide a
carbon sink for the more developed lower county. The Township can also ensure that all newly
established land uses are in keeping with the goals and objectives of  this Plan and the adopted
Comprehensive Plan. 

To achieve the goals of  this Plan, the Township may consider the following adjustments to its plans
and regulatory provisions.

1. Continue to apply Sustainable Watershed Management (SWM) methodology to link land
planning and regulations to water resources management. SWM first delineates how land
development impacts water resource sustainability by measuring critical water resources. It develops
rigorous standards, or limits of  impact, consistent with the outstanding water resources and other
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natural and cultural systems which comprise these watersheds.  These standards are then applied to
watersheds, sub-basin by sub-basin, based on best available science (e.g., Q7-10 values as calculated
by the USGS). Using both existing land development and projected development under existing
zoning, and any other future scenario deemed to be of  community interest, SWM methods then
determine by modeling whether or not the standards can be maintained now and in the future. This
model takes into account all significant ways in which land development impacts the quantity and
quality of  the township’s water resources.  Water use, wastewater treatment, and stormwater data
are all included. The concept of  no net export of  water is central to this model.

Where projected build-out would significantly reduce the flow of  streams or affect groundwater
resources, development densities can be reduced; development can be redirected to other sub-
basins where sustainability standards would not be violated; or more open space can be planned,
publicly or privately through conservation easements, to balance the impacts of  development. With
these techniques the water resources of  each sub-basin unit will be able to support the needs of  the
existing and proposed populations under very rigorous sustainability standards.

The SWM program requires the latest stormwater, wastewater, and water use techniques to be
incorporated into subdivision/land development regulations.   Identification and distribution of
land uses, as established in zoning, are an equally critical part of  the program. The Township should
continue to update both zoning and subdivision and land development ordinances to reflect new
applications and understanding of  this science.

2. Require appropriate buffers to be maintained along and around all wetlands, water courses,
and water bodies within subdivisions and other land planning documents.  Continue to review and
study the best buffer practices and management for each resource to ensure the most effective
protection. 

3. Re-evaluate the flexible zoning and resource-based development options as needed. As
new data concerning resources become available, the Township should review its flexible
development plan option, SALDO, and Zoning Ordinances to make sure its their provisions reflect
this new information.

4. Require submission of  plans for long-term maintenance and management of  open space
for any residential subdivision or land development where open space is provided to ensure that
they are consistent with resource protection objectives outlined in this Plan and delineated on the
maps of  the six Priority Conservation Focus Areas (see Chapter 7).  The plans should include
stipulation for adequate funding, insurance, etc., prior to approval of  subdivision/land development
plans. They should also require the placement of  a conservation easement to prohibit further
subdivision of  open space lands, as well as a municipally approved management plan.

5. Require specific demonstration of  conservation of  all open space resources as
condition(s) for approval of  a flexible development option subdivision, single-family detached
cluster, performance subdivision, or village/hamlet option.  All applicable open space resources
must be identified for all development projects. 

6. Oversee compliance with resource protection objectives in the administration of  regulatory
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provisions. The Township Planning Commission, Environmental Advisory Council, Historic
Commission, Parks and Recreation Board, and Open Space Commission should ensure that
existing regulations and administrative procedures are consistent with township resource protection
objectives.

7. Consider incentives for conservation of  historic structures and landscapes, such as
allowance for appropriate adaptive reuse. The purpose would be to make conservation at least as
financially feasible as demolition and replacement. The Township’s Demolition Ordinance requires
review by the Historical Commission before issuance of  a Demolition Permit on any structure over
50 years old and greater than 100 square feet. Zoning and building officials would need administra-
tion and enforcement authorization for any changes.

8. Require extensive site analyses while site planning is still in the conceptual stage.  The
township should continue to refine and update the SALDO and EIA provisions that require identi-
fication  of  the following resources:  water, vegetative, scenic, agricultural, wildlife, soil, recreational,
historical, and any other open space resources as required,  on and adjacent to tracts under
subdivision/land development application. It should require completion of  this analysis before any
township review begins.  Applicants should be aware of  the resource inventories that are part of
this Plan, and should produce documentation that includes extensive site analysis and reflects the
Township’s concerns for resource protection and development impact limitation. 

NON-REGULATORY APPROACHES TO RESOURCE PROTECTION AND OPEN
SPACE CONSERVATION 

In addition to the regulatory measures and policies outlined above and in Chapter 9, the Township
can use other strategies to achieve open space resource conservation. The success of  these
measures depends on cooperative action by the Township BOS and its appointed bodies in
pursuing the goals and objectives reflected in this Plan, forming partnerships where appropriate,
and soliciting broad community support. 

1. Open Space Commission Activity. The Commission consists of  township residents who offer
expertise in many diverse areas important to the goals of  open space protection. They have become
familiar with the process of  conservation easement negotiation and valuation of  eligible properties
under township guidelines.  The combination of  Township resources with the presence and
experience of  a local conservancy strengthens the overall open space program.

Current sub-commission responsibilities include updating this Plan and maps with professional
consultants and handling applications for municipal funding for easements, as well as researching
federal, state and county mandates and recommendations concerning open space. Other ways this
Commission can assist the BOS in its open space resource conservation efforts include: 

• Promoting conservation options within the Tinicum community, including assisting 
landowners with conservation inquiries for all properties, but especially those identified 
with high conservation priorities or lands serving as “green belts” around the Township’s 
rural villages and hamlets.  The Commission should help to alert the Board to open space 
resource protection opportunities that are consistent with the Plan’s priority recommenda-
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tions.

• Advising the BOS on landowner requests for Township acquisition of  conservation 
interests based on Open Space Plan recommendations, including use of  Bucks County 
Open Space Program funds allocated to the Township.

• Advising the Planning Commission and BOS on resource aspects of  development 
proposals, particularly with respect to achieving open space resource protection objectives 
within Priority Open Space Areas and achieving a regional open space network.

• Maintaining records regarding land ownership and preservation in the township and 
keeping the BOS aware of  the lands remaining available for preservation.

• Evaluating the success of  the Open Space Plan in protecting resources and conserving 
open space; updating, refining, and improving the Plan as necessary and recommending 
such changes to the BOS.

• Coordinating conservation efforts with landowners, land trusts, and neighboring 
communities.

2. Township Comprehensive Plan update. The Township formally incorporated the Open
Space Plan of  2000 into its ordinances following approval by the County. As part of  the ongoing
Comprehensive Plan amendment effort, the Township’s Planning Commission has reviewed its
Future Land Use Map to identify potential conflicts between land use and open space resource
protection recommendations.  Every effort has been made to achieve consistency between the
Comprehensive Plan and the Open Space Plan in order to assure that the resources of  the
community are fully protected.

3. Promotion of  private land stewardship/Tinicum landowner cooperation

Private land stewardship is a key implementation strategy of  this Open Space Plan, and therefore
the Township has supported and will continue to support voluntary protection efforts.  Many of
these voluntary options are described in detail in Chapter 9.  They include conservation easements,
outright land donation, donation of  undivided partial interests, donation of  land by will, donation
of  remainder interest in land with reserved life estate, bargain sale of  land, and limited
development.

The Open Space Commission will continue to encourage private implementation of  conservation
easements and other land stewardship efforts including, for example, continued participation in the
County’s grant program for designated Natural Areas Inventory lands.  As a major step, the
Commission will facilitate both formal and informal communication between itself, the BOS, and
individual landowners.  The commission will continue to interact with local conservation organiza-
tions such as the Tinicum Conservancy, regional land trusts such as Natural Lands Trust or
Heritage Conservancy, private foundations, and County and State agency programs for open space
conservation.
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Tinicum landowners should be kept fully informed of  all aspects of  land conservation, including
potential financial benefits, direct costs,  procedural steps, and environmental benefits in setting
aside land for conservation.  This can occur through public meetings initiated by the Open Space
Commission or the BOS, through small group or landowner meetings, through outreach of
conservation organizations, and from production and distribution of  informational materials. 

Open Space Commission members will continue to approach individual landowners to determine
their conservation and financial interests, starting with the remaining highest priority conservation
parcels.  Members will discuss and explore with landowners various conservation options, seeking
to find the most cost-effective means to conserve critical resources on each property.  As necessary,
the Commission will seek the assistance of  conservation-based organizations and other qualified
individuals to assist in these discussions.

The Commission will evaluate opportunities to acquire conservation interests in properties of
lesser priority, based on the cost effectiveness and on the location of  the property relative to
Priority Conservation Focus Areas, high priority parcels, and other protected lands. It will
encourage outright donation of  easements on properties which may not fit the requirements of  the
Open Space guidelines, but which will make valuable additions to the totals of  resources protected.
Adjustments to the Plan’s priority mapping will be considered as conditions change. 

The Township recognizes that private land preservation efforts should be sufficiently diverse to
address a wide range of  individual financial situations.  The costs associated with the planning,
preparation, documentation, and official recording of  conservation easements and, in some cases,
endowments, will often be a factor in a landowner’s decision to protect his or her lands.  Therefore,
the Township may ask for the community’s support in continuing a funding program to assist
landowners with these burdens, at least where priority conservation parcels are involved. Such
financial assistance would adhere to consistent criteria  and be available to interested residents.

Additional land preservation may require new funding, including additional taxes. While these taxes
may not be popular, increased development will generate an even greater rise in municipal and
school taxes. The Commission will research the tax impacts on school and Township budgets and
develop comparative figures showing the tax savings from land conservation versus the fiscal
burden of  increased land development. It will also pursue, when requested by the Supervisors,
reimbursement of  site-specific planning costs for conservation easement or bargain sales associated
with Bucks County’s open space funding program.

The Township will explore the complementary use of  Commonwealth and Bucks County funds
earmarked for purchase of  development rights on agricultural lands, along with funds available to
non-profit conservation organizations for purchase of  lands or conservation easements (through
the Pennsylvania Department of  Conservation and Natural Resources, Federal Department of  the
Interior, and other sources).  In these cases, the Township role may simply be to help put the right
parties in contact with one another. Funding opportunities may arise unexpectedly; the Commission
should watch for them regularly.

4. Management recommendations for the state game lands. State game lands cover a
significant part of  the township; their management is of  great importance to the Township’s overall
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open space conservation strategy.  The deep forest habitat supports many of  the avian and herpeto-
logical species of  special concern to Pennsylvania.  Game Commission officials in Harrisburg need
to understand the impact of  their land management and permitting decisions on the township and
its resources.  

Tinicum Township can use its Open Space Plan to initiate discussion with the Pennsylvania Game
Commission regarding the importance of  State Game Lands #56 in supporting a diversity of  game
and non-game species, township concerns regarding biodiversity conservation, and its interest in
the adoption of  a more resource protective Land Management Plan. The Game Commission has
begun to recognize its vital role in protecting non-game species, and Species of  Concern. Tinicum
Township can build upon this understanding and work with the Game Commission towards greater
conservation of  the Highlands Hub and other natural resources, particularly water. 

It can further stress the importance of  minimizing disturbance to the forest-interior habitat
surrounding streams, wetlands and swamps in the important Core Habitat Area, and suggest that
this portion of  the Game Lands be managed for non-game species as an old growth area where
timber harvest and road construction are not permitted. 

5. Coordination with Bucks County, neighboring municipalities and other regional and
state organizations. The Township recognizes that coordinated efforts are essential in addressing
watershed-based resource protection issues and also in developing regional trail and open space
networks. It is very interested in coordinating with governmental entities, watershed associations
and other local conservation organizations to encourage more cooperative conservation measures.

All of  the upper Bucks communities obtain their domestic water supply from individual wells.
Recognizing that the shared aquifers underlying our shale and diabase soils are of  regional concern
and importance, Tinicum has partnered with Nockamixon, and Bridgeton Townships (and may
soon join with Bedminster) to monitor and study our regional groundwater resources.  The BNT
Joint Groundwater Committee makes recommendations for protection of  groundwater sustainabil-
ity and water quality to the participating townships. In addition, it closely monitors possible
emerging threats to both quality and quantity of  our joint resource.

The Township will coordinate its open space resource protection with the acquisition efforts of
Bucks County, as well as for their existing holdings; with the State Parks Department regarding
High Rocks and the Delaware Canal State Parks; and with the open space planning efforts of
Bedminster, Nockamixon, Plumstead, and Bridgeton Townships, and our neighboring townships
across the Delaware River.

BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION ACTION PLAN 

A combination of  strategies is necessary to conserve biodiversity, and the Township should
continue to update and improve its efforts to implement them. To minimize the impacts of
development on natural areas in general, and Habitat Conservation Networks in particular, the
Township will utilize land and conservation easement acquisition methods, active reforestation and
meadow management initiatives, invasive species control initiatives, best management practice
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requirements for forestry, and amendments to the Zoning and Subdivision and Land Development
Ordinances. 

1. Natural Area conservation and restoration initiatives. The eight Core Habitat Areas and
associated Buffer Areas and Corridors are the best sites for Biodiversity Conservation in Tinicum
Township.  These areas should be permanently protected from development and commercial
timber harvesting, and should be maintained now and into the future as mature, diverse, healthy
examples of  the township’s woodlands, wetlands, streams and meadows.  Failure to protect these
habitats now will result in fragmentation and clearing for development or timber harvesting,
thereby reducing their value for providing community benefits.  Formal preservation as designated
nature preserves could be an ultimate goal.

Conservation easements with management and restoration plans within these eight core areas could
address such issues as invasive vegetation, deer management strategies, enhancement of
biodiversity, erosion, and expansion of  forest interior and riparian buffer habitats. Landowners who
hesitate to place formal easements on their Core habitat or buffer properties should be encouraged
to adopt voluntary management plans to address these issues.

Tinicum Township Reforestation Network

Woodlands are a dynamic resource.  By taking a long term view, the Township can identify
important areas for creating future woodlands through reforestation to maximize the goals of  water
protection and biodiversity conservation.  The best examples of  such areas are the Riparian Buffer
Opportunity areas shown on the Biodiversity Map and areas adjoining and/or linking Forest-
Interior Habitats.  Reforestation of  upland corridors between woodlands provides critical linkages
for the movement of  plant and wildlife populations. Corridor widths of  100 feet or more will
provide connections for the greatest number of  species, but even hedgerows 10 to 20 feet wide can
be important.

The Township should work with landowners to promote reforestation in these areas, and suggest
that land management plans be prepared and implemented. It could provide incentives such as
native trees, shrubs, and tree tubes to key landowners during spring and fall planting seasons to
encourage reforestation. Areas planned for ultimate reforestation could be protected through
conservation easements with appropriate management plans.

2. Woodland management ordinances. The Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code (MPC)
empowers municipalities to adopt ordinances for the protection and preservation of  natural
resources and agricultural land activities. Tinicum has a Tree Harvesting ordinance that regulates
commercial forestry in a manner consistent with Best Management Practices (BMP) for forestry.
The Township has further protected its woodland resources by adopting a Woodland Management
Ordinance that outlines BMPs to accomplish environmental objectives. An amendment to the
Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance regulates tree clearing, grading and land
development in woodlands. In addition, even more stringent regulations apply in several resource
protection overlay districts
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Best Management Practices in Forests (Woodlands) Ordinance 

The woodlands of  Tinicum have enormous ecological value and require preservation. They have,
however, been used as a source of  timber and firewood over the past three centuries, and a few
landowners still rely on periodic timber harvests for firewood, lumber, and income. Many
landowners in the township value their woodlands for non-economic reasons such as recreation,
plant and wildlife habitat, and aesthetics. Even among such owners, there is some debate as to the
relative benefits of  selective timber harvesting for the long term health of  the woodland versus the
inherent value of  old growth woodlands. 

Traditional woodland management has been designed to provide habitat for game species and to
produce commercial timber.  Many foresters and timber companies still follow this approach.
Modern methods attempt to balance timber harvest with habitat protection for forest-dwelling
wildlife, especially forest-interior nesting neotropical migrant songbirds such as warblers, thrushes,
and scarlet tanagers. New understanding of  the vital role of  woodlands in climate mitigation,
pollution control, and carbon sequestration only serve to underline the importance of  preserving
the township’s woodlands. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Pennsylvania Bureau of
Forestry have developed Best Management Practices to accomplish these environmental objectives.  

Following the guidelines of  the first Open Space Plan, the township adopted resource protection
overlay districts.  Within such districts as the Riparian Corridor, and Wetlands and Wetland Margins
overlays, no destruction of  plant life, including trees, is permitted which would alter the vegetation
patterns of  the buffers.  These buffers are currently set at a minimum of  75 feet.

The Township has used these models to design a Woodland (Forest) Management Ordinance to
address its ecological, biodiversity and community benefit concerns. Provisions include:

• Commercial harvesting of  timber in woodlands throughout Buffer Areas and Corridors is 
permitted only subject to a Forest Management Permit issued by Tinicum Township and 
must follow all the BMP and regulations outlined in the Township’s tree harvesting 
ordinance.  These practices include, at minimum: selective thinning using neither high-
grading (removing the majority of  a certain species) nor diameter-limit cutting (removing 
trees over a certain size); retaining undisturbed riparian and wetland buffers; minimizing the
width and location of  roads, stream crossings, storage areas for logs and equipment; and 
replanting with a variety of  native trees. 

• The Forest Management Plan must include a Declaration of  Intent, signed by the 
landowner, stating that the Plan has been prepared for the sole purpose of  harvesting 
timber and not for any other purpose, including submission of  a Subdivision and Land 
Development application.

• Commercial harvesting in Core Habitat Areas is prohibited, with management limited to the
selective removal of  dead, diseased or dangerous trees, removal of  firewood for owner’s 
personal use, and selective removal of  trees for ecological purposes or trail construction as 
part of  a Township-approved Forest Management Plan.  Extenuating circumstances are 
considered in the ordinance.
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• The township does not approve subdivisions and land development plans for woodlands 
which have experienced timber harvest within five years of  such plan submission, as 
recomended in Open Space Plan 2000.

• In the Woodlands and Hedgerow Overlay District, no more than 20% of  mature trees may 
be harvested, and in Priority Inventory Areas of  the new Natural Areas Inventory (expected
publication 2010) no more than 10% may be harvested.  Should this be violated, tree 
replacement is required in accordance with the township’s SALDO.

3. Natural landscaping initiative. Tinicum has a requirement in its SALDO for native plant
materials. The township can additionally work toward the goal of  biodiversity conservation by
continuing to encourage the use of  natural landscaping by individual homeowners, owners of  larger
properties, and homeowners associations.  It should educate homeowners by various means: tours
of  naturally landscaped properties; newsletter articles; distribution of  brochures and plant and book
lists; native plant sales; demonstration gardens; and initiatives and workshops for tree planting,
butterfly gardens, small ponds and bird boxes.  It should encourage groups of  neighbors to
organize Neighborhood Habitat Networks linking several properties with natural landscaping.

Several excellent models of  such ordinances that encourage natural alternatives to lawns are
available. The township might also offer educational materials on invasive weeds, BMPs for control,
and non-hazardous options for landscape maintenance, so that Natural Landscaping remains an
asset to the community and never becomes a liability.

The township may also choose to educate landowners concerning less hazardous landscaping
maintenance and weed control, proper disposal of  swimming pool water, and lighting alternatives
that are protective of  its resources.

Finally, the Natural Landscaping Initiative can include enhanced requirements for Open Space
Management Plans for any proposed subdivision with associated open space.  Such plans should be
required to identify existing natural vegetation and propose a plan outlining restoration and
management strategies for woodlands, riparian buffers, wetlands and meadows as part of  the open
space within a subdivision. Such management plans should also be a part of  any easement obtained
in whole or in part with township financing. 

Upon adoption of  this Plan, the Township proposes to study and implement its recommendations
on the following timetable. The order of  actions listed does not necessarily reflect their relative
importance, nor the precise order of  implementation.
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SHORT LONG 
ACTIONS TERM TERM ONGOING

(1-2 years) (3-5 years)

Continue to direct township actions and ordinances toward most 
Xcurrent and optimal resource protection practices, as policies, 

mandates, and the science evolve

Educate the public to the importance of  open space preservation  
Xas a public benefit, even without direct public use, and the cost of  

preservation versus the cost of  development

Cooperate (township officials and committees) to find an area X
suitable for public recreation

Establish initiatives for conservation of  historic structures and X
landscapes, and improve protective legislation

Upgrade and refine site analysis requirements during conceptual X
stage of  site planning for development

Refine role of  Open Space Commission, and consider restructuring  X
the assessment process to incorporate new information as necessary

Assure coordination between the Open Space and the X
Comprehensive Plans

Encourage prompt action to protect river islands under threat of  X
development

Strengthen interactions and coordination with land trusts X

Investigate the feasibility of  designated nature preserves X

Encourage landowner stewardship by making landowners aware   

Xof  the environmental impacts of  their individual land management 
practices, and promote restoration and natural areas initiatives by 
landowners, especially in stream corridors and woodlands

Coordinate with neighboring townships, including those across the X
river, on open space and watershed issues

Encourage more conservation minded management of  the state X
game lands

Strengthen woodlands management ordinances to enhance and X
protect biodiversity and other services provided by healthy forests

Work toward IBA status for Roaring Rocks and Lower Tohickon X
watersheds

Encourage formation of  contiguous landowner agreements as X
outlined in Chapter 9
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Tinicum Township has a biological address: it is situated in the Piedmont Uplands region of  the
Mixed-Oak Forest type of  the Eastern Deciduous Forest. The native plants and animals that
naturally occur in Tinicum are primarily forest species that also occur, in various combinations,
within a biological region extending along the eastern foothills of  the Appalachian Mountain chain
from Georgia to Massachusetts, and have done so for over 10,000 years, since the last Ice Age.  

The streams and wetlands within that forested landscape support species of  plants and animals that
have evolved mainly in forested wetlands and forested stream environments. Twenty-one different
vegetative communities have been identified as subsets of  this broad forest, reflecting variations in
soil types, slopes, and hydrology.  In addition, successional lands such as meadows and scrub
thickets have occurred in both upland and wetland areas cleared of  forest due to natural
disturbances such as flooding (especially from beaver dams), fire, drought, windthrows, disease, and
insect infestations.  Fires and clearings created by the Lenni Lenape, who derived their food, shelter,
medicines, and raw materials from the woodlands, wetlands and streams, also led to different
successional lands.  These disturbance patterns shifted throughout the area over time.  

For all of  these reasons, the forested landscape that is Tinicum Township today was, for thousands
of  years, more of  a shifting mosaic of  different forest types and successional lands rather than of  a
uniform, unbroken sea of  virgin forest.   For the last 300 years, following the fairly rapid
replacement of  the Lenni Lenape population with European settlers and their descendants, much
of  that natural forested landscape has been altered.   The removal of  keystone species such as gray
wolf  and mountain lion from the region, and creation of  extensive edge habitat have resulted in
imbalances in populations of  species such as white-tailed deer, groundhog and red fox.

The mosaic of  forests, wetlands, streams and grasslands has been impacted over time by periodic
logging for timber and firewood, clearing for agriculture, dam construction for mills, and
development of  roads, bridges and structures.  At the peak of  dairy farming by the early 20th
century, as much as 80 percent of  the land may have been cleared for crop or pasture land.  As local
agricultural production declined, much of  the forested landscape has regenerated over the last 70 or
80 years.  

The natural areas that define much of  Tinicum’s landscape today are greatly altered and are more
static than the shifting mosaic of  various forest, stream, wetland and grassland habitats that defined
the area prior to the 17th century.  Though totaling more than two-thirds of  Tinicum’s land area,
forests, wetlands and streams in Tinicum are often confined by property boundaries and other land
uses, and in some cases intensively managed by humans.  For this reason, the goal of  protecting
large, interconnected networks of  various natural areas is of  critical importance for retaining at
least the key species and functions of  the pre-settlement landscape.  

Four major habitat types (woodlands, wetlands, streams/rivers, meadows) currently define the
natural landscape of  the Township.  These areas have significant overlaps, since certain woodlands
and meadows are also wetlands, streambanks generally include woodlands, wetlands or grasslands as
part of  the riparian corridor, and successional or scrub lands can occur in old fields in uplands or
wetlands.

A study of  Tinicum Township’s natural areas prepared by the Morris Arboretum identified 21 
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vegetative communities grouped within the four major habitat types.  As the Morris Arboretum
report points out, “The history of  land use in Tinicum Township has molded the mosaic of
vegetation communities present today …reversion of  former agricultural lands to successional
forest has been a major influence.”  The report cites the interactions between the underlying
geology, topography, hydrology, farming, timber harvesting, and extensive deer browse as the
determining factors that characterize the Township. This relatively high number of  communities
underscores the high level of  natural diversity currently found within Tinicum Township.

Woodlands
Red Cedar-mixed hardwood successional forest
Conifer Plantations
Sugar maple – basswood forest
Tulip tree – beech – maple forest
Red oak – mixed hardwood forest
Dry oak – mixed hardwood forest 
Dry oak heath forest
Virginia pine – mixed hardwood shale woodland
Hemlock (white pine) – red oak – mixed hardwood
Hemlock –tulip tree– birch forest
Bottomland oak – mixed hardwood palustrine forest
Sycamore – river birch – box elder floodplain forest

Wetlands (non-forested)
Buttonbush wetland
Cattail marsh
Bluejoint – reed canary grass marsh
Black willow scrub/shrub wetland

Meadows
Upland meadow
Spotted joe-pye-weed-ironweed alluvial meadow

Other
Calcareous opening/cliff  communities
River birch – sycamore floodplain scrub
River beach bar community

The 21 different vegetation communities identified in Tinicum provide a blueprint for understand-
ing the rich natural diversity of  woodlands (12 types), wetlands (4 types), meadows (2 types) and
three other communities associated with cliffs and riverside.  They indicate that Tinicum’s natural
diversity is not uniform but, rather, occurs throughout the landscape in a variety of  patterns of
habitats used by the native plants and animals.   A number of  these communities (for example, the
red cedar-mixed hardwood successional forest) commonly occur throughout the township, while
others (such as the calcareous opening/cliff  communities) are limited in extent and geographic
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location.

It is important to note that these vegetative communities are not simply distinct separate groupings
of  plants. They represent the very foundation of  Tinicum’s ecosystems: functioning interconnected
living systems of  vegetation, soil, water, and wildlife.    If  these natural areas are allowed to become
more fragmented and disturbed by development, certain communities may lose species and cease to
function as natural systems, and will therefore provide fewer of  the community benefits listed
above.  

To realize the difference, one only has to compare the benefits provided by a rich woods found in a
forested ravine with those found in a modified woodland supporting an overabundance of
driveways, houses, septic systems and lawns.  Another clear distinction can be seen by comparing
the quality of  water and diversity of  aquatic life found in streams flowing through forested ravines
with those streams flowing along highways and open, unfenced livestock pastures.  Tinicum is
fortunate to have natural areas that are still defined by their ecological integrity rather than by their
degradation.

Before allowing these natural areas to be reduced to a biologically impoverished condition, as
evidenced in many overdeveloped municipalities, Tinicum Township has the opportunity to guide
growth in a way that retains healthy, functioning natural areas.  Armed with knowledge gained
through interpreting these communities, their locations, and their frequencies of  occurrence, it is
easier to understand the priorities for maintaining and restoring the natural diversity that character-
izes the township.

Native Plant Species

Thousands of  species of  native and non-native plants can be found in Tinicum Township.  These
include habitat specialists, which are plants adapted to specific habitats (i.e. woodland wildflowers,
ferns, club mosses, wetland sedges and rushes), and habitat generalists, which can be found in a
variety of  habitats (i.e. edge species such as eastern red cedar and various native grasses).

The trees, shrubs, wildflowers, grasses, ferns, mosses, lichens and fungi that make up the living
woodlands of  the Township are diverse and complex.  Many of  the woodland plants have been
used for centuries by the Lenni Lenape and by early settlers for their medicinal and food value.
Interactions between plants, soils, water and wildlife make up the foundation of  the woodland
ecosystem and the beneficial services it provides to the community.  

Surveys of  vegetation conducted by the Morris Arboretum reveal a vast diversity of  species, and a
number of  plants listed as Rare in Bucks County, and Rare, Threatened or Endangered in
Pennsylvania.  The Biodiversity Map includes woodlands supporting forest interior habitat
conditions (over 300 feet from any edge), and woodlands providing forested stream buffer habitat
conditions.  

A healthy, maturing woodland typically includes six different layers of  vegetation: canopy,
subcanopy, understory, shrub layer, herbaceous layer, and humus layer.  Dead wood, either standing
dead trees (snags) or fallen dead trees and branches (logs), are an additional source of  habitat for
many species of  wildlife, mosses, lichens and fungi.  Together, these living and dead layers are
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referred to as “structural diversity”.  Each of  these layers provides important environmental
functions and habitat for woodland species. 

The most diverse layer of  a healthy woodland is typically the herbaceous layer, which can include
hundreds of  species of  wildflowers, ferns, grasses, mosses and fungi. Some of  the healthiest
woodlands in the township include a variety of  ferns, uncommon woodland wildflowers such as
orchids and trailing arbutus, and sensitive species such as clubmoss and crowsfoot.  Many species
of  plants in this layer depend on cooler, moister soil conditions that can only be found in the heart
of  a large woodland (forest-interior habitat), far from the invasive species, and the warming and
drying effects of  sun and wind closer to the edges.  

As noted by the Morris Arboretum report, the diversity of  the shrub layer and herbaceous layer
(including the next generation of  canopy and understory trees and shrubs) has been severely
impacted in recent years due to heavy browsing by unnaturally large populations of  white-tailed
deer.  In many of  the township’s woodlands, tree seedlings are browsed soon after they germinate,
never reaching sapling height, let alone subcanopy or canopy height.  This browsing favors tree
species that are fastgrowing, such as tulip tree, red maple, and sugar maple, and root-sprouting trees
such as beech.  The long term ramifications of  this browsing on the health of  local forests could be
serious and should be carefully monitored.  

The humus layer, or forest floor, is a rich, living feature of  a woodland that can reach a depth of  six
inches or more.  It includes fallen organic matter such as leaves, branches and logs in various stages
of  decay, and the top horizon of  soil, the A-horizon. Decaying organic matter in this layer is not
only a critical source of  building rich woodland soils; it serves as an entire ecosystem consisting of
numerous species of  insects, invertebrates, salamanders, frogs and small mammals such as
woodland voles and mice.  Bacteria, mushrooms and other fungi, and invertebrates such as beetles,
ants and worms, perform critical functions by serving as decomposers, recycling dead organic
matter as rich, living soil and helping to supply critical nutrients, water and oxygen to the root
systems of  forest trees.

A rich layer of  woodland humus and soils serves as a vital living filter to reduce impacts to streams
and groundwater aquifers caused by runoff  from chemicals applied to lawns and farm fields, and
contaminants such as acid rain. Particularly in riparian woodlands, the root systems of  trees in this
layer perform critical functions in taking up nutrients such as phosphorus and nitrogen before they
reach the stream.  

The humus layer is also a vital, nurturing environment for most of  the next generation of  trees in
the woodland.  The mast from nut trees such as oaks, hickories and beeches falls or is buried by
small mammals in the humus layer during the fall, and by spring these nuts are able to germinate
beneath the sun-warmed leaf  litter into young seedlings to begin their struggle toward the canopy. 

The leaf  litter in the humus layer performs one small but important additional service: the broad,
complex surface area of  fallen leaves has excellent acoustical qualities for noise abatement,
particularly road noise.  Thus, woodlands contribute to the ambient quality of  the Township by
reducing increasing noise from traffic and industry. 
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Although no formal surveys of  fungal flora in the Township have been prepared as part of  this
inventory, previous surveys indicate that species known to occur include mushrooms such as
morels, chanterelles, boletes, wood blewits and other edibles.  Other types of  fungi live in forest
soils on the root systems of  trees and perform the critical function of  facilitating the uptake of
nutrients, water and oxygen.  A diverse population of  wood rotting species assists in the decompo-
sition of  logs, branches and stumps.

A woodland that is structurally diverse is also one that is generally healthy and diverse in terms of
plant and animal species, and offers optimum benefits to streams and groundwater.  A woodland
that lacks many of  these layers is not a truly functioning ecosystem.  A manicured forest, for
example, with only large canopy trees and leaf  litter, and lacking subcanopy, understory, shrub or
herb layers, mainly provides an aesthetic and/or recreational experience and some groundwater
recharge and stream buffering benefits, but minimal plant or animal habitat, regeneration of  new
canopy trees, or building of  soil.

Meadows and other successional lands provide important habitat for a wide variety of  upland
grasses and wildflowers, as well as animal species particular to open areas.  In addition, streams and
rivers in the Township support numerous aquatic plant species.

Native Wildlife Species 

Wildlife habitat types in Tinicum Township overlap with vegetation communities, and generally
include forest interior habitat, forest edge habitat, old fields, meadows, hedgerows, forested stream
corridors and forested ravines, the Delaware River floodplain (islands, bluffs, wetlands, and forests),
wetlands (forest, marsh and scrub), and even areas heavily influenced by humans (old quarries and
utility lines).  

Hundreds of  species of  mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and invertebrates inhabit the
Township, interacting in ways that help to support the function of  the natural ecosystems and all
of  the ecological services they provide to the community.  If  the diversity of  wildlife is allowed to
decline, their contributions toward maintaining balanced, healthy ecosystems will decline as well.
In addition, observation and study of  wildlife provides immeasurable enjoyment and education for
Township residents that would be lost if  the rich diversity of  fauna declines.  

Woodlands are especially valuable wildlife habitats.  Many species of  wildlife depend on forest
canopy vegetation as habitat, including insects such as moths and butterflies, migratory songbirds
such as warblers and scarlet tanagers, and mammals such as southern flying squirrels and several
species of  bats that roost in treetops.  Standing dead trees and tree cavities in this layer provide
food and shelter for woodpeckers, owls, and small mammals.  Most understory trees are berry
producing, providing valuable sources of  food for migratory song birds during the spring
migration.  Forest shrubs provide nesting habitat for specific bird species such as wood thrush.
The herbaceous layer also provides an important miniature canopy, helping to hold in soil moisture
and providing low-level shelter for wildlife such as wood frogs, spotted salamanders and ground-
nesting birds.
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Mammals

Mammals inhabit all types of  natural habitats in the Township, from small patches of  upland
meadow to extensive wooded stream corridors.  A mammal survey of  the Tohickon Creek
watershed documented 45 species, ranging from common to rare.  They live at all levels in
woodlands, from nests and cavities high in the canopy to burrows beneath the leaf  litter and
humus.  Most local species of  mammals rely on woodlands, wetlands and streams for a major
portion of  their food and habitat requirements.  

Mammals can be excellent indicators of  environmental health.  The largest forest interior  (or deep
woods) habitats in the area have been known to attract gray fox and ermine, and  to support
bobcat, a wide-ranging species that has inhabited this area from the time of  the Lenape and has
been reported in recent years, especially from the Roaring Rocks watershed.  Extensive networks of
riparian woodlands support mink, an elusive species that relies on healthy populations of  fish and
other aquatic organisms.  Indicator species such as bobcat and mink can be retained if  enough large
networks of  forest-interior and riparian woodland habitat are created.  These mammals should be
considered target species for woodland conservation. 

Mammal species in the township can be characterized according to their habitat requirements in
two main types: habitat generalists and habitat specialists. Generalists are mammals that are
relatively adaptable to a wide variety of  habitats, and frequently use woodland edge habitats and
hedgerows.  Local populations of  habitat generalist species such as gray squirrels and white-tailed
deer tend to be tolerant of  habitat fragmentation and disturbance, and will readily use residential
neighborhoods, office parks and other suburban landscapes.  

Habitat specialists are mammal species that have specific habitat requirements, such as forest
interior habitat or riparian woodland habitat.  Species such as the silver-haired bat and the masked
shrew are more vulnerable to forest fragmentation and disturbance than are generalists.  They are
less likely to occur in the small, isolated patches of  woodland which are increasingly common in
suburban landscapes.  In addition, mammal species, such as mink, that rely on wooded stream
corridors for travel are also more vulnerable to fragmentation of  these corridors.  As development
continues to alter the natural and agricultural landscapes of  the township, habitat generalists can be
expected to proliferate, while habitat specialists will become increasingly rare.  This shift in the
types of  mammals found in the township should be seen as an indication that local woodlands are
losing their ability to function as healthy ecosystems.

The diversity of  mammals is typical for areas of  southeastern Pennsylvania that include relatively
healthy networks of  woodland, stream, wetland, and meadow habitat.  Wide ranging species such as
bobcat, gray fox and Eastern coyote are part of  a broader range of  habitat now being fragmented
by regional suburban and agricultural land uses and extensive road networks. 

Mammal populations within the township, particularly habitat specialists, benefit from the fact that
the area supports an interconnected habitat network of  relatively large woodlands, riparian
woodlands, wetlands, and meadows.  Mammals also benefit from the fact that this habitat network
is buffered by agricultural lands from areas of  more intensive human use.  This pattern provides the
food, cover and seclusion necessary for maintaining viable populations of  a diversity of  mammal
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species, including many with specialized habitat requirements.

Birds 

Tinicum Township supports nearly 100 species of  nesting birds, and dozens of  additional
migratory and over wintering species.  The township’s position along the Delaware River corridor is
an important link in the Atlantic Flyway, the major east coast migration route for millions of  birds.
Many species of  neotropical migratory birds stop over in places like Tinicum to fuel up and rest for
long flights during spring and fall to or from Central and South America and the Caribbean.  

Surveys of  birds in the Tinicum Creek and Tohickon Creek watersheds identified the importance
of  stream corridors as bird habitat. A recent biodiversity survey of  the Roaring Rocks/Swamp
Creek watershed underlined the importance of  that landscape to avian species.  Species of  Special
Concern in Bucks County, such as Yellow-throated Vireo, Yellow-throated Warbler, and Worm-
eating Warbler live along the streams, as along with Northern Parula, Black-and-White Warbler,
Ovenbird, and Scarlet Tanager.  Grassland birds such as Eastern Meadowlark, Northern Harrier
and Grasshopper Sparrow are present in the meadows of  these watersheds. The Delaware River
and larger stream sections provide important habitat for waterfowl such as Common Mergansers,
Bufflehead and Ring-necked Duck, and feeding grounds for Bald Eagle and Osprey. 

Of  the breeding birds, several species of  hawks, owls, woodpeckers and warblers are perhaps the
most dependent on large, healthy mature woodlands.   For these reasons, woodland bird
populations should be considered among the most important indicators of  woodland health. Bird
species such as Pileated Woodpecker, woodland warblers, and Cooper’s Hawk should be considered
as indicators of  large, diverse, mature woodlands, and should be considered as target species for
woodland conservation.  

Woodlands lacking the structural complexity of  many layers of  vegetation, or fragmented into
small, irregular shapes, typically have a lower diversity of  bird species.  In fragmented woodlands,
common backyard birds such as Blue Jays, Cardinals, Chickadees and Crows (habitat generalists)
will tend to flourish at the expense of  woodland-nesting species.

Many of  these woodland-nesting birds cannot nest successfully in smaller woodlands with large
amounts of  edge habitat.  Edge predators, such as raccoons, crows, foxes, and black rat snakes,
commonly feed on bird eggs and young birds nesting near woodland edges. In addition, the
cowbird (a species from western North America) impacts warbler populations near woodland edges
by laying its eggs in warbler nests, forcing the parents to raise its young who grow rapidly and
outcompete young warblers for food.      

Reptiles and Amphibians  

Reptiles and amphibians that may be found in woodlands, wetlands and streams throughout the
township, include as many as 30 species of  salamanders, frogs, turtles and snakes.  Of  particular
importance for these species are large, mature riparian woodland and wetland networks intercon-
nected with large, wooded upland areas.  This is because many species of  salamanders, frogs and
toads breed in wooded wetlands and streams with ponded water between April and June, and then
may move to wooded uplands for the remainder of  the season to feed in the humus layer.  Some
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turtle species use woodlands to reach uplands in which to lay their eggs before returning to wooded
streams and wetlands.

A list of  Reptile and Amphibian Occurrences Within Tinicum Creek Watershed includes 5 species
of  turtles, 8 species of  snakes, 3 species of  salamanders, 1 toad, and 9 frog species. The Roaring
Rocks and Swamp Creek Watershed Study listed 15 amphibian and ten reptile species, of  which two
were Species of  Concern.  Species such as spotted salamander, wood frog, eastern mud turtle, and
eastern ring snake are general indicators of  forest and wetland health and diversity, and should be
considered as target species for woodland and wetland conservation.  

Invertebrates

Invertebrates such as insects, snails, slugs, worms and aquatic invertebrates (i.e. insects, mollusks)
are clearly the least studied and observed category of  wildlife in the township, yet they are by far
the most numerous in terms of  individual species.  Insect species such as bees, wasps, hornets, flies,
butterflies and moths all perform critical functions as pollinators of  vegetation in woodlands and
other habitats, farm fields and gardens.  Flies, beetles, ants, and other insects are important
decomposers, helping to convert decaying organic matter to rich woodland soils.  The more
charismatic woodland invertebrates such as Luna Moths and Spicebush Swallowtail butterflies do
attract more attention and therefore should be considered as indicators of  woodland health and
target species for woodland conservation. 

Surveys of  butterflies conducted for the Tohickon Creek watershed alone revealed over 17 species
inhabiting the area. Over 40 species of  butterflies are known to inhabit the common habitat types
of  southeast Pennsylvania. Nearly 50 butterfly species were documented on a single 15 acre
property near Ottsville.  Many of  these depend on specific host plants (such as Common Milkweed
or Butterfly Weed) for most or all of  their lifecycles.

Fish 

A total of  28 fish species have been identified in a survey of  the Tinicum Creek Watershed.  This
relatively high diversity of  fish species is a strong indicator of  stream quality owing to the extensive
amount of  forested land in the watershed.  Cold water species such as native brook trout are
especially sensitive to stream quality and temperature, and their presence is an important indicator
of  stream health.
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APPENDIX C

CURRENT OSC 
PROPERTY EVALUATION WORKSHEET
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EXPLANATION OF EVALUATION

The point system is a method for quantitatively evaluating properties under consideration. Other
qualitative factors including imminent threat of  development or potential for delivering neighboring
easements will also be considered. 

Priority Property listed at highest priority of  at least 25% of  the property according to Map 16,
which reflects the resources on Maps 7 (Water), 11 (Scenic), 12 (Biological Diversity), 13 (Cultural)
and 15 (Farmland) in the Open Space Plan.

Priority 1 10 pts
Priority 2 8 pts
Priority 3 6 pts
Priority 4 4 pts
Priority 5 2 pts

Property Size Includes adjacent properties (touching at any point, roads ignored) with common
owner. Acres rounded to nearest whole number. 

Less than 10 acres 0 pts
10 - 19 acres 2 pts
20 - 39 acres 4 pts
40 - 64 acres 6 pts
65 - 79 acres 8 pts
80+ acres 10 pts

Location relative to other high priority or protected properties
Adjacent to Priority 1 or 2 property 1 pt
Adjacent to currently protected property        2 pts

Ease of  Development From Severe Impediments to Easily Developed 1-5 pts.  Consider factors
including road  frontage, steep slopes or wetlands when evaluating impediments. Consult with the
Planning Commission as needed.

Features Presence of  an outstanding feature not recognized on Map 16 for a maximum of  10
points for all features.  Links between two protected properties or rare habitats are examples of
what could deserve points. 

POINT SCALE FOR TOWNSHIP PURCHASE OF EASEMENTS
5-9    = 15%  of  appraised value of  easement
10-11  = 20%
12-13  = 25%
14-15  = 30%
16-17  = 35%
18       = 40%
19       = 45%
20       = 50%
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Agricultural Security Areas (ASA): Act 43 of  1981 enables farm landowners to join together to
form Agricultural Security Areas (ASA's). There must be a minimum of  250 acres in an ASA. One
of  the major provisions of  the Act is that a local government (municipality) in the ASAs may not
enact ordinances that unreasonably restrict normal farming operations. ASAs are registered by the
Pennsylvania Department of  Agriculture. A farm in an ASA may qualify for the Purchase of
Development Rights program.

Agricultural zoning: A designation intended to protect farmland and farming activities from
incompatible nonfarm uses. Agricultural zoning can specify many factors, such as the uses allowed,
minimum farm size, the number of  nonfarm dwellings allowed, or the size of  a buffer separating
farm and nonfarm properties.

Alluvial wetlands: Alluvium is clay, silt, sand, gravel, or similar detrital material deposited by
running water. Alluvial wetlands sometimes form at the mouth of  a river or stream in the unconsol-
idated deposits.

Appalachian Highlands Conservation Area: The Mid-Atlantic or Appalachian Highlands is a 3.5
million acre nationally designated belt of  critical water and natural resources running from the
Connecticut border to the Maryland border through New York, northern New Jersey, and eastern
Pennsylvania.  These resources are severely threatened by suburban sprawl and industrial
development. Urgent action is needed to protect this nationally significant region. Tinicum
Township in its entirety lies in one of  the resource-rich Highland Hubs.

Atlantic Flyway: An important bird migration route that generally follows the Atlantic Coast of
North America and the Appalachian Mountains

Bargain sale: Sale of  a property or interest in a property (such as a conservation easement) at less
than the fair market value. The difference between a bargain sale price and fair market value often
qualifies as a tax-deductible charitable contribution that may reduce the donor's income or capital
gains.  

Best Management Practices (BMP): Methods that have been determined to be the most
effective, practical, innovative and improved environmental protection practices applied to resource
extraction, stormwater management, watershed and forestry management, agriculture, and other
activities in order to prevent environmental damage or pollution.

Biodiversity: In general, the variety and variation among plants, animals, and microorganisms, and
among their ecosystems. It has 3 levels: ecosystem diversity, species diversity, and genetic (within
species) diversity. The concept of  maintaining biodiversity holds that civilization should preserve
the greatest possible number of  existing species so that a highly diverse genetic pool, which can be
tapped for useful and beneficial characteristics, will be available into the future. 

Board of  Supervisors (BOS): The Tinicum Township Supervisors are the elected officials chosen
by the residents for the general governance of  the township. They are responsible for the operation
of  all township departments and for enacting and enforcing appropriate ordinances to preserve the
health, safety and welfare of  the citizens of  the township.  The township manager reports to the
Board of  Supervisors.
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Braided channel: A river channel in which have been deposited bars and islands around which the
river flows.

Brandywine Conservancy: A regional land trust founded in 1967 to protect floodplain areas in
the historic Brandywine Valley, Chester County, PA. The Conservancy's Environmental
Management Center preserves the natural and cultural resources of  the area and has permanently
protected more than 40,000 acres of  land. 

Brunswick group: Relatively soft reddish, brown or gray mudstones, and clay or mud shales, easily
eroded and highly fractured, composing about 2/3 of  the township’s geologic resources.

Bucks County Agricultural Land Preservation Program: This program was developed in 1989
to help slow the loss of  prime agricultural land in Bucks County to non-agricultural uses. Bucks
County was the 4th county in Pennsylvania to develop such a program. It uses funds from the state,
county, and local governments to purchase conservation easements from owners of  productive
farmland.

Buffer Areas: A strip of  land located between two other pieces of  land in different use, or between
developed land and stream, or developed land and conserved resource areas. Usually the buffered
land is located between a developed piece of  land and a protected area of  open space.  

Calcareous opening/Cliff  communities: Calcareous refers to a sediment, sedimentary rock, or
soil type which is formed from or contains a high proportion of  calcium carbonate in the form of
calcite or aragonite. These soils support specialized plant communities that may contain some of
the oldest trees in the state. Often these trees are stunted, knobby, and undesirable for commercial
lumber, because of  the conditions of  drought, wind, and low nutrients that prevail on the cliffs.
Calcareous cliff  communities are threatened by adjacent upslope development (e.g., residential,
agricultural, utility ROWs, roads) and its associated run-off, mining, logging of  adjacent forests and
recreational overuse. 

Carrying capacity: The population size of  a species that the environment can sustain in the long
term, given the food, habitat, water and other necessities available in the environment. For deer, in
particular, the social carrying capacity is the number per acre that people will tolerate.

Charitable contribution: A tax-deductible transfer of  money or property to a qualified (501c 3)
charitable organization, such as a land trust or watershed association.

Cold Water Fisheries (CWF): Cold water fisheries support fish that prefer clear, cold waters; are
not tolerant of  extreme temperature changes; and cannot survive for long periods with
temperatures above 68 degrees F.  Species such as trout, salmon, and grayling are recognized as cold
water fish.

Committed lands: Lands that are either already maximally developed or zoned for fairly intensive
development.

Commonwealth’s Historic District Act 167: Enacted on June 13, 1961, this act authorized
counties, cities, boroughs, incorporated towns and townships to create historic districts within their 
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geographic boundaries providing for the appointment of  Boards of  Historical Architectural Review
and empowered governing bodies of  political subdivisions to protect the distinctive historical
character of  these districts and to regulate the erection, reconstruction, alteration, restoration,
demolition or razing of  buildings within the historic districts. 

Commonwealth’s Municipalities Planning Code (Comprehensive Planning, Zoning and
Subdivision Ordinances): In Pennsylvania, the authority for land use decisions has been given to
local municipalities by the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth adopted the Municipalities
Planning Code (MPC) in 1968, the intent of  which is to guide development, to preserve resources,
and to provide for the welfare of  Commonwealth citizens.

Conservancy: An organization specifically set up to promote and effect conservation of  natural
and historic resources.

Conservation district: A unit of  local government in Pennsylvania formed to carry out a local soil
and water conservation program.

Conservation easement: A legal agreement between a landowner and an organization such as a
conservancy or land trust, which protects natural resource values of  the property by restricting
selected uses. The landowner retains title to the property. The easement becomes part of  the land
deed, meaning that all future property owners will be bound by terms of  the easement, which are
agreed upon by the landowner and the land trust. 

Conservation Rivers Registry of  PA: The Pennsylvania Rivers Conservation Program has been
developed to conserve and enhance river resources through preparation and accomplishment of
locally initiated plans. The program provides technical and financial assistance to municipalities and
river support groups to carry out planning, implementation, acquisition, and development activities,
as outlined in these plans. A registry has been established to recognize local river conservation
efforts. Streams with approved plans are placed on the registry by DCNR because they meet or
exceed the minimum standards in the Rivers Conservation Planning program. 

Core habitat areas:  Those areas presenting the best opportunities for animals and plants to live,
and therefore most important for their survival.

Corridors: Relatively narrow linear land or water routes that, while not necessarily providing prime
habitat, allow free movement of  plant and animal species between areas of  resource concentration
necessary for their survival.

Critical biodiversity conservation areas: Habitat communities mapped as vital to protect for the
benefit of  the plants and animals they support.

Critical habitat: “Critical habitat” for a threatened or endangered species means the specific areas
within the geographical area occupied by the species, at the time it is listed, on which are found
those physical or biological features essential to the conservation of  the species and which may
require special management considerations or protection; and specific areas outside the
geographical area occupied by the species at the time it is listed, upon a determination that such
areas are essential for the conservation of  the species.
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Critical open space resources: Those resources that should not be disturbed by development
activity, as almost any development would destroy their resource value.

Critical Treasures of  the (Pennsylvania/Appalachian) Highlands: Across the four states
designated by National Act of  Congress in 2004 as the Highlands Conservation Area (see pg. 104)
are just under 100 specific areas, biological hot spots or individual resources named most important
or critical to preserve and protect. Pennsylvania contains 34 of  these named important resources,
Bucks County has eleven, of  which four are in Tinicum Township.  These are the Tinicum,
Tohikon, Rapp and Roaring Rock/Swamp creeks

The Pennsylvania Highlands region is a section of  the Appalachian Mountains located in Eastern
Pennsylvania frequently cited as a candidate for extensive ecological preservation. The region is
home to around 5 million people, with the majority residing within the eastern metropolitan
corridor. The heavily forested region is seen as ecologically significant because, among other things,
its dense forests serve to protect and supply clean drinking water to more than 15 million people,
including large portions of  both New Jersey and New York. The Pennsylvania Highlands also
provide rural vacation opportunities, and have been recognized by the U.S. Forest Service as a
"landscape of  national significance”. Pennsylvania has further designated the Highlands as one of
five mega-greenbelts to preserve.

Current use: A phrase used to describe the present condition of  land use and corresponding
scheme for property tax incentives for qualifying land owners (typically rural) who wish to preserve
open space and avoid having their property assessed at the "best and highest" use that could be
made of  it (i.e., a housing development or a commercial use). The statutes provide significant
savings when the land is currently in use for farming (agriculture and horticulture), silviculture, or
comprises wetlands, or even unproductive woods or barrens. 

Based upon a modest tax assessment of  land that remains undeveloped, the "current use"
abatement and recreational easement can result in very affordable tax bills. The reduced burden
may help postpone the decision to divide and sell off  portions of  the undeveloped land as local tax
rates climb. The public benefits from the continued presence (or recreational enjoyment) of
unfragmented and undeveloped areas until development plans overtake the current use incentives.

DCNR:  (see Pennsylvania Department of  Conservation & Natural Resources)

Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC): A United States government agency created in
1961 by an interstate compact, signed into law by President John F. Kennedy, among four states
(Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, and New York). The purpose of  the Commission is to bring
the Delaware River under collective and balanced control and to ensure fair usage by the states. To
this end, the Commission conducts programs related to water quality protection, water supply
allocation and water conservation, regulatory review and permitting, watershed planning, drought
management, flood mitigation and loss reduction, and recreational activities (such as fishing).

The DRBC was one of  the first government agencies in the United States to address the problem
of  water pollution. The agency predates the EPA and the Clean Water Act.

Delaware River Canal State Park: An 830-acre Pennsylvania State Park in Bucks and 
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Northampton Counties. The main attraction of  the park is the Delaware Canal which, at 60 miles,
is the only canal that remains fully intact from the towpath canal-building days of  the nineteenth
century. The Delaware Canal runs parallel to the Delaware River between Easton and Bristol.

The Delaware River is the longest free-flowing river east of  the Mississippi River in the United
States. It serves as a major migration path for American Shad and waterfowl. A visitor's center is
located at New Hope and the park management office is located in Upper Black Eddy. Within the
park are two designated natural areas: Nockamixon Cliffs and River Islands. Recreational opportu-
nities include hiking, biking and cross-country skiing along the towpath, fishing in the canal and
river, and canal boat rides.

Delaware Canal State Park was chosen by the Pennsylvania Department of  Conservation and
Natural Resources (DCNR) and its Bureau of  Parks as one of  "Twenty Must-See Pennsylvania
State Parks".

Delaware River Greenway: A greenway is a linear open space, such as a path or trail, which links
parks and communities. The Delaware River Greenway includes land on both sides of  the river that
unites PA and NJ.

Delaware River Heritage Corridor: U.S. National Heritage Areas are designated areas in the
United States, authorized by the U.S. Congress to encourage the preservation of  history in areas of
distinctive human impact on the landscape. National Heritage Areas do not preserve or control any
land but seek to promote tourism and to conserve natural, cultural, historic, and scenic features and
preserve the traditions, customs, beliefs, and folk life that are a valuable part of  the national story.

National Heritage Areas are managed by a local entity in partnership with various stakeholders.
These stakeholders include individual citizens, local, state, and Federal governments, and nonprofit
and private sector groups. The Delaware & Lehigh Canal National and State Heritage Corridor
stretches 165 miles across five counties and some hundred municipalities in eastern Pennsylvania,
USA. It follows the historic routes of  the Lehigh & Susquehanna Railroad, Lehigh Valley Railroad,
the Lehigh Navigation, Lehigh Canal and the Delaware Canal, from Wilkes-Barre to Bristol. The
Corridor’s mission is to preserve the history of  the corridor, and conserve green space for public
use in Bucks, Carbon, Lehigh, Luzerne, and Northampton counties in Pennsylvania.

Within the Corridor there are more than 100,000 acres of  public lands for outdoor recreation,
including numerous state, county and local parks. The Corridor includes hundreds of  historical
sites related to a variety of  subjects including:

• social development of  young America (Lenni Lenape settlements)
• the anthracite coal mining era (the Molly Maguires labor movement)
• the Industrial Revolution (Bethlehem Iron & Steel)
• the development of  systematic canals (the Lehigh Navigation, Lehigh and Delaware Canals)
• the development of  rail transportation (Lehigh Valley Railroad)
• the evolution of  natural conservation (John J. Audubon and Bucks County conservation 

movement)

It also contains sites that represent the earliest practices of  the transforming principles that became
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the foundation of  the American Constitution — religious freedom, mutual responsibility between
government and the people, and equality.

In 1988, the United States Congress designated the Corridor as nationally significant, in recognition
of  its nine National Historic Landmarks, six National Recreation Trails, two National Natural
Landmarks and hundreds of  sites listed in the National Register of  Historic Places.

Delaware Riverkeeper: Grounded in the power of  the River and the community, the Delaware
Riverkeeper (currently Maya Van Rossum), backed by the Delaware Riverkeeper Network, staunchly
champions the needs of  the Delaware river and in so doing ensures its unfettered ability to protect
and provide for all the human and non-human communities that love, appreciate and depend upon
it. 

Department of  Environmental Protection (DEP): A name used by several states in the United
States of  America, including Pennsylvania, for the agency charged with proposing and enforcing
environmental law. The equivalent federal agency is called the Environmental Protection Agency

Development right: The owner’s legal right to develop the property, subject to law and regulation.
An owner of  land holds a bundle of  various rights, including the right to develop the land. When a
person conveys his “development rights” to a land trust, for example, he gives up his right (and the
right of  his heirs and successors) to develop the land. At the same time, the land trust or other
recipient itself  does not obtain the right to develop the property. Technically, the land trust obtains
only the legal right to prevent future development of  the property.

Donation: Donations of  land or interests in land (easements) can be made by a landowner to a
public agency or private nonprofit organization. This may allow the donor to claim federal and state
income tax advantages, remove donated value from capital gains, and reduce potential estate taxes.
Donation of  an easement routinely reduces the donor's property taxes in proportion to the
easement's value.

Donation by heirs: Federal tax law allows the executor of  an estate to donate a conservation
easement under specified conditions. The value of  an estate may be reduced by up to 40 percent by
the value of  the donation under current law. The estate or the beneficiaries are eligible for state
income tax advantages resulting from a donation.

Donation of  land by will: A gift of  an easement through a person's will.

Donation of  remainder interest in land with reserved life estate: A landowner may transfer a
property to a land trust, but keep the right to live on the land until his/her death. This means that
the landowner still has the primary claim to the land and the trust holds the remainder. Full
ownership is not transferred to the trust until after the donor's death.

Donation of  undivided partial interests: For a charitable gift to be tax deductible, normally you
must contribute your entire interest in the gifted property. But partial interests may be donated, and
can include such things as:

• Contribution of  a remainder interest in your personal residence or farm
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• Contribution of  an undivided portion of  your entire interest in the property
• A qualified conservation contribution or conservation easement
• Contribution of  contract rights, mineral rights, leases, or other property rights

The value of  a contribution of  a remainder interest in your personal residence or farm is
determined by applying actuarial tables and calculating the life expectancies of  the person or
persons who retain life interests. The older you are, the shorter your life expectancy, and therefore
the less value you have retained and the higher the value of  the gift. A contribution of  an undivided
portion of  your entire interest in the property is also tax deductible. For example, you may wish to
spread your charitable gift over a period of  years by granting a 50% undivided interest in your
property in one year and 50% three years later. This may enable you to take greater advantage of
the tax deductions. During the period of  co-ownership, you and your charity are classified as
tenants-in- common, and you are each responsible for your share of  expenses. You are each entitled
to your share of  any income from the property.

Easement: An easement is a legal document that grants certain rights for specified purpose to
someone other than the owner to the property. An easement may apply to the entire property or a
portion of  it and may be in the form of  an agreement, deed restriction or covenant.  

Easement purchase or donation: Transfer of  specific interests in land (rights) from a landowner
to another party. For example, an easement may specify that all or part of  the land be left in a
natural state through the transfer of  all or limited mineral rights, timber rights, subdivision rights,
etc. It may allow restricted or unrestricted public access. The landowner may retain ownership and
specified reserved uses (e.g. agricultural/forest management, personal residential use), while the
easement holder has the right to enforce restrictive conditions included in the easement. Appraised
value and, therefore, property taxes and estate taxes, are routinely reduced in proportion to the
reduction in land value when an easement is donated to a government agency or private nonprofit
organization. Easements must be in perpetuity to qualify for federal and state income tax
advantages (see Bargain sale).

Easement value: The difference between a property's value before the easement is placed on it
and the value after the easement is placed on it.

Ecosystem: The complex relationships among an area's resources, habitats and residents, including
all the factors that allow a healthy environment to function.  An ecosystem may include people,
wildlife, fish, trees, water, and several other living and non-living elements.

Endowment: A permanent fund established to support costs of  a named project or purpose.
Permanence is assured by restricting withdrawals of  principal and generally relying on investment
income for support.

Endangered: The term “endangered species” means any species which is in danger of  extinction
throughout all or a significant portion of  its range. Exceptions are made for insects determined to
constitute pests, whose protection under the provisions of  this Act would present an overwhelming
and overriding risk to man.

Enhanced (BMP) stormwater management measures: Those methods of  handling stormwater
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that best accomplish the goals of  no net export of  water, no pollution of  water, no erosion of
soils, no deleterious impacts on streams, and maximum infiltration.

Stormwater is a term used to describe water that originates during precipitation events. It may also
be used to apply to water that originates with snowmelt, or from overwatering, that enters the
stormwater system. Stormwater that does not soak into the ground becomes surface runoff, which
either flows into surface waterways or is channeled into storm sewers.

Stormwater is of  concern for two main issues: one related to the volume and timing of  runoff
water (flood control and water supplies) and the other related to potential contaminants that the
water is carrying, i.e. water pollution.

Environmental Advisory Council (EAC): A group of  3-7 community residents, appointed by
local elected officials, that advises the local planning commission, park and recreation board and
elected officials on the protection, conservation, management, promotion and use of  natural
resources within its territorial limits. Municipalities are authorized to establish EACs through Act
177 of  1996, originally Act 148 of  1973. EAC can act on a municipal or multi-municipal level and,
as part of  local government, work directly with municipal officials to help them make environmen-
tally sound decisions and protect the health and quality of  life of  our communities. There are over
one hundred EACs in Pennsylvania and they are continuously being formed.

Environmental impact: A change in the environment that could have a negative affect on the
ecosystem. Land trusts try to prevent environmental impacts by conserving sensitive lands.

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) ordinance: A requirement in the township’s set of
laws that a prospective developer of  a property study and itemize the possible negative impacts of
the proposed project.

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): A report that documents the information required to
evaluate the environmental impact of  a project. It informs decision makers and the public of  the
reasonable alternatives that would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance the quality of  the
environment. 

Exceptional value streams (EV): Pennsylvania has over 83,000 miles of  rivers and streams, many
in excellent health and capable of  supporting a variety of  fish and other aquatic life. The rivers and
streams with the most outstanding water quality are afforded the greatest degree of  protection by
the Commonwealth, and are designated High Quality (HQ) or Exceptional Value (EV) by the
PADEP, according to the agency’s water quality standards. EV waters, about 2% of  the streams in
the Commonwealth, have the best quality or are unique in some way.  HQ waters are those with
water quality better than needed to protect the living organisms in them, and the uses to which the
waters are put. HQ streams constitute about 23% of  Pennsylvania’s waters.

Fair market value:  The price that a piece of  property could earn if  sold to a buyer on the open
market.  The appraiser’s definition is “the price at which a willing buyer would purchase a property
and a willing seller would sell the same property, when neither party is under any compulsion to buy
or sell, and each party has full knowledge of  all pertinent facts relating to the sale.” Professional
appraisers use several different methods for estimating fair market value depending on the type of
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property involved.

Farmland of  Statewide Significance or Importance: Farm soils that are not prime as defined by
the Natural Resource Conservation Service but are locally important and highly productive as
determined by the state Department of  Agriculture.

Federal Department of  the Interior: (see United States Department of  the Interior)

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA): This agency maintains facilities in each
state in the U.S. and monitors potential disasters, such as flood plains and other areas subject to
flooding. It responds when there are natural disasters by coordinating disaster relief  programs. It is
known as PEMA in Pennsylvania

Federal income, gift, and estate tax reductions: As a result of  giving away certain rights in a
conservation easement, such as additional development, a landowner may be entitled to lower
income, gift, and estate taxes because those donated rights have a monetary value.  The laws
governing these reductions are complex, and subject to change.  The advice of  a knowledgeable
professional is recommended.

Fee-simple: A way of  describing full ownership of  a piece of  land, including all the legal rights of
the property. The word "fee" comes from an old English word meaning "land that can be
inherited." Less than fee interest is ownership with restricted rights. A person buying land that
already has a conservation easement is getting less than fee interest.

First-order streams: A first order stream is one which has no other stream feeding into it. To be
considered a stream, there must be water in the channel for at least part of  the year (seasonal,
recurring or intermittent). When two first-order streams come together, they form a second-order
stream. When two second-order streams come together, they form a third-order stream. Streams of
lower order joining a higher order stream do not change the order of  the higher stream. Thus, if  a
first-order stream joins a second-order stream, it remains a second-order stream. It is not until a
second-order stream combines with another second-order stream that it becomes a third-order
stream.

Flexible development option: A development plan under which the homes may be clustered
more closely than usually permitted in order to provide a large uninterrupted area of  open space or
to protect valuable resources.

Floodplain/Flood plain: A flat or nearly flat land adjacent to a stream or river that experiences
occasional or periodic flooding. It includes the floodway, which consists of  the stream channel and
adjacent areas that carry flood flows, and the flood fringe, which are areas covered by the flood, but
which do not experience a strong current.

Floodplain soils: Floodplains generally contain unconsolidated sediments, often extending below
the bed of  the stream. These are accumulations of  sand, gravel, loam, silt, and/or clay, and are
often important aquifers, the water being drawn from them being pre-filtered compared to the
water in the stream.
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Forest management: (a) Proper care and control of  wooded land to maintain health, vigor, 

product flow, and other values (soil condition, water quality, wildlife preservation, and beauty) in
order to accomplish specific objectives. (b) The practical application of  scientific, economic, and
social principles to forest property.

Forest management plan: Written guidelines for current and future management practices
recommended to meet an owner's objectives.

Forever Wild conservation easement: A voluntary deed restriction that prohibits development or
any activity that would alter the land from its natural state.

Gifts by codicil: A codicil is a document that amends, rather than replaces, a previously executed
will. Amendments made by a codicil may add or revoke a few small provisions (e.g., changing
executors), or may completely change the majority or all of  the gifts under the will. Each codicil
must conform to the same legal requirements as the original will, such as the signatures of  the
testator and, typically, two or three (depending on jurisdiction) disinterested witnesses.

Gifts of  land with retained life estate: A life estate is a concept used in common law and
statutory law to designate the ownership of  land for the duration of  a person's life. In legal terms it
is an estate in real property that ends at death. The owner of  a life estate is called a "life tenant".

Although the ownership of  a life estate is of  limited duration because it ends at the death of  the
person who is the "measuring life", the owner has the right to enjoy the benefits of  ownership of
the property, including income derived from rent or other uses of  the property, during his or her
possession. Because a life estate ceases to exist at the death of  the measuring person's life, this
temporary ownership agreement cannot be left to heirs (intestate)or devisees (testate), and the life
estate cannot normally be inherited. At death, the property involved in a life estate typically falls
into the ownership of  the heir(s) named in the life estate agreement.

Geographic Information System (GIS): An information processing technology to input, store,
manipulate, analyze, and display spatial resource data to support the decision-making processes of
an organization. Generally, an electronic medium for processing map information, typically used
with manual processes to effect specific decisions about land base and its resources.

Giving Pond: One of  the newest additions to Delaware Canal State Park, the Giving Pond
Recreation Area provides opportunities for hiking, fishing, bow hunting, boating, and bird
watching. Formerly the site of  a quarry and sand mine, the 90-acre Giving Pond was created in
2002 when mining operations ceased and the sand pit filled with water. Giving Pond offers a unique
opportunity to watch the forces of  nature at work as this impacted site slowly returns to the wild.

Green-line park:  A large area of  important natural resources such as New York State’s
Adirondack Park. 

Greenway linkages: Greenways are linear networks of  land that are planned, designed and/or
managed for multiple purposes including ecological, recreational, cultural, aesthetic, or other
purposes compatible with the concept of  sustainable land use. They may be established along
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natural corridors, or abandoned man-made rights-of-way, and serve to link parks, nature preserves,
historic sites, and large open spaces with each other or with population centers, for the movement
of  people or animals. 

Groundwater recharge (also called deep drainage or deep percolation): A hydrologic process in
which water moves downward from surface water to groundwater. This process usually occurs
below plant roots. Recharge occurs both naturally (through the water cycle) and anthropologically
(i.e., "artificial groundwater recharge"), where rainwater and or reclaimed water is routed to the
subsurface. Soils that readily allow this water passage are termed percolating soils, and are more
suitable for development than soils that do not percolate.

Groundwater is recharged naturally by rain and snow melt and to a smaller extent by surface water
(rivers and lakes). Recharge may be impeded somewhat by human activities including paving,
development, or logging. These activities can result in enhanced surface runoff  and reduction in
recharge. Use of  groundwater, especially for irrigation, may also lower the water tables.
Groundwater recharge is an important process for sustainable groundwater management, since the
volume-rate abstracted from an aquifer in the long term should be less than or equal to the volume-
rate that is recharged.

Groundwater recharge area: An infiltration basin (also known as a recharge basin or in some
areas, a sump) is a type of  best management practice (BMP) that is used to manage stormwater
runoff, prevent flooding and downstream erosion, and improve water quality in an adjacent river,
stream, lake or bay. It is essentially a shallow artificial pond that is designed to infiltrate stormwater
though permeable soils into the groundwater aquifer. Infiltration basins do not discharge to a
surface water body under most storm conditions, but are designed with overflow structures (pipes,
weirs, etc.) that operate during flood conditions.

It is distinguished from a detention basin, sometimes called a dry pond, which is designed to
discharge to a downstream water body (although it may incidentally infiltrate some of  its volume to
groundwater); and from a retention basin, which is designed to include a permanent pool of  water.

Groundwater recharge areas are also places in which water is naturally able to percolate to the water
table. (see Groundwater recharge)

Habitat Conservation Networks (HCNs): The mix of  Core habitats and interconnecting
greenways that allow animals freedom of  movement from one area to another in search of  food,
water or places to live.

Habitat fragmentation:  Fragmentation occurs when a large region of  habitat has been broken
down, or fragmented, into a collection of  smaller patches of  habitat. Fragmentation typically occurs
when land is converted from one type of  habitat to another. For example, a forest habitat may
become fragmented when a highway is built across the forest. The highway would split a single,
large, continuous patch of  forest into two smaller patches. At the scale of  the individual forest
patch, several factors affect its value as plant and wildlife habitat. In general, larger patches support
more species. This is because larger forest patches have more different kinds of  habitats and
support larger populations that are less vulnerable to chance extinction. Additionally, only larger
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patches are likely to support larger mammals that require more territory for their needs.

Habitat generalists: Plants which can be found in a variety of  habitats, i.e. edge species such as
eastern red cedar and various native grasses.

Habitat specialists: Plants which are adapted to specific habitats, i.e. woodland wildflowers, ferns,
club mosses, wetland sedges and rushes, calcareous cliff  species.

Heinz Foundation: The H. J. Heinz Company Foundation was established in 1951 to make contri-
butions to further the public welfare.  Funded each year by the H. J. Heinz Company, the H. J.
Heinz Company Foundation is committed to promoting the health and nutritional needs of
children and families.  Priority is given to programs in communities where Heinz operates with a
special focus given to southwestern Pennsylvania.  The Foundation proactively donates funds to
develop and strengthen organizations that are dedicated to nutrition and nutritional education,
youth services and education, diversity, healthy children and families, and quality of  life.  The
Foundation supports socially responsible endeavors and encourages Heinz employees to participate
in voluntary activities in support of  charitable organizations. 

Heritage Conservancy: Based in Doylestown, PA, Heritage Conservancy is an accredited, not-for-
profit conservation organization that specializes in open space preservation, planning for
sustainable communities, natural resource protection, property stewardship, historic preservation,
adaptive reuse of  existing structures, wildlife habitat restoration and biodiversity.  The conservancy
employs professional land use planning and design, innovative land conservation and historic
preservation strategies, public outreach and education, and the application of  "best management
practices" for property stewardship in eastern Pennsylvania and west central New Jersey.

High Rocks: Once known as Boileaus Rocks, High Rocks is a section of  the 45-acre Ralph Stover
State Park.  It includes a 200 foot sheer rock face cliff  overlooking Tohickon Creek. The name
Tohickon comes from the Lenni Lenape Indians who named it to mean "Deer-Bone-Creek." Ralph
Stover park was created in 1931 when the heirs of  Ralph Stover, the owner of  an 18th century
grain mill on the site, donated the land. The High Rocks section of  the park was donated to the
state by author James Michener.

Hydric soils: Soil that formed under conditions of  saturation, flooding, or ponding long enough
during the growing season to develop anaerobic, or oxygen poor, conditions in the upper part.
Most soils are aerobic, that is, there is sufficient oxygen in the soil to support most forms of  soil
life. When soils become saturated with water due to rainfall and flooding, however, oxygen cannot
travel through them, and levels drop, sometimes below that necessary to support most life forms.
In soils where saturation with water is prolonged and is repeated for many years, unique soil
properties usually develop that can be recognized in the field. Soils with these unique properties are
called hydric soils, and although they may occupy a relatively small portion of  the landscape, they
maintain important functions in the environment. Hydric soils generally do not perc well, and are
poorly suited for sewage systems.

Important Bird Area (IBA): The designation by the Audobon Society of  an area providing
habitat for large numbers of  bird species or TRE species.
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Infiltration best management practices: The most effective methods available to ensure that
waste and/or strormwater remains on a site and eventually contributes to the water table.

In perpetuity:  Always; forever.

Landowner Assistance Program: A program of  a township to seek auxiliary funding to enable a
landowner to place a conservation easement on his/her property.

Land trust: A nonprofit organization that, as all or part of  its mission, actively works to conserve
land in the public interest, through land transactions, primarily through the purchase or acceptance
of  donations of  land or conservation easements. Most land trusts are private charitable
corporations. Some land trusts are governmental or quasi-governmental agencies that operate with
much of  the flexibility and freedom of  a private land trust.

Landscape scale: Large scale conservation or biodiversity planning across an entire ecosystem or
viewshed, as opposed to a site by site based approach.

Lenni Lenape: The Lenape (later named Delaware Indians by Europeans) are organized bands of
Native American peoples with shared cultural and linguistic characteristics. These are the people
who were living in what is now New Jersey and along the Delaware River in Pennsylvania, the
northern shore of  Delaware, and the lower Hudson Valley and New York Harbor in New York, at
the time of  the arrival of  the Europeans in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries — and some
continue to live in this area today. Their Algonquian languages are Unami and Munsee. The Turtle
Clan inhabited the Delaware watershed, including what is now Tinicum, and many of  our place
names derive from the Lenape language.

Life estates: Life estates are a specific class of  donation that allows the landowner to continue
living on or using the land for their lifetime, but then have deferred benefits for estate taxes. A life
estate may be integrated into a purchase or donation of  land or interests in land (easement), as well
as remainder trusts. This allows the donor to deduct the appraised value of  the donation from
federal and state income taxes and removes the value from amounts subject to capital gains and
estate taxes.

Limited development: Less than maximum development of  a parcel for the purpose of  enabling
conservation of  remaining portions of  the parcel.

Link parks: (see Greenway linkages)

Lockatong Formation: A Triassic age geologic formation located in Montgomery and Bucks
Counties, PA and adjacent west-central New Jersey. It is composed of  cycles of  fine-grained
sediments interpreted as lacustrine deposits. These sedimentary cycles were deposited in the
Newark basin formed during rifting events associated with formation of  the present-day Atlantic
Ocean.

Mitigation: Steps taken to reduce or reverse the impact of  earlier environmental changes or
damage, usually caused by human activities. (Example:  If  logging removed a bird nesting area,
mitigation activities might include reforestation).
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Morris Arboretum of  the University of  Pennsylvania: The official arboretum of  the
Commonwealth of  Pennsylvania. It is located at 100 East Northwestern Avenue, Chestnut Hill,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The arboretum is open daily except major holidays; an admission fee is
charged.  The arboretum was formerly the estate of  John and Lydia Morris, who purchased and
landscaped much of  the arboretum's current site starting from the 1880s. Morris was interested in
growing plants from around the world, including those collected in China by E. H. Wilson around
1900, and many of  today's specimens date to Morris' original plantings. The 92-acre estate became
a public arboretum in 1933.

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP): was created by the Congress of  the United
States in 1968 through the National Flood Insurance Act of  1968 (P.L. 90-448). It enables property
owners in participating communities to purchase insurance protection from the government against
losses from flooding. This insurance is designed to provide an insurance alternative to disaster
assistance to meet the escalating costs of  repairing damage to buildings and their contents caused
by floods. Participation in the NFIP is based on an agreement between local communities and the
federal government which states that if  a community will adopt and enforce a floodplain
management ordinance to reduce future flood risks to new construction in Special Flood Hazard
Areas (SFHA), the federal government will make flood insurance available within the community as
a financial protection against flood losses. The SFHAs and other risk premium zones applicable to
each participating community are depicted on Flood Insurance Rate Maps. The Mitigation Division
within the Federal Emergency Management Agency manages the NFIP and oversees the floodplain
management and mapping components of  the Program.

The intent was to reduce future flood damage through community floodplain management
ordinances and provide protection for property owners against potential losses through an
insurance mechanism that requires a premium to be paid for the protection. The NFIP is meant to
be self-supporting, though in 2004 Congress found that repetitive-loss properties cost the taxpayer
about $200 million annually. Congress originally intended that operating expenses and flood
insurance claims be paid for through the premiums collected for flood insurance policies. NFIP
borrows from the U.S. Treasury for times when losses are heavy, and these loans are paid back with
interest.

The program was first amended by the Flood Disaster Protection Act of  1973, which made the
purchase of  flood insurance mandatory for the protection of  property within SFHAs. In 1982, the
Act was amended by the Coastal Barrier Resources Act (CBRA). The CBRA enacted a set of  maps
depicting the John H. Chafee Coastal Barrier Resources System (CBRS) in which federal flood
insurance is unavailable for new or significantly improved structures. The program was further
amended by the Flood Insurance Reform Act of  2004, with the goal of  reducing "losses to
properties for which repetitive flood insurance claim payments have been made."

National Scenic Byway: A road recognized by the United States Department of  Transportation
for its archeological, cultural, historic, natural, recreational, and/or scenic qualities. The program
was established by Congress in 1991 to preserve and protect the nation's scenic but often less-
traveled roads and promote tourism and economic development. The program is administered by
the Federal Highway Administration.
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National Wetlands Inventory (NWI): The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's National Wetlands
Inventory produces and provides information on the characteristics, extent, and status of  U.S.
wetlands and deepwater habitats and other wildlife habitats. The NWI also produces periodic
reports on the status and trends of  wetlands in the conterminous U.S. 

National Wild and Scenic River: A river or section of  river designated as such by congressional
action under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of  October 2, 1968, as supplemented and amended, or
those sections of  a river designated as wild, scenic, or recreational by an act of  the legislature of  the
state or states through which it flows. Rivers designated by Congress under this Act form the
national Wild and Scenic Rivers System.  The Lower Delaware was designated a National Wild and
Scenic River in 2000. Tinicum tributaries Tinicum Creek and Tohickon Creek are included in this
designation.

Natural area polygons (woodland, hedgerow, riparian forest buffer, wetland and grassland):
A method used in landscape ecology to determine and map the resources important to preserve by
focusing on size, shape, location, type and connectivity of  natural areas necessary to support
various species of  plants and animals.

Natural Lands Trust:  Established in 1953, the Natural Lands Trust is the region’s largest land
conservation organization, saving thousands of  acres of  forests, fields, streams, and wetlands each
year in eastern Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey by preserving and caring for natural lands,
healthy habitats, and clean watersheds for the benefit of  native plants, wildlife, and current and
future generations.

Natural landscaping initiatives: Natural landscaping, also called native gardening, is the use of
plants, including trees, shrubs, groundcover, grass which are indigenous to the geographical area in
which the garden is located, as well as rocks and boulders in place of  groomed lawns and planned
planting beds to blend residential or commercial property into the natural surroundings of  the
particular area.

Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS): Established in 1935, the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (originally called the Soil Conservation Service) provides leadership in a
partnership effort to help America's private land owners and managers conserve their soil, water,
and other natural resources. NRCS employees provide technical assistance based on sound science
to suit a customer's specific needs, and financial assistance for certain conservation activities. 

Neighborhood habitat networks: Voluntary or planned greenways and natural spaces in
developed areas that allow native species to thrive

New Jersey’s Scenic Byway: The New Jersey Department of  Transportation’s Scenic Byway
program assigns the designation “Scenic Byway” to roadways that have outstanding scenic, natural,
recreational, cultural, historic or archaeological significance. Route 29 along the Delaware River,
which parallels Pennsylvania’s Route 32, is a state Scenic Byway.

100 Critical Treasures:  Those special areas or individual resources within the Appalachian
Highlands considered most valuable and important to preserve.  Examples in Tinicum are the
Tinicum, Tohickon, Rapp, and Roaring Rocks/Swamp Creeks. (see Critical Treasures of  the
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(Pennsylvania/Appalachian) Highlands).

Open space: An undeveloped piece of  land adding ecological, scenic or recreational value to an
area. Open space can be public or private. (Examples: forests, fields, marshes and wildlife areas,
parks).

Outright land donation/Outright gifts of  land: A landowner gives all (or part) of  their interest
in a property to a land trust and the trust makes no payment for the land or easement. The donor
typically gains tax benefits for making a charitable contribution. The land trust assumes ownership
of  the property.

Outright purchase: A land trust pays full price for fee simple ownership of  a property. This is
expensive for the trust, but may be necessary to conserve an environmentally important piece of
land. The seller receives no tax benefits.

PADEP: (see Department of  Environmental Protection/DEP)

Palisades Area Wastewater Facilities Plan: The Act 537 wastewater plan for the Bedminster
area. (see Pennsylvania Act 537)

Pennsylvania Act 537:   The state law requiring communities to develop and implement official
sewage plans. Modifications in a township’s plan require DEP approval.

Pennsylvania Bureau of  Forestry:  A division of  the Department of  Conservation and Natural
Resources responsible for PA forests. 

Pennsylvania Department of  Agriculture (PDA): A bureau of  the state responsible for
encouraging, protecting, and promoting agriculture and related activities in PA. 

Pennsylvania Department of  Conservation and Natural Resources (PADCNR): A state
agency empowered to protect Commonwealth resources, manage state parks and forests, and
provide technical assistance to communities and non-profits to benefit natural resources in the
state. 

Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission (PFBC): A bureau of  the state formed to provide
fishing and boating opportunities through protection and management of  aquatic resources.  

Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC): Formed to manage wildlife and its habitat for current
and future generations. 

Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code (MPC): An enacted state law, the purpose of
which is to guide townships and municipalities in planning their growth and development through
zoning, SALDO and other regulations.

Perched water table: A perched water table (or perched aquifer) is an aquifer that occurs above the
regional water table, in the vadose zone when there is an impermeable layer of  rock or sediment
(aquiclude) or relatively impermeable layer (aquitard) above the main aquifer but below the surface
of  the land. If  a perched aquifer's flow intersects the Earth's dry surface, at a valley wall for
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example, the water is discharged as a spring.

Percolating soils: (see Groundwater recharge) 

Performance zoning: Standards set by the township for resource protection when development is
to occur. This type of  zoning specifies the intensity of  land use that is acceptable for a parcel, and
the impact it may have on the surrounding area.

Planning Commission (PC): An advisory board of  the local government, appointed by the
supervisors, to advise them on matters related to zoning, subdivision and development, public
health and safety, and other matters as they request.

Preservation: Often used interchangeably with conservation. Preservation suggest that natural
resources will be left undisturbed, while conservation usually indicates some resource management.

Prime farmland: Prime farmland, as a designation assigned by U.S. Department of  Agriculture, is
land that has the best combination of  physical and chemical characteristics for producing food,
feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops and is also available for these uses. It has the soil quality,
growing season, and moisture supply needed to produce economically sustained high yields of
crops when treated and managed according to acceptable farming methods, including water
management. In general, prime farmlands have an adequate and dependable water supply from
precipitation or irrigation, a favorable temperature and growing season, acceptable acidity or
alkalinity, acceptable salt and sodium content, and few or no rocks. They are permeable to water
and air. Prime farmlands are not excessively erodable or saturated with water for a long period of
time, and they either do not flood frequently or are protected from flooding. Other designations
used by USDA to complement Prime Farmland are Farmland of  Statewide Importance, Farmland
of  Local Importance, and Unique Farmland. Farmland of  Statewide Importance, or of  Local
Importance, is land other than prime farmland or unique farmland but that is also highly
productive. Criteria for defining and delineating these lands are determined by the appropriate state
or local agencies in cooperation with USDA. The significant difference is that although the criteria
are not appropriate outside the state or local area, that these lands approach the productivity of
lands in their area which meet criteria for prime farmland and unique farmland.

Protected lands: Those in public ownership or restricted from further development by easement
or deed restriction.  

Purchase of  development rights:  An exchange of  money for the right to place houses on a piece
of  property. Once purchased from the landowner, the rights may be extinguished, sold or
transferred (in cases where there is provision in the law for such transferal).

Rare: (see Threatened, Rare and Endangered)

Recharge areas:  (see Groundwater recharge)

Regeneration (natural regrowth): The process of  reforming a plant community that has been
destroyed, in whole or in part, by seeds or scions of  the former species.
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Residential Agriculture District (RA): A zoning category in the township zoning ordinance
which allows for both residential and agricultural use. 

Resource extractive use: The use of  a property to obtain minerals and gas from below the
surface. These activities are governed by Pennsylvania law, Tinicum Ordinance 179, and Article VI
of  the Zoning Ordinance.

Resource hubs: In the PA Highlands, large areas of  highest resource value connected by greenway
corridors. Tinicum Township lies in one such hub – the Welakamike Woods.

Rights-of-way: The right to cross property to go to and from another parcel. The right of  way
may be a specific grant of  land or an easement, which is a right to pass across another's land. The
mere right to cross without a specific description is a "floating" easement. 

Riparian buffers, riparian corridors, riparian forest buffers, riparian woodlands: A riparian
zone or riparian area is the interface between land and a stream. The word is derived from the Latin
for river bank. Plant communities along the river margins are called riparian vegetation, character-
ized by water loving plants. Riparian zones are significant in ecology, environmental management,
and civil engineering because of  their role in soil conservation, their biodiversity, and the influence
they have on aquatic ecosystems. Riparian zones occur in many forms including grassland,
woodland, wetland or even non-vegetative. In some regions the terms riparian woodland, riparian
forest, riparian buffer zone, or riparian strip are used to characterize a riparian zone. Riparian zones
may be natural or engineered for soil stabilization or restoration. These zones are important natural
biofilters, protecting aquatic environments from excessive sedimentation, polluted surface runoff
and erosion. They supply shelter and food for many aquatic animals and shade that is an important
part of  stream temperature regulation. When riparian zones are damaged by construction,
agriculture or silviculture, biological restoration can take place, usually by human intervention in
erosion control and revegetation. If  the area adjacent to a watercourse has standing water or
saturated soil for as long as a season, it is normally termed a wetland because of  its hydric soil
characteristics. Because of  their prominent role in supporting a diversity of  species, riparian zones
are often the subject of  national protection in a Biodiversity Action Plan.

River Beach/Bar Communities: Plant communities specific to the Delaware River islands and
beaches, including such species as sycamore, river birch, box elder, black willow, water willow,
smartweed and Indian grass.

Rivers Conservation Registry of  PA: (see Conservation Rivers Registry)

Subdivision And Land Development Ordinance (SALDO):  Those rules determining where
and how development may take place in the community

Scenic landscapes:  Vistas of  natural settings that are aesthetically pleasing to the general public as
they are enjoyed from roads, trails and backyards.

Scenic River designation: A designation given to Commonwealth streams by PADCNR that meet
certain criteria for scenic resources
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Scenic Roads ordinance: A township law permitting the designation of  a township road as
“scenic” by petition of  more than 50% of  the road residents (by road frontage).  Scenic roads may
not be widened, or, if  gravel, paved.

Scenic vistas: Differing only in distance from scenic landscapes, vistas are very long views across a
landscape.

Sensitive open space resources: Those natural, scenic, and historic resources that can
accommodate development, if  it is carefully incorporated by ecological planning and design.

Sensitive species: Those plant and animal species identified by state or federal agencies for which
population viability is a concern because of  significant current or predicted downward trends in
population numbers or density and/or significant current or predicted downward trends in habitat
capacity that would reduce a species' existing distribution.

Snags: Dead or partially dead (more than 50 percent) trees used by many bird species for perching,
feeding, or nesting. Snags are of  particular importance to woodpeckers, insectivores and cavity
nesters.

Soils of  Statewide Importance: (see Farmland of  Statewide Significance or Importance)

Special Protection Waters: Streams designated as EV or HQ by PADEP.

Species of  Special Concern (SOC): Plant and animal species for which Pennsylvania has an
exceptional responsibility, either because they are rare elsewhere or the Commonwealth provides a
large percentage of  the proper habitat.  The PA Game Commission maintains this list.

Sprawl: Urban sprawl, also known as suburban sprawl, is the spreading of  a city and its suburbs
over rural land at the fringe of  an urban area.  The term urban sprawl generally has negative
connotations due to the health and environmental issues that sprawl creates. 

State Conservation Rivers Registry: (see Rivers Conservation Registry)

State game lands: Lands set aside for sport hunting, fishing and trapping under regulations
promulgated by the PA Game Commission.

Statewide Importance: Resources that have been designated by the Commonwealth as important
wherever they are found in Pennsylvania.  May apply to water, farmland, areas such as the
Highlands, individual species.

Streamside woodlands: (see Riparian zones)

Stroud Water Research Center: An organization dedicated to advancing scientific knowledge of
freshwater systems. 

Sub-basin:  Also called sub-watershed, this is all the land that drains into a tributary stream.  A
watershed may be composed of  several sub-watersheds; for example, the Delaware River watershed
is made up of  the Tinicum, the Tohickon, the Smithtown, the Gallows Run, and all the other
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watersheds of  all the streams on both sides of  the river than run into it.

Succession: The natural replacement of  plant or animal species, or species associations, in an area
over time. Each stage of  succession creates  the conditions for the next stage. Temporary plant
communities are replaced by more stable communities until a sort of  equilibrium is reached
between the plants and the environment. In our area, old field succession is commonly seen: fallow
fields will be invaded by perennial forbs, shrubs, cedars, hardwood saplings, young trees, in that
order until eventually, a mature forest is produced. The rate of  forest succession on any one
property is difficult to predict and will vary with soil conditions, topography, frequency of  natural
disturbance, deer populations, competing non-native vegetation, and distance from seed sources.

Sustainable development: A philosophy of  resources use and management intended to meet
society's present needs without compromising the resources for future generations.

Sustainable Watershed Management (SWM): Protection of  the natural resources of  a
watershed by integration of  ecological, economic and social perspectives into all planning for that
watershed.

Threatened species (see below)

Threatened, Rare, and Endangered (TRE): Threatened species are any species (including
animals, plants, fungi, etc.) which are likely to become endangered and therefore vulnerable to
extinction in the near future.  Endangered species are those at risk of  becoming extinct either
because they are few in numbers, or at risk from changing environmental or predation parameters.
Rare species are those that are very uncommon or scarce. They may consist of  a very small number
of  organisms worldwide, or have a very narrow endemic range and/or fragmented habitat.  The
Federal Government, as well as the individual states, maintains lists of  species designated as
threatened, rare, and endangered.

Tinicum Conservancy: A local land trust founded in 1992 that specializes in protecting land in
Tinicum Township and along its borders.

Tinicum Open Space Commission: A group of  township residents, appointed by the
supervisors, which advises township government on Open Space matters and administers the Open
Space Plan, subject to the approval of  the elected supervisors.

Tinicum Park: A county owned park between the Delaware River and the Delaware Canal
providing recreational facilities, such as playing fields, a disc golf  course, walking trails and camping
sites for the public.

Tinicum Township's Flexible Development Option:  Ordinance 103 of  Tinicum Township
establishing greater flexibility during development in order to protect resources from adverse
effects.

Tohickon Valley Park: A county owned park along the Lower Tohickon Creek providing
recreational opportuntities including swimming, hiking, camping and picnicing to the public.
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Township Demolition Ordinance:  Section 703A of  the Tinicum Township Zoning Ordinance,
governing takedown of  structures and disposal of  debris. Enacted  September 2005.

Township ordinances/regulations:  Ordinances are laws found in Tinicum’s municipal code.
Regulations are rules or orders having the force of  law.

Township’s Water Development Ordinance: Regulates the amount of  water necessary for a
subdivision and the rules for determining water availability.

Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND): Refers to the development of  a complete
neighborhood or town using traditional town planning principles. TND may occur in infill settings
and involve adaptive reuse of  existing buildings, but often involves all-new construction on
previously undeveloped land. To qualify as a TND, a project should include a range of  housing
types, a network of  well-connected streets and blocks, humane public spaces, and have amenities
such as stores, schools, and places of  worship within walking distance of  residences. TND is
limited to the scale of  neighborhood or town, and should not be confused with New Urbanism,
which encompasses all scales of  planning and development, from building to region. TND projects
incorporate many different architectural styles and are not exclusively traditional in aesthetic. An
example of  a TND known for modern style as opposed to neotraditional style is Prospect New
Town.

Trust for Public Land (TPL): A land conservation nonprofit founded in 1972 by Huey Johnson
and based in San Francisco, California in the United States. TPL works throughout the United
States to conserve land for people as parks, gardens, and other natural places.

U.S. Army Corps of  Engineers: A federal agency and a major Army command made up of  some
34,600 civilian and 650 military personnel, making it the world's largest public engineering, design
and construction management agency. Although generally associated with dams, canals and flood
protection in the United States, USACE is involved in a wide range of  public works support to the
nation and the Department of  Defense throughout the world.

The Corps's mission is to provide military and public works services to the United States by
providing vital engineering services and capabilities, as a public service, across the full spectrum of
operations--from peace to war--in support of  national interests.  Their most visible missions
include:

• Planning, designing, building, and operating locks and dams; flood control, beach         
nourishment, and dredging for waterway navigation

• Design and construction management of  military facilities for the Army and Air Force and 
other Defense and Federal agencies; environmental regulation and ecosystem restoration

U.S. Department of  the Interior (DOI)/Federal Department of  the Interior: The United
States federal executive department of  the U.S. government responsible for the management and
conservation of  most federal land and the administration of  programs relating to Native
Americans, Alaska Natives, and Native Hawaiians, and to insular areas of  the United States.

U.S. Department of  Interior’s National Register of  Historic Places: An historic district in the
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United States is a group of  buildings, properties or sites that have been designated by one of
several entities on different levels as historically or architecturally significant. Buildings, structures,
objects and sites within a historic district are normally divided into two categories, contributing and
non-contributing. Districts greatly vary in size, some having hundreds of  structures while others
have just a few.

The U.S. federal government designates historic districts through the U.S. Department of  Interior,
under the auspices of  the National Park Service. Federally designated historic districts are listed on
the National Register of  Historic Places. State Historic Districts can either follow similar criteria
and have no restrictions on property owners, or they can require strict adherence to historic rehabil-
itation standards. The local historic district offers, by far, the most legal protection for historic
properties because most land use decisions are made at the local level. Local districts are generally
administered by the county or municipal government. The tendency of  local districts to place
restrictions on property owners causes them to be the targets of  the most resistance from the
public.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: The premier government agency dedicated to the conservation,
protection, and enhancement of  fish, wildlife and plants, and their habitats. It is the only agency in
the federal government whose primary responsibility is management of  these important natural
resources for the American public. The Service is responsible for implementing and enforcing some
of  our Nation’s most important environmental laws, such as the Endangered Species Act,
Migratory Bird Treaty Act and Marine Mammal Protection Act.

U.S. Forest Service: The Forest Service was established in 1905 and is an agency of  the U.S.
Department of  Agriculture. The Forest Service manages public lands in national forests and
grasslands, which encompass 193 million acres.

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS): the agency responsible for science about the earth. 

Understory (or understorey): The term for the area of  a forest which grows in the shade of  the
emergent or forest canopy. Plants in the understory consist of  a mixture of  seedlings and saplings
of  canopy trees together with understory shrubs and herbs. Young canopy trees often persist as
suppressed juveniles for decades while they wait for an opening in the forest which will permit their
growth into the canopy. Certain woodland shrubs are able to complete their life cycles in the shade
of  the forest canopy. Some small trees, such as dogwood, holly, and redbud, rarely grow tall and
remain understory trees. Many of  our most beloved woodland wildflowers of  the understory rush
their life cycles through the spring months before the canopy closes over.

Voluntary Agricultural Districts (VAD):  Farmers voluntarily enroll their farms in the program
and therefore agree to restrict non-farm use or development of  their land. Signs are posted in the
area to let prospective homeowners know that they are in an agricultural area and to expect the
odors, dust, and noises associated with farms. The goal is to reduce nuisance lawsuits that often
occur when development sprawls into rural areas.

Vernal pools (also called ephemeral pools): Temporary pools of  water, most often in woodlands,
that form over the winter and usually dry up by summer. They are devoid of  fish and, thus, allow
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the safe development of  natal amphibian and insect species. Certain frog, salamander, and
crustacean species can breed only in these pools and their presence defines a pool as a vernal pool.

Viewshed: The total landscape seen or potentially seen from all or a logical part of  a travel route,
use area, or water body.

Village Center District (Village Residential  District/Village Hamlet Option): These are
types of  residential areas and options outlined and described in the township SALDO and Zoning
ordinances.

Virginia Pine-Mixed Hardwood Shale Woodland communities: A type of  plant community
generally found on dry acidic slopes and characterized by Virginia Pine, White Pine, white ash, and
various oaks and hickories. The shrub layer includes shadbush and huckleberry; the herbaceous
layer is usually fairly sparse, and includes various grasses and shade tolerant wildflowers.

Voluntary easements: Conservation easements donated by the landowner without financial
remuneration

Watershed: The area of  land from which rainfall (and/or snow melt) drains into a stream or other
water body. Watersheds are also sometimes referred to as drainage basins or drainage areas. Ridges
of  higher ground generally form the boundaries between watersheds. At these boundaries, rain
falling on one side flows toward the low point of  one watershed, while rain falling on the other side
of  the boundary flows toward the low point of  a different watershed.

Wetlands: Lands that are normally saturated with water, such as swamps, marshes, vernal pools,
and bogs. These areas often host plants and animals specially adapted to life in very wet conditions.
The multiple importance of  wetlands on habitat and diversity of  species, the unique role they play
in providing a transition from land to water, and the effect of  wetlands on water quality have
become  widely recognized today.

Wilderness/Wildlands: Wilderness or wildland is a natural environment that has not been signifi-
cantly modified by human activity. It may also be defined as: "The most intact, undisturbed wild
natural areas left on our planet - those last truly wild places that humans do not control and have
not developed with roads, pipelines or other industrial infrastructure.” Wilderness areas can be
found in preserves, estates, farms, conservation preserves, ranches, National Forests, National Parks
and even in urban areas along rivers, gulches or otherwise undeveloped areas. These areas are
considered important for the survival of  certain species, biodiversity, ecological studies,
conservation, solitude, and recreation. They may also preserve historic genetic traits and provide
habitat for wild flora and fauna that may be difficult to recreate in zoos, arboretums or laboratories.
Wilderness is deeply valued for cultural, spiritual, moral, and aesthetic reasons. Some nature writers
believe wilderness areas are vital for the human spirit and creativity. 
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REFERENCES

Brandywine Conservancy and Tinicum Township Open Space Committee (August 15, 2000).
Tinicum Township Open Space Plan.

Tinicum Township Board of  Supervisors, the Planning Commission , and Planning Consultants
(1993) The Comprehensive Plan for Tinicum Township, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. 

Bedminster Township Board of  Supervisors, Planning Commission, and Planning Consultant
(March 18, 2009) Draft Bedminster Township Open Space Plan.

T.  Block and A. Rhoads (1999). Natural Areas Inventory of  Bucks County, Pennsylvania.

Bridgeton, Nockamixon, Tinicum Joint Groundwater Committee Groundwater Reports, 2008-
2009, available on Gallow Run Watershed Associate website: www.grwabucks.org/reports.htm(De-
cember 29, 2008)

M. Kyde (December 19, 2007) Tinicum Township Regional Biodiversity Study - A Highlands
Ecosystem         

R. Glennon (2002) Water Follies: Groundwater Pumping and the Fate of  America’s Fresh Water,
Island Press.

W. Dramstad, J. Olson, R. Forman (1996) Landscape Ecology Principles in Landscape Architecture
and Land-Use Planning. Harvard University, Island Press, American Society of  Landscape Archi-
tects. 

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES: INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC SOURCES

American Forests:
www.amfor.org

Bucks County Agricultural Security Area Program:
www.buckscounty.org/government/departments/communityservices/PlanningCommission/Open
Space/2007AgPresAnnualReport.pdf

Bucks County Natural Areas Program Guidelines:
www.buckscounty.org/government/departments/communityservices/PlanningCommission/Natu-
ralAreasProgramGuidelinesFall2008.pdf

Bucks County Open Space Program: 
www.buckscounty.org/government/departments/CommunityServices/PlanningCommission/Ope
nSpace/OpenSpaceAgPresIndex.aspx  
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Carbon Sequestration:
www.genomicsgtl.energy.gov/benefits/climate.shtml

The Conservation Fund:
www.conservationfund.org

Delaware River Greenway Partnership:
www.delrivgreenway.org/content/Welcome%21/Welcome%21%20Index.html

DRBC Lower Delaware Reports and Quality Assurance Project Plan, December 2005:
www.state.nj.us/drbc/LD/index.htm

Lower Delaware River Management Plan:
www.nps.gov/phso/sp/jrivlod3.htm

The Middle Delaware River Conservation Plan, March 2004:
www.heritageconservancy.org/news/pdf/MDRCP_Executive_Summary.pdf

The Giving Pond Natural Resource Inventory Project: An Overview, March 14, 2006:
www.forbesenvironmental.info/NRI%20Example.pdf   

Giving Pond Recreation Area Bird Species List:
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/stateparks/parks/delawarecanal/delawarecanal_gpbirds.aspx

Highlands Conservation Act of  2004:
www.na.fs.fed.us/highlands/con_act/index.shtm

National Audubon Society, The Important Bird Area Program: 
www.audubon.org/bird/iba/

National Tree Trust:
www.nationaltreetrust.org

National Wild and Scenic River:
www.nps.gov/lode/   

National Wetlands Inventory:
www.fws.gov/wetlands/

The Nature Conservancy:
www.nature.org/

Palisades Area Wastewater Facilities Plan updated 2003:
www.elibrary.state.pa.us/dldoc.asp?fn=4201776784mcp0100.pdf
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Pennsylvania DCNR & River Registry:
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/brc/rivers/riversconservation/registry/

Pennsylvania Department of  Conservation and Natural Resources, Bureau of  Forestry:
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/wrcf/contents.htm

Pennsylvania Department of  Conservation and Natural Resources, On-line Database of  Recreation
Sites by County:
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/recreation/dcnr/cnr.htm

Pennsylvania Department of  Conservation and Natural Resources, Bureau of  Recreation and Con-
servation, Community Conservation Partnerships Program: 
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/grants.html

Pennsylvania Department of  Environmental Protection:
www.dep.state.pa.us

Pennsylvania Department of  Environmental Protection eFACTS system:
www.dep.state.pa.us/efacts/

Pennsylvania Flora Project, Botany Department, Morris Arboretum of  the University of  PA: 
www.upenn.edu/paflora/index.htm

Pennsylvania Forest Stewardship:
www.paforeststewards.cas.psu.edu/PAprogram.html

Pennsylvania Game Commission:
www.sites.state.pa.us/PA_Exec/PGC/endangered/

Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation:
www.phmc.state.pa.us/

Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory: 
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/forestry/pndi/pndiweb.htm

Pennsylvania Natural Resources Conservation Service, Map Compilation and Digitizing Center:
www:mcdc.cas.psu.edu/

Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access:
www.pasda.psu.edu

Pennsylvania Species of  Special Concern:
www.fish.state.pa.us/nongame_concern.htm
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Pennsylvania Threatened and Endangered Species: 
www.fish.state.pa.us/endang1.htm

Pennsylvania Water Science Center:
www.pa.water.usgs.gov/

Roaring Rocks/Swamp Creek Biodiversity Study, December 7, 2007:
www.buckscountyherald.com/Plan%20Reports%20-%20Roaring%20Rocks%20Creek.pdf

Tinicum Creek Watershed Conservation Plan, February 2001:
www.pabulletin.com/secure/data/vol31/31-7/277.html  

Tinicum Township Zoning & Overlay Maps: 
www.tinicumbucks.org/

Lower Tohichon Creek Watershed Conservation Plan, March 2003:
www.pabulletin.com/secure/data/vol33/33-11/458.html  

U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 Tinicum Township Demographic Data:
www.pasdc.hbg.psu.edu/pasdc/census_2000/Data/SF3/DP1-DP4/0604201776784.pdf

U.S. Department of  Agriculture Soil Survey of  Bucks and Philadelphia Counties, 2002:
www.bucksccd.org/cms/files/introduction_ID1416.pdf

US Federal Emergency Management Agency:
www.fema.gov/hazard/flood/index.shtm

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service- Endangered Species and  National Wetlands Inventory:
www.fws.gov/
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TIMELINE

1975 Bucks and Philadelphia Counties Soil Survey

1977 Lower Delaware River Management Plan

1979 Flood plain study for Tinicum Township 

1988 Historical Commission 

1989 Agricultural Security Area program 

1989 Scenic Roads ordinance 

1993 Tinicum Township Comprehensive Plan 

1994 U.S. Geological Survey entitled Hydrologic Data for Northern Bucks County, Pennsylvania 

(Open File Report 94-381) 

1994 U.S. Geological Survey entitled Hydrogeology and Ground-Water Quality of  Northern 

Bucks County, Pennsylvania (Water Resources Investigation Report 94-109); 

1996 U.S. Army Corps of  Engineers, Philadelphia District, entitled Market Feasibility Study, 

Tinicum Township, Bucks County, Pennsylvania, Alternative Wastewater Treatment 

Solutions for Hamlets and Villages and Groundwater Monitoring Options 

1996 Soil Survey for Bucks County, Pennsylvania 

1997 Ground-Water Management and Conservation, Inc., entitled Municipal Ground-Water 

Resources Management in Tinicum

Township, Bucks County, Pennsylvania, using the Water Budget Approach: Final Report. 

1999 Bedminster Township’s Open Space Plan

2000 Tinicum’s Zoning and Sub-division Ordinances 

2000 “Delineation and Management Recommendations for the Vegetation Communities of  

Tinicum Township, Bucks County, Pennsylvania” was prepared by the Morris Arboretum

2004 Highlands Conservation Act 

2007 Tinicum Township Regional Biodiversity Study 
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1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA
website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and streams
obtained from Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. Farmland soils (SSURGO Soils) obtained from USDA NRCS
SSURGO Database website.
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1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA
website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and
streams obtained from Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. Hydrologic soil groups (SSURGO Soils) obtained from
USDA NRCS SSURGO Database website.
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1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and streams obtained
from Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. Agricultural security, land preservation, and known active farmland
(LULC) obtained from Tinicum Township.
3. Farmland soils (SSURGO Soils) obtained from USDA NRCS
SSURGO Database website.
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1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA
website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and
streams obtained from Bucks County Planning Commission.
2. National Wild and Scenic River, watersehds, and riparian
buffer obtained from Tinicum Township.
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SOURCES:
1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and streams obtained
from Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. Wetlands, vernal pools, seeps, and springs mapped by Princeton
Hydro study, 2003.
4. Headwaters obtained from Tinicum Township.
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SOURCES:
1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and streams obtained from
Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. FEMA Floodplain (2002 DFIRM) obtained from FEMA Map Service Center.
4. Percent slope derived from 2005 DVRPC five foot contours and mass
ground points obtained from the PASDA website.
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SOURCES:
1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA
website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and
streams obtained from Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. Woodlands obtained from Tinicum Township.
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1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA
website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and
streams obtained from Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. Vegetation communities obtained from Morris Arboretum.
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1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, Bucks County Natural Areas
Inventory, tax parcels, roads, and streams obtained from Bucks
County Planning Commission.
3. Habitat conservation networks obtained from Tinicum Township.
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SOURCES:
1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA
website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and
streams obtained from Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. Open and Wooded scenic landscapes obtained from
Brandywine Conservancy.
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1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and streams obtained
from Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. Historic corridors, buildings, and structures obtained from Tinicum
Township.
3. National Register information obtained from Brandywine
Conservancy.
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PRINCETON HYDRO, LLC.
1108 OLD YORK ROAD
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RINGOES, NJ 08551
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TINICUM TOWNSHIP 
BUCKS COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
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SOURCES:
1. Municipal and state boundaries obtained from PASDA
website.
2. Tinicum Township boundary, tax parcels, roads, and
streams obtained from Bucks County Planning Commission.
3. Public trails, recreational lands (LULC), private utility, and
woodlands obtained from Tinicum Township.
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